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Studies of the Mechanics and Structure of Shallow Magmatic Plumbing
Systems
Mikel Dı́ez
ABSTRACT
Volcanic activity, and the resultant deposits and structures at the Earth’s surface, are
the outcome of the inner workings of underground magmatic plumbing systems. These systems, essentially, consist of magma reservoirs which supply magma to the surface through
volcanic conduits feeding volcanic eruptions. The mechanics and structure of plumbing systems remain largely unknown due to the obvious challenges involved in inferring volcanic
processes occurring underground from observations at the surface. Nevertheless, volcanologists are beginning to gain a deeper understanding of the workings and architecture of
magmatic plumbing systems from geophysical observations on active volcanoes, as well as
from geological studies of the erosional remnants of ancient volcanic systems.
In this work, I explore the relationship between the structure and mechanics of shallow plumbing systems and the volcanic eruptions these systems produce. I attempt to
contribute to the understanding of this complex relationship by linking geological and
geophysical observations of an eroded basaltic subvolcanic system, and the eruptive and
tectonic activity of an active volcano, with mathematical models of magma ascent and
stress transfer.
The remarkable exposures of the Carmel outcrop intrusions, near the San Rafael swell,
southeast Utah, U. S. A., allow detailed geological and geophysical observations of the
roots of volcanic conduits that emerge from a subhorizontal magma feeder reservoir. These
observations reveal a new mechanism for magma ascent and eruption triggering through
gravitational instabilities created from an underlying feeding sill, and shed light on the
mechanics of sill emplacement. Geophysical and geological observations of the 1999 and
xii

1992 eruptions of the Cerro Negro volcano, Nicaragua, are used to explore the coupling
between changes in the stress field and the triggering of volcanic eruptions, and magma
ascent through the shallow crust. Modeling results of stress transfer and conduit flow highlight the importance of the surrounding stress field and geometry of the volcanic conduits
that comprise shallow plumbing systems.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of volcanic eruptions is largely governed by the physical properties of
magmas and the structure and mechanics of the plumbing system that feeds the eruptions. Whereas a great deal of attention has been directed towards the understanding of
physical magma properties, the inner architecture and mechanics of magmatic plumbing
systems remain relatively unknown, as these systems remain inaccessible during ongoing
volcanic eruptions and direct observation of their inner workings is impossible. Nevertheless, geophysical techniques, seismics in particular, have provided an approximate picture
of magmatic plumbing systems beneath active volcanoes (e.g., Ryan et al., 1981), and more
recently, the 3D structure of a buried fossil basaltic plumbing system in the North Rockall
trough, northwest of Scotland (Thomson and Hutton, 2004).
Through a series of different works I address a few topics that relate volcanic eruptions
with shallow magmatic plumbing systems, such as structural relations of feeder reservoirs
with volcanic conduits, eruption triggering mechanisms and eruption dynamics. These topics are explored by linking geophysical and geological field observations with mathematical
models of magma ascent and models of heat and stress transfer.
Geological and geophysical observations of a basaltic sub-volcanic field exposed in remarkable conditions in the San Rafael Swell area, southeast Utah, reveal the inner structure
of the roots of volcanic conduits and illuminate new processes for magma ascent, sill emplacement and eruption triggering in the shallow crust (see Chapter 2). In particular, a
new mechanism of magma ascent and eruption is discovered by which the upper contact
of a sill becomes gravitationally unstable initiating the diapiric ascent of magma towards
the surface. To quantitatively explore the viability of magma diapiric ascent through the
shallow subsurface, thermal and hydrodynamic instability models are derived constrained
by field geological and geophysical observations (see Chapters 3 and 4).

1

The mechanical relationship between the magmatic plumbing system and the regional
stress field is explored on an active volcano, Cerro Negro Volcano, Nicaragua (see Chapter
5). In August 1999, Cerro Negro erupted right after the occurrence of three tectonic
earthquakes that occurred near the volcano. I propose that the low-volume fissural eruption
was triggered by static-stress changes induced by the three earthquakes. In addition, the
modeled Coulomb stress change, after the three earthquakes and eruption, is consistent
with the earthquake aftershock distribution recorded during the following days.
The dynamics of magma ascent through a shallow volcanic conduit, and into the atmosphere through an eruption column, is studied by deriving a coupled conduit flow and
eruption column model (see Chapter 6). This model is constrained by geological data from
the 1992 sustained explosive phase of the Cerro Negro Volcano eruption. The coupled
model also indicates that changes in the dimensions of the conduit cause large variation
in eruption mass flow rate, highlighting the relevance of understanding the structure and
dimensions of real volcanic conduits.
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CHAPTER 2
GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS OF THE CARMEL OUTCROP

2.1

Introduction
Volcanic eruptions at the Earth’s surface are the result of the inner workings of an

underlying magmatic plumbing system. In a very broad sense, this plumbing system may
be described as magma reservoirs from which conduits emerge to transport magma towards
the surface and finally feed eruptions. For obvious reasons, active plumbing systems remain
hidden during ongoing eruptions and volcanologists have to rely on geophysical observations
to delineate their inner structure (e.g. Ryan et al., 1981). Direct observation of their inner
architecture is only possible in areas where erosion has partially exposed the plumbing
system. For silicic volcanic systems, a number of studies have been conducted (Almond,
1971; Koronovsky, 1971; Ekren and Byers, 1976; Reedman et al., 1987; Wolff et al., 1989;
Stasiuk et al., 1996; Kano et al., 1997; Soriano et al., 2006) and only a few of them, due
to the limitations of the exposures, correlate conduit infillings and structure with deposits
at the surface (Almond, 1971; Koronovsky, 1971; Ekren and Byers, 1976; Soriano et al.,
2006). A larger number of works (Johnson, 1906; Williams, 1936; Hunt, 1938; Appeldorn
and Wright, 1957; McGetchin, 1968; Delaney and Pollard, 1981; White, 1991; Delaney
and Gartner, 1997; Németh and White, 2003; Ross and White, 2006; McClintock and
White, 2006; Valentine and Krogh, 2006; Keating et al., 2007) have explored the subsurface
structures of basaltic systems, such as dikes and plugs, and in some cases (e.g., White, 1991;
Hooten and Ort, 2002; Németh and White, 2003), deposits preserved at the surface have
been related to deposits within the fossil feeder conduits.
In these outcrops only the shallower part of the plumbing system is exposed and, to
my knowledge, no account has been reported describing the roots of conduits, that is,
the region of the reservoir from which conduits emerge to feed volcanic eruptions. The
Pliocene dikes, sills and plugs of the San Rafael subvolcanic field, Utah, US, are exposed in
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stark relief within middle Jurassic clastic sediments of the Colorado Plateau (Figure 2.1).
Their modern exposures correspond to 500 - 1500 m of emplacement depth (Delaney and
Gartner, 1997) and provide remarkable outcrops to explore deeper parts of a continental
basaltic plumbing system. This work focuses on one outcrop, the Carmel Outcrop, located
in the eastern margin of the San Rafael field, south of the San Rafael swell (Figure 2.1).
This outcrop consists of a N-S trending dike with plugs distributed to both sides of the
dike, scattered outcrops of an underlying sill, exposed on a small creek, and exposures of
surrounding wallrocks (Figure 2.2). I describe and interpret the geology and structure of
these plugs and wallrocks. Some lithofacies within the plugs indicate that they acted as
volcanic conduits. Different geophysical surveys reveal a shallow intrusion interpreted as a
sill beneath the plugs and is likely continuous with the basalt exposures ∼20 m west of the
dike, exposed in a dry creek bed. I interpret this sill as fed by the dike and as a reservoir
from which the plugs grew as gravitational instabilities feeding eruptions at the surface.
The mechanics of emplacement of the dike and the sill are discussed and a conceptual
model for the ascent of magma triggered by a gravitational instability is proposed.

2.2

Geologic setting
The Carmel outcrop is located in the San Rafael desert, southeast UT (Figure 2.1)

on the western Colorado Plateau. In this desert, a Pliocene basaltic subvolcanic complex,
the San Rafael Subvolcanic Complex (SRSC), crops out in remarkable conditions. This
intrusive complex is about 60 km long, nowhere more than 30 km wide, and represents an
ancient magmatic plumbing system that fed cinder cones, maars and tuff rings in the past.
This magma plumbing system is now exposed because of the deep erosion of the Colorado
Plateau sedimentary sequence (Delaney and Gartner, 1997).
The SRSC consists of approximately 2000 dike segments, several volcanic plugs and
more than twelve sills that are no thicker than ∼30 m (Delaney, 1982) (Figure 2.1). The
dike rocks are dark gray, locally porphyritic alkaline diabases (Gilluly, 1927; Williams, 1983)
and, chemically, correspond to trachybasalts and basanites with silica contents ranging from
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44 to 48 wt.% (Delaney and Gartner, 1997). The dikes and syenitic sills are interpreted as
contemporaneous and comagmatic (Gilluly, 1927), and the syenite in the sills as derived
from the basaltic melt by fractional crystallization (Williams, 1983). Dike rocks have been
dated with K-Ar methods and yield ages between 3.4 and 4.7 Ma (Delaney and Gartner,
1997). Interestingly, the magmatic activity in the SRSC is contemporaneous with 3.8 to 6.4
Ma old trachybasalt and basaltic andesite lava flows mapped at higher elevations ∼30 km
to the southwest of Cedar Mountain (Delaney and Gartner, 1997)(Figure 2.1).
Most of the dikes, sills and plugs of the SRSC intrude into subhorizontal Middle Jurassic sedimentary clastic and fine-grained strata of the San Rafael Group (Figure 2.1). The
San Rafael Group has an average thickness of 550 m throughout the SRSC (Delaney and
Gartner, 1997) and consists of the Carmel formation, Entrada Sandstone, and Curtis and
Sumerville formations (Gilluly, 1929; Smith et al., 1963). These rocks correspond mostly to
fine-grained sandstones, siltstones, shales and limestones deposited in a nearshore shallowsea environment (Delaney and Gartner, 1997). Some of the dikes reached upper stratigraphic levels of the unconformably overlying Late Jurassic Morrison formation. Other
dikes are exposed within the underlying eolian Triassic and Jurassic Navajo Sandstone of
the Glen Group, which is beneath the Carmel formation separated by an unconformity
(Figure 2.1).

2.2.1

Overburden thickness estimation

The thickness of the overburden at the time of intrusion (∼4 Ma ago) is estimated
using a reconstruction of the Oligocene (ca. 30 Ma) paleosurface of the Colorado Plateau
(Pederson et al., 2002). Pederson et al. (2002) calculate a map for the total exhumation, ,
by subtracting the present land surface from the reconstructed Oligocene paleotopography
(see their Figure 7; Pederson et al., 2002). The thickness of the overburden, e , then, can
be calculated by

e =  − p ,

(2.1)
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Figure 2.1. Simplified geologic map of the San Rafael subvolcanic complex, UT, emphasizing
intrusive rocks and stratigraphic groups and formations.
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where p is the eroded material from the Oligocene to the time of eruption. Before calculating p ,  and the erosion rate, E, are needed. The value of  for the Carmel outcrop
is ∼1200 m (Pederson et al., 2002, and Pederson written personal comm.), however, the
estimation of the erosion rate, E, through the Cenozoic deserves a brief discussion. Significant erosion of the Colorado Plateau did not occur until 6 Ma when the Colorado River
system, as we see it today, first began to flow off the edge of the higher Colorado Plateau
and into the lower Basin and Range near the mouth of Grand Canyon (Pederson, personal
comm.). All indications suggest that this drainage integration event has driven the vast
bulk of the erosion that now is seen in the landscape (Pederson, personal comm.). Thus,
assuming most of the erosion happened over the last 6 Ma and that it took place linearly
through time, the erosion rate is given by

E=


,
δt6M a−P resent

(2.2)

where δt6M a−P resent is the time interval from the Miocene (ca. 6 Ma) to the present.
Assuming a total exhumation of 1200 m for the San Rafael field, E = 200 m/myr.
The eroded material in the San Rafael field, since ca. 6 Ma to the Pliocene (ca. 4 Ma)
is then given by

p = E(δt6M a−4M a ).

(2.3)

Substituting this equation into (2.1), and solving for e , I find that the Pliocene surface
was about 800 m above the present ground surface. It is important to note that as the
total exhumation values are conservative (see Pederson et al., 2002), this value represents
a minimum amount of erosion. Then, the volcanic outcrops now seen at the surface would
have been formed beneath a minimum of 800 m of sedimentary cover.
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2.3

Geology of the Carmel outcrop
The Carmel outcrop is located in the eastern edge of the SRSC, south of the San Rafael

Swell (Figure 2.1). The outcrop consists of several basaltic plugs and domes1 distributed
at both sides of a N-S trending dike (Figure 2.2). Some of the internal lithofacies in Plugs
3 and 4, discussed in the next section, suggest that these plugs acted as volcanic conduits
during the time of their emplacement, 4 Ma ago. Wallrocks exposed in the Carmel outcrop
consist of fine-grained recrystallized limestones, siltstones and shales interbedded with
gypsum beds of the banded and gypsiferous members of the Carmel formation (Doelling,
2004).
The excellent exposure conditions at the Carmel outcrop reveal an interesting structural
relationship between the basaltic intrusions and the surrounding wallrocks. It is clear from
the Carmel outcrop geological map (Figure 2.2) that some features along the dike, such as
buds, may represent localization of the flow of magma along the dike. On the other hand,
some domes and plugs are offset from the dike and reached the level of current exposure
independent of the dike. This feature of the Carmel outcrop is not consistent with classic
models of fissure eruptions, which rely on localization of flow to form conduits along dikes
(e.g., Wylie et al., 1999). Rather, magma ascended from depth trough conduits (current
plugs and domes) by a different mechanism. In areas surrounding the plugs, the wallrock
layers dip inward with respect to the intrusions (Figure 2.2). Also, in Plug 3, wallrock
layers at the contact are overturned. These observations suggest a diapiric origin of these
plugs.
Although the exposure condition of Plug 1 and a basalt outcrop (roughly circular in
plane section) south of Dome 2 (Figure 2.2) are sufficiently good to be delineated, they do
not provide enough geological and structural information to be studied in detail. In this
study I focus in different sectors: a) the N-S trending dike; b) an area including Plug 2,
Dome 1 and Dome 2, and the irregular basalt outcrops ∼20 m west of Dome 2; c) Plug 3;
1

The term “dome” refers to a structure in which, at the ground surface, a core of basalt is surrounded
by outward dipping wallrock layers and where, in principle, it may be inferred that the basalt did not pierce
through the overlying wallrocks.
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Table 2.1. Major element oxide composition of rock samples taken from the dike, Bud 2
and Plug 2, determined by Direct Coupled Plasma Emission Spectrometry (DCP-ES).

Oxide (wt.%)
SiO2
Al2 O3
Fe2 O3
MgO
MnO
CaO
K2 O
Na2 O
TiO2

CSCB
Basanite
48.9
14.53
10.17
12.43
0.18
9.5
0.41
2.40
1.47

CAR-1
Limestone
0.57
1.393
0.62
0.97
0.07
95.17
0.74
0.28
0.18

Samples
CDK-4
Dike basanite
51.3
15.67
9.47
10.02
0.17
9.02
0.47
2.6
1.29

SS
Siltstone
54.44
9.56
3.22
7.52
0.10
22.72
0.62
1.12
0.70

CDK-2
Sandstone
76.74
8.25
1.74
2.15
0.08
8.44
0.23
1.89
0.45

and d) Plug 4. With the goal of exploring different mechanisms of magma ascent, these
sectors are described in detail in the following subsections.

2.3.1

Dike and buds

The N-S trending dike consists of five segments of variable length and an average
thickness of ∼1 m, arranged in an en-echelon pattern (Figure 2.2). The dike rock is a
basanite, with a SiO2 content of 51 wt.% (see sample CDK-4 in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3)
and diabasic texture. No wallrock xenoliths are present along the dike except within Bud
2 as described in the following.
Buds are anomalously thick parts that emerge from dike segments (Wentworth and
Jones, 1940) where removal of the dilational component of the overall form would not
bring adjacent dike walls back into contact (Delaney and Pollard, 1981). Northeast of
Plug 2, at one of the dike segments tip, emerges Bud 1, which is ∼2 m wide (Figure 2.2).
Note that both contacts do not fit back together by removing the basanite in between,
suggesting that Bud 1 is an erosional feature created by the removal of wallrocks by the
upward flowing magma.
Bud 2 is located northeast of Plug 3 and emerges within a dike segment (Figure 2.2).
This bud has a more complex structure than Bud 1, with a sandstone body surrounded
10
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Figure 2.3. Geological map of Bud 2. See Figure 2.2 for location. a) Peperitic lense at the
west margin of the bud; and b) peperitic contact between the inner fine-grained sandstone
and the outer dike basalt. See text for details.
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a)
“Sandy Spot” in
peperitic lense

“Red Spot” in Jupiter’s
atmosphere

b)
Figure 2.4. (a) Microfold within fine-grained sandstone (CDK-2 sample, see Figure 2.3)
delineated by very fine-grained dark material.(b) Rock sample of a vertical section taken
from a peperitic lense (Figure 2.3a), with a banded structure alternating fine-grained sandstone bands with basanite bands. As a result of mechanical mixing, a hybrid gray band
is formed, containing isolated clinopyroxene crystals within the grayish peperitic matrix.
Note the similarity of of an elliptical shaped “spot” within the fine-grained sandstone with
the “red spot” (a storm) developed in the Jovian atmosphere as a result of simple shearing
between layers of different composition.
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by basanite (Figure 2.3). The inner sedimentary body consists of a fine-grained wellsorted silicic sandstone (see sample CDK-2 in Table 2.1) with thin bands of very fine
material (unidentified under optical microscope, but possibly volcanic ash) that delineate
microfolds within the sandstone (Figure 2.4a). The surrounding basanite (CDK-4) contains
few bubbles (< 5%), some of them elongated in the vertical direction, particularly, close to
the west contact. In this contact, the basanite also contains sandstone xenoliths, most of
which are disrupted, defining vertical flow lineations. In localized areas, north and west of
the contact with the wallrock, lenses of peperitic material are present, with the longest axis
vertically oriented (see Figure 2.3b). A picture of the internal structure of one of this lenses
is shown in Figure 2.4a. Note the banded structure, indicating viscous laminar flow. Gray
bands form as a result of the mechanical mixing between the sandstone and the basanite,
as the presence of isolated clinopyroxene crystals indicate. The interface between the inner
sandstone body and the basanite exposed in the northwest part of the contact, is peperitic,
with juvenile enclaves of globular and blocky basanite intruding into the sandstone (see
Figure 2.3b).
The presence of peperites indicate contemporaneity of magmatism and sedimentation
(Skilling et al., 2002). In addition, the structure of the sandstone infilling the bud shows
fine-grained material bands delineating microfolds, suggesting that it was unconsolidated
at the time of intrusion. I interpret these observations as indicative of magma-sediment
interaction at or close to the Pliocene surface, were sedimentation was taking place. As
magma erupted at the surface through the dike, at some point the peperites infilled the
conduit, and the last magmatic pulse forced its ascent through the unconsolidated body
creating simple shearing and mechanical mixing, leading to the development of the peperitic
lenses observed at the contact of Bud 2.
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2.3.2

Plug 2 and domes

In the central area of the Carmel outcrop (Figure 2.2) a sector containing Plug 2,
Dome 1 and Dome 2, and a few scattered basanite outcrops west of the N-S trending dike,
cropping out through a dry creek bed, is mapped in detail (Figure 2.5a).
Plug 2 is roughly circular in plane section with an approximate diameter of ∼8 m
(Figure 2.5a). The intrusive rock within the plug is a basanite, with 48.8 wt.% SiO2 , and
diabasic texture, very similar to the dike rock CDK-4 (Table 2.1). This intrusive rock
has a vesicle content of 5 to 7% and contains no wallrock xenoliths except for spalled
blocks near the contacts. The surrounding wallrocks are exposed in certain places along
the contact. The wallrock consists of baked, banded, silica- and carbonate-rich siltstones
(see sample SS in Table 2.1) with interbedded shaly beds, which delineate pre-existing
pinch and swell structures. Their dip varies along the contact, with nearly flat outward
and inward dipping beds along the east and north contacts respectively, and overturned
beds at the south contact.
Two domes, Dome 1 and Dome 2, crop out south of Plug 2. The distances between
Plug 2 and Dome 1, and Dome 1 and Dome 2 are, 21 and 11 m, respectively (Figure 2.5a).
Dome 1 is circular in plane section with a diameter of 3 m, comparatively larger than
Dome 1 with a ∼0.5 m diameter. These domes are stratigraphically slightly lower than
the ground surface expression of Plug 2, and crop out within an outward dipping (∼40o )
fine-grained recrystallized limestone (see CAR-1 in Table 2.1). This limestone is exposed
nearby, dipping west in the area surrounding Plug 2.
A number of irregular basanite outcrops are mapped through a small creek ∼5 m west
of Dome 1 (Figure 2.5). Although the quality of exposure is rather poor, it is enough to
reveal the presence of an intrusion (sill) off the dike and beneath the plugs and domes of
this sector in the intrusive complex.
These geological observations suggest that Plug 2 and Domes 1 and 2 have grown as
gravitational instabilities from an underlying sill, creating an inward dipping stratigraphy in
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Table 2.2. Major element oxide composition of rock samples taken from Plugs 3 and 4,
determined by Direct Coupled Emission Spectrometry (DCP-ES).

Oxide (wt.%)
SiO2
Al2 O3
Fe2 O3
MgO
MnO
CaO
K2 O
Na2 O
TiO2

CAR-3
Peperite
75.79
10.05
2.56
2.35
0.06
5.89
0.34
2.53
0.44

Samples
CBC-CORE
CAR-6
Basanite
Sandstone
51.10
78.65
15.43
9.32
9.54
2.37
10.65
3.00
0.17
0.05
8.21
3.14
0.55
0.35
3.03
2.62
1.31
0.49

CAR-9
Volcanoclastic
61.3
15.67
7.55
6.58
0.12
5.53
0.35
1.93
0.96

the area surrounding Plug 2. Structural data reveal a diapiric geometry for Plug 2 (Figure
2.5b), and the domes are interpreted as “frozen” early stages of diapiric development.

2.3.3

Plug 3

Plug 3 is exposed in an area ∼50 m south of Plug 2 and ∼6 m west of the N-S trending
dike (Figure 2.2). This plug is roughly circular in plane section, with a diameter of about
16 m, and shows a more complex inner structure than Plug 2 (Figure 2.6a).
Lithofacies CAR-3 (see Table 2.2, note its high SiO2 content of 75.9 wt.%) is infilling
the plug. This lithofacies resembles the gray band of peperitic lenses (Figure 2.4a) of
Bud 2 (Figure 2.3), which formed as a result of mechanical mixing between a fine-grained
sandstone and the basanite. In Plug 3, the origin of this rock is revealed by the presence
of both mixing poles: a) an outcrop of fine-grained sandstone with textures that indicate
flow, similar to CDK-2 in Bud 1 (Figure 2.3); and b) juvenile basanite enclaves. The
presence of abundant vertical elongated bubbles indicate that the unconsolidated sandstone
was wet at the time of intrusion, and as a consequence started to boil. It also indicates
vertical movement along the conduit as these vesicles are significantly elongated, some of
them with lengths of several centimeters. In addition, rounded sandstone xenoliths are
consistent with displacement and simple shearing in the vertical direction. Possibly, the
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samples CAR-3 and CBC-CORE.
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rotational movement induced on the xenoliths by the simple shearing, desintegrate them
progressively, eventually creating rounded shapes. A slightly off-centered, circular in plane
section, basanite outcrop is exposed within lithofacies CAR-3. This basanite, CBC-CORE
(see Table 2.2), has a SiO2 content of 51.10 wt.%, is free of xenoliths and comparatively
denser than basanite CSBC within Plug 2. This basanite outcrop is interpreted as a late
intrusion of degassed magma.
The contact of Plug 3 is complex, with overturned stratigraphy (Figure 2.6a and 2.7a).
Basanite intrusions form thin (∼1 m) lenses along the contact. The wallrock is a finegrained clastic rock, with mudstone and siltstone fragments (Figures 2.7c and 2.7d), and
is brecciated showing evidence of plastic deformation (Figure 2.7b).
Exposures of stratigraphically lower wallrock CAR-1 crop out 25 m northwest of Plug
3 (Figure 2.6a) and dip SE. An elliptical basalt exposure is mapped a few meters north of
Plug 3, however, this plug is poorly exposed.
Plug 3 is interpreted as a conduit through which magma was transported during an
eruption. I suggest, based on the structural data at the plug’s contact and at the exposed
wallrock (Figure 2.6b), that this plug was formed as a gravitational instability from a
subhorizontal underlying intrusion. Plug 3 would represent a more advanced stage in the
development of the gravitational structures described in the previous section, as it fed
volcanic eruptions and developed a more complex structure. The presence of overturned
layers at the contact suggests a mushroom-like structure for this plug, however, inner
facies indicate that it acted as a volcanic conduit transporting magma to the surface.
These observations suggest that a transition from diapir to dike likely happened. Such a
transition can be explained when the phreatic mechanism of brecciation of the wallrock
no longer operates, if for example, the ascending diapir encounters wallrock layers with
higher permeability. As the fluid in the sedimentary wallrock pores can escape (after
sudden heating), pore pressure is dramatically reduced and brecciation of the rocks, and
subsequent viscosity decrease are not achieved. The overlying wallrock layers then behave
elastically under the stress exerted by the ascending diapir, either causing its arrest or, if the
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a)

c)

d)

b)

1 cm

Figure 2.7. (a) Overturned strata of brecciated fine-grained clastic rock at the southeast
contact of Plug 3 (Figure 2.6). (b) Folded block of the same wallrock lithofacies at a location
nearby (a). Note that the hinge of the fold runs nearly orthogonal through the picture
plane. (c) Hand specimen of the wallrock shown in (a) and (b). Note the mudstone and
siltstone subparallel clasts in a darker matrix. (d) Microphotograph of the rock specimen
in (c), showing evidence of brittle deformation and displacement (lighter mudstone clast
in the lower left corner) and plastic deformation (elongated thinner clasts).
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strength of the wallrocks is overcome, opening new tensional fractures. These new fractures
may be infilled by magma from the diapir forming a dike. Alternatively, magma within
the diapir could exploit preexisting fractures. The transition from diapir to dike has been
theoretically addressed by Rubin (1993) within wallrocks deforming under a viscoelastic
regime.

2.3.4

Plug 4

Plug 4 is exposed in the southernmost sector of the Carmel outcrop (Figure 2.2). It is
the largest and most complex, in terms of inner lithofacies and geometry, of the mapped
plugs. The overall geometry is bilobate, with an irregular southern lobe appended to a more
circular sector that intersects the N-S trending dike (Figure 2.8). The north lobe is infilled
with a volcanoclastic lithofacies, CAR-9 (see Table 2.2), which consists of a basanitic
aphiric matrix and fine-grained sandstone xenoliths (Figure 2.9a), and locally peperitic
domains. This facies appear to resemble the peperite-like magma-sediment mixtures of
Lorenz et al. (2002). Glassy droplets within the matrix reveal a pyroclastic origin of this
lithofacies (Figure 2.9b), and abundant armored lapilli in the matrix of CAR-9 (Figure 2.9c)
indicate that this volcanoclastic rock was likely produced during hydrovolcanic eruptions
(e.g., Macı́as et al., 1997). The southern lobe mainly consists of basanite free of xenoliths,
similar to CBC-CORE in Plug 3, and it is denser than CSCB (Plug 2) and CDK-4 (dike
rock), likely indicating a late intrusion of degassed magma. This lithofacies is also exposed
through a roughly circular outcrop within CAR-9, in the northern lobe. A body of globular
to blocky peperite is exposed between these two lobes (Figure 2.8). Textural changes are
observed throughout the body, with globular juvenile enclaves within a sandstone matrix
(see sample CAR-6 in Table 2.2) in the west sector (Figure 2.10a) gradually changing to
a texture with fluidal and blocky sandstone enclaves surrounded by a juvenile basanitic
aphyric matrix (Figure 2.10b). Interestingly, when the major element composition of CAR6 (sandstone component) is compared with an average composition between lithofacies
CSBC (Plug 2, Figure 2.5) and CDK-4 (dike rock, Figure 2.3), and well-mixed peperite
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Figure 2.8. Detailed geological map of a sector containing Plug 4 (see Figure 2.2). See
table for major element analysis of samples CAR-9 and CAR-6.

CAR-3 (Plug 3, Figure 2.6), it can be observed (Figure 2.11) that the well-mixed peperite
CAR-3 may be formed by the mixing of the two other lithofacies, CAR-6 and the average
basanite. This suggests that magma breached the surface through these different conduits
intruding, and erupting through the same unconsolidated sedimentary layers.
In the west rim of Plug 4, a screen of banded siltstone, stratigraphically higher than
the wallrock in Plug 2, is exposed on a 3 to 4 m high vertical cliff, revealing an inward
dipping contact between the intrusive rock and the wallrock (Figure 2.8). The bedding is
nearly subhorizontal which suggests that the upward diverging contact in this part of the
plug was created by erosion caused by flow through the conduit. The basal part of this
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a)

b)

c)

0.5 cm

0.5 cm

armored lapilli

Figure 2.9. (a) Example of lithofacies CAR-9 taken from the central area of the northern
lobe of Plug 4 (Figure 2.8). Note that some sandstone xenoliths (above the pencil for scale)
are subparallel and nearly vertically oriented, indicating vertical magma flow through the
conduit. (b) Microphotograph of a thin section, taken from outcrop in (a), with plane
polars showing a glassy (darker) droplet within a more crystalline basanitic aphiric matrix
(lighter). (c) Thin section of matrix of lithofacies CAR-9 with plane polars with abundant
armored lapilli, typically found in hydrovolcanic deposits.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.10. (a) Hand specimen of lithofacies CAR-6 with globular juvenile enclaves within
a sandy matrix. (b) Hand specimen of lithofacies CAR-6 with fluidal and blocky sandstone
enclaves within a basanitic matrix.
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Figure 2.11. Concentration of major elements in lithofacies CAR-6, CAR-3 and a basanite
average between CBSC and CDK-4. Note that peperite CAR-3 can be formed by mixing
the sandstone component of CAR-6 with the average basanite. See text for details.
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a)

Vertical subparallel sandstone xenoliths

b)

Vertical elongated vesicles

Figure 2.12. (a) Brecciated wallrock with internal rotation and displacement of blocks at
the basal part of the west contact exposure of the northern lobe of Plug 4 (Figure 2.8).
Note spalled blocks within basanite (above the notebook for scale). (b) Vertically oriented
sandstone xenoliths and elongated bubbles at the west rim of the southern lobe of Plug 4
(Figure 2.8).
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wallrock exposure is brecciated and folded by the internal rotation and displacement of
individual wallrock blocks (Figure 2.12a). The contact becomes vertical through the E-W
trending rim of the southern lobe. The wallrock does not crop out along the N-S rim of
this lobe which is delineated by a thin band of CAR-9. Locally, sandstone xenoliths and
elongated vesicles are vertically oriented, sub-parallel to the eroded contact, suggesting
vertical magmatic flow near the conduit wall (Figure 2.12).
East of Plug 4, wallrock strata consisting of shales with interbedded thin gypsum (5
to 8 cm) layers, crop out dipping toward the northwest (Figure 2.8). This structural observation indicates that the deformation that created the westward dipping stratigraphy
occurred prior to dike intrusion. This is consistent with the fact that the N-S trending
dike cropping out at both north and south intersections with Plug 4 and further north
and south respectively, is vertical and therefore was not affected by this deformation event.
Thus, the present exposure of the dike may represent a late dike formed by overpressure
from the underlying sill.
Plug 4 is interpreted as the remnant of a volcanic conduit which, as with Plug 2 and
Plug 3, emerged as a gravitational instability from an underlying subhorizontal intrusion.
As a result of the development of this instability, the surrounding sedimentary rocks accommodated the deformation evinced by the inward (toward the center of plugs) dipping
strata observed in the outcrop. This instability grew and ascended, likely transforming into
a dike at upper levels, and mixing with unconsolidated wet sediments at the surface, creating hydrovolcanic eruptions. As a consequence, this initially diapiric conduit was eroded
by flow during eruption, as Plug 3, and eventually, as the eruption waned it was filled in
with a mixture of wallrock fragments and juvenile magma. A last pulse of magma flowed
through the volcanoclastic facies and filled the southern lobe. The complex geometry of
Plug 4 could be explained also by the interaction of two diapiric instabilities at earlier
stages of the magmatic event.
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2.4

Geophysics
A series of geophysical surveys: magnetics, ground penetrating radar (GPR) and resis-

tivity, were carried out at the Carmel outcrop to explore the subsurface structure beneath
the plugs and domes described in the previous section.
The magnetic survey (Figure 2.13) reveals a shallow intrusion beneath the sector containing Plug 2 and domes, and the sector containing Plug 3, consistent with the basanite
exposures west of Dome 2 at the dry creek. This intrusion is about ∼50 m wide on average
and is delineated following areas where the gradient in the intensity of the magnetic field
is highest. Interestingly, the magnetic anomaly extends to both sides of the N-S trending
dike. Another intrusion is revealed through the northern area of the Carmel outcrop by an
irregular magnetic anomaly that extends about ∼ 40 m east of the N-S trending dike (Figure 2.13). This intrusion is interpreted to be slightly deeper as the magnetic field gradient
is comparatively low. Note that the only surface expression of the intrusion in this sector
is Plug 1 (Figure 2.2).
The GPR data, along profile G-G’ (Figure 2.14a), delineate the geometry of the sill/wallrock contact in the Dome 1 area. Another dome is revealed ∼4 m west of Dome 1, where
the sill/wallrock interface lies beneath the ground surface. Note that penetration depth is
∼2 m and the resolution of the GPR data is relatively poor in the area south of Dome 1.
Resistivity data along two profiles, W-W’ (Figure 2.14b) and N-N’ (Figure 2.14c), reveal
resistivity anomalies beneath the sector containing Plug 2 and Domes 1 and 2. Although
the W-W’ profile shows a roughly diapiric structure beneath Plug 2 (Figure 2.14b), as the
survey is two-dimensional, these data cannot resolve the detailed strongly three-dimensional
geometry of this structure. The shape of this resistivity anomaly could be generated either
by a cylindrical or a diapir-like three-dimensional body (inversion results by S. Kruse). The
N-N’ profile delineates a subhorizontal resistivity anomaly, which suggests the presence of a
sill of about ∼4 m of average thickness beneath the intrusions of this sector (Figure 2.14c).
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Figure 2.13. Magnetic map of the Carmel outcrop. Note the two magnetic anomalies
corresponding, in the south area, to a shallow sill beneath the plugs and domes described
previously, and in the north area, to a deeper sill that extends a few tens of meters further
to the east. The red dashed line represents the outline of the inferred sills.
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Figure 2.14. GPR and resistivity profiles through the sector with Plug 2 and Domes 1
and 2. (a) GPR profile G-G’ across Dome 1. Note the presence of a buried dome ∼4 m
west of Dome 1. (b) Resistivity profile W-W’ across Plug 2. Note the resistivity anomaly
beneath the dike and Plug 2. (c) Resistivity profile N-N’ through the east side of Plug 2
and Dome 1. Note the subhorizontal resistivity anomaly beneath the intrusions indicating
the presence of a very shallow sill of an average thickness of ∼4 m.
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2.5

Mechanics of sill emplacement and constraints on diapir ascent velocity
There is no current model that adequately explains sill emplacement. Essential concepts

were recently reviewed by Kavanagh et al. (2006). Two different mechanisms have been
invoked in the past to explain the formation of sills. The first involves a buoyancy controlled
ascent, in which magma intrudes laterally into the wallrock forming a sill when the neutral
buoyancy level is reached (Bradley, 1965). A second basic mechanism involves tectonic
stresses. An ascending dike under an extensional stress field, with the greatest principal
stress, σ1 , vertical and the least principal stress, σ3 horizontal, encounters a shallower level
of compressional stress field with, σ3 vertical and σ1 and σ2 horizontal, resulting in lateral
injection into a sill (Roberts, 1970). The neutral buoyancy level emplacement mechanism
has been proven to be not always valid as there is field evidence of sills emplaced in
both lower (Francis, 1982) and higher density wall-rocks (Gunn, 1962). In addition, these
two mechanisms predict sill morphologies subparallel to the overlying contemporaneous
topography, however, 3-D seismic reflection data from the North Rockall Trough plumbing
system (Thomson and Hutton, 2004) do not reveal such sill morphologies.
Recent laboratory experiments of sill formation (Kavanagh et al., 2006) indicate that
under initially hydrostatic conditions, sills are emplaced through interfaces separating more
rigid materials (larger Young Modulus) from less rigid (lower Young Modulus) underlying
materials. These experiments also shed light on the dynamics of sill propagation; two
parameters are essential in understanding the propagation of dikes and sills: a) The fracture
pressure, Pf , which is given by (Lister and Kerr, 1991)

Pf =

Kc
,
(lπ)1/2

(2.4)

where Kc is the fracture toughness (which characterizes the strength of the wall-rocks) and
l the sill length. When the magma overpressure, Po (the pressure in excess of the ambient
pressure), is larger than Pf , a crack can be initiated; and b) the viscous pressure loss (Lister
and Kerr, 1991), Pv , which characterizes the loss of kinetic energy due to viscosity during
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UPLIFT

b)

a)

Figure 2.15. Sketch of a hypothetical hybrid sill-dike system similar to the one in the
Carmel outcrop; (a) as an ascending dike encounters a bedding plane or an unconformity,
above which the wallrocks have a comparatively high rigidity, it initiates lateral injection
of magma through this interface, and; (b) sill propagation is mainly controlled by viscous
dissipation. As the injections intrude in cool sedimentary rock, the decrease in temperature,
particularly at the tip region, increases magma viscosity and the sill starts to arrest. The
influx of magma into the sill is continuous, thus the overpressure created behind the tip
region is accommodated by the uplift of overlying wallrocks.

laminar flow within the fracture

Pv =

µl2
,
w2 t

(2.5)

where µ is the magma viscosity, w the sill thickness and t is time. The experiments by
Kavanagh et al. (2006) show that whereas dike propagation is controlled by fracture mechanics, that is by Pf (see eq. (2.4)), sill dynamics is mainly governed by viscous dissipation
or Pv (see eq. (2.5)) because, as they intrude parallel to a preexisting interface, one can
assume that fracturing between two adjacent beds requires less energy than fracturing
through coherent more competent wall-rocks (Kavanagh et al., 2006).
The results from these experiments can be applied to the sill-dike system of the Carmel
outcrop (Figure 2.2). The basal part of the Carmel formation consists of shales and silt-
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stones with interbedded lenses of more competent limestones (Reches, 1998). In the Carmel
outcrop, the interface between the sill and the overlying recrystallized limestone wall-rocks
can be observed in the area of scattered outcrops of basalt ∼15 m west of the N-S trending
dike, and in Domes 1 and 2 (Figure 2.5). The lower interface is not exposed, however, the
stratigraphy exposed in the Cedar Mountain area (Reches, 1998) suggests that shales and
siltstones, with gypsum intercalations underlie the intrusion. Considering these geological
observations, I hypothesize that the sill emplacement was controlled by the rigidity contrast
between the shales and siltstones, and the overlying, more rigid limestone. Experiments by
Kavanagh et al. (2006) reproduce a hybrid sill-dike system, roughly similar to the Carmel
outcrop, when the driving pressure is marginally in excess of the fracture pressure required
to intrude the more rigid upper layer.
The Carmel sill in the south sector has a relatively high width (h)/length (l) aspect
ratio of r = h/l ∼0.2 (Figures 2.13 and 2.14c), compared to commonly measured aspect
ratios for sills in the field of ∼10−3 (Shirley, 1987), and experimental sills (Kavanagh
et al., 2006). This observation can be explained taking into account the heat transfer from
the sill into the surrounding wall-rocks; as the ascending dike encounters the more rigid
limestone layer it initiates its lateral injection through the interface as a thin ∼1 m sill.
Recall that its propagation is mainly governed by viscous dissipation (see eq. (2.5)) and
due to the large temperature contrast with the cold sedimentary wallrocks, the viscosity
of magma in the tip region starts to increase. As a consequence, the loss of kinetic energy
by the gradually increasing viscosity provokes the arrest of the laterally propagating sill.
However, new magma is being continuously injected into the sill, increasing its driving
pressure. This excess pressure begins to be accommodated by the vertical expansion of the
sill (Figure 2.15) eventually forming a high-aspect ratio sill, such as the one observed at the
Carmel outcrop. However, other sills with smaller aspect ratios are exposed in the Cedar
Mountain area within the Entrada sandstone (Figure 2.1). This suggests that, although
viscous dissipation is a generally governing factor in sill propagation, in the Carmel outcrop,
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the strength of the bedding planes, and therefore Pf (eq. (2.4)), likely played an important
role along with viscous dissipation, Pv (eq. (2.5)), due to viscosity increase by rapid cooling.
During the accretion of the sill, a new dike initiates its ascent towards the surface
through the overlying wall-rocks, as in the hybrid sill-dike system of Kavanagh et al. (2006),
whereas the sill/wall-rock upper interface starts to become gravitationally unstable triggering the diapiric ascent of magma. The driving pressure within the dike imposes an
important constraint on the time scale for the development and ascent of the diapiric instabilities; if the dike reaches the surface and erupts, its driving pressure will decrease
considerably. Thus, it will be more energetically efficient for new magma to continue its
ascent through the dike rather than being injected into the sill, as more work would be
needed to uplift the overlying wall-rocks to create the necessary space. From this observation it necessarily follows that, as the diapiric instabilities need to be continuously fed
to grow, their ascent velocity of the feeder dike above the sill should have been equal or
faster than the dike ascent velocity. There is field evidence suggesting that both the dike
(see Bud 2, Figure 2.3) and the diapiric instabilities (see Plug 3 and 4, Figures 2.6 and
2.8) reached the surface and erupted. It remains an open question whether the diapiric
instabilities evolved into dikes or continued their ascent towards the surface diapirically,
because the overlying sedimentary sequence is eroded away.

2.6

Triggering of magma ascent and eruption by gravitational instabilities
Geological observations of the plugs and domes exposed at the Carmel outcrop sug-

gest that these intrusions were created as gravitational instabilities from an underlying sill
within the Carmel sedimentary formation, under ∼800 m of sedimentary cover. A detailed
geological and structural study of the sector containing Plug 2 and Domes 1 and 2 (see
Figure 2.5) suggests that these features represent the “frozen” earlier stages of the gravitational instabilities. Plug 2 and 3 structures are consistent with a diapiric origin, and
their inner lithofacies indicate that they acted as volcanic conduits during the Pliocene.
Geophysical surveys delineate subhorizontal intrusions beneath the Plugs and domes of
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Figure 2.16. Three dimensional illustration showing salt diapiric structures emerging from
salt ridges created at the top of a mother salt bed (printed from Ramberg, 1981 after
Trusheim, 1960).

the Carmel outcrop. The inward dipping stratigraphy exposed at both sides of the N-S
trending dike, at the north and south ends of the Carmel outcrop, suggests that the feeder
sills became unstable prior to the upward dike propagation, which is consistent with a
conceptual analysis of the mechanics of sill emplacement. This analysis also helps to qualitatively constrain the ascent rate of the instabilities, indicating that it was equal or faster
than the ascent rate of the N-S trending dike.
The three-dimensional structure of the plugs and domes in the Carmel outcrop may
be envisaged as a series of parallel linear ridges, generated at the upper contact of the
sill (and parallel to the N-S trending dike), from which diapiric structures emerge. A
similar distribution of ridges and diapiric structures has been proposed by Trusheim (1960)
within the context of salt diapirism (Figure 2.16), in northern Germany, and has also
been reproduced in laboratory experiments (Ramberg, 1981; Talbot et al., 1991). In these
experiments, the linear ridges are created by the effect of the container’s walls when the
unstable fluid layer has a large thickness/lenght aspect ratio (Talbot et al., 1991). This
issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
I propose a sequence of events, constrained by geological and geophysical observations
of the Carmel outcrop, by which, a sill emplaced in the subsurface becomes gravitationally
unstable, initiating the ascent of magma towards the surface and ultimately erupting into
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a)

b)

c)

e)

d)

Figure 2.17. Sequence of illustrations of magma ascent and eruption by a gravitational
instability triggered from a sill. (a) A very shallow sill becomes gravitationally unstable by
the density contrast between magma and the overlying wallrocks. (b) These instabilities
grow forming a diapiric structure. (c) As the tensile strength of the diapir roof is overcome a dike forms and continues ascending reaching unconsolidated sediments and forming
peperites. (d) Peperites become unstable and a hydrovolcanic eruption is triggered opening
a crater at the surface. (e) As the eruption wanes, the conduit is infilled with blocks from
the vent that mix with ascending degassed magma. Note that the vertical scale of the figures is discontinuous. Red dashed line on panel (e) represents an approximate topographic
profile similar to the NW-SE profile through Plug 3 (see Figure 2.6).
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the atmosphere. This sequence of events is illustrated through a two-dimensional section
adjacent to the N-S trending dike, and along one of the ridges previously mentioned. a)
As the sill continuously intrudes into wet and porous sedimentary wallrocks, the sudden
pore pressure increase lowers the effective stress leading, ultimately, to the failure and
brecciation of the overlying wallrocks (Delaney, 1982). Thus, its viscosity is dramatically
reduced. As the magma is less dense than the overburden, and the viscosity is significantly
reduced, a gravitational instability is triggered. b) The continuous influx of magma into
the sill sustains the growth of the instability that starts its ascent towards the surface as a
magmatic diapir by stoping and plastic flow of very localized areas of the surrounding wallrocks. c) If the tensile strength of the wallrocks is overcome at the roof of the developing
diapir, a dike can form. This dike continues its ascent, reaching the unconsolidated sedimentary deposits at the surface and mixing thoroughly with the unconsolidated sediments
forming peperites. d) Fluid-fluid instabilities within these peperites, at some point, trigger
a hydrovolcanic eruption (White, 1991; Hooten and Ort, 2002, see Figures 2.9b and 2.9c)
forming a crater at the surface. During the eruption, fast flow through the conduit and
shock waves associated to the hydrovolcanic explosion (White, 1991; Lorenz et al., 2002)
enlarge the upper parts of the conduit forming a diatreme. e) As the eruption starts to
wane, blocks from the enlarged vent, fill in the conduit and mix with the latest ascending
pulses of degassed basaltic magma.
In conclusion, geological and geophysical observations of the Carmel outcrop not only
reveal a new eruption triggering mechanism, but also, indicate that magmatic diapiric
ascent through the brittle subsurface is a viable mechanism for magma ascent.
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CHAPTER 3
COOLING AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF A THIN BASALTIC SILL

3.1

Introduction
Geological and geophysical studies of the Carmel outcrop indicate that a subhorizontal

intrusion of approximately 4 m thickness and extending about 20 m west of a N-S trending
dike, underlies an area from Plug 2 to Dome 2 (see Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2). In this
chapter, I study the cooling and crystallization of this inferred sill and address the heat
transfer into the overlying sedimentary wallrocks. These heat transfer processes are of
great importance to constrain the development of the Carmel plugs and domes as RayleighTaylor (RT) instabilities emerging from an underlying sill. The numerical analysis of the
sill becoming RT unstable will be explored in the next chapter. Essentially, development
of a chilled margin at the top of the cooling sill would eventually prevent RT instability
from occurring. Thus, the time required for sill injection, compared to the time required
for RT instabilities to form, must be considered.
Over the last few decades, two different approaches have been followed in modeling
the cooling and crystallization of magma bodies of different sizes and geometries, ranging
from dikes and sills to plutons. In the first approach, the cooling and solidification of
magma is modeled using the one-dimensional heat conduction equation (e.g., Carslaw and
Jaegger, 1959; Connor et al., 1997), or a slightly more complicated formulation including
the kinetics of crystallization (e.g., Brandeis and Jaupart, 1987b; Spohn et al., 1988; Hort,
1997). The second approach involves 2D and 3D numerical simulation of the momentum,
energy, mass and species conservation equations (e.g., Spera et al., 1995, see Bergantz
(1995) for a review).
A common feature to all of these models is the assumption that the intrusion takes
place by one single magma pulse. However, modal olivine distributions in alkaline basic
sills led Gibbs and Henderson (1992) to propose a mechanism for the growth of small to
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medium-large sized sills by a series of discrete injections or a continuous pulsed influx
during a protracted period of time. In addition, field evidence in sheeted sill complexes
(Moore and Lockwood, 1973; Chapman and Rhodes, 1992; Sisson et al., 1996; Tegner et al.,
1993; Brown and McClelland, 2000) also suggests the accretion of magmatic reservoirs by
sequential injections. Based on these observations, Michaut and Jaupart (2006) derived a
cooling and crystallization model in which a large, long-lived magma body grows by small
increments of thin sill injections over an extended period of time. Also, studies of magma
generation in the lower crust (Bergantz and Dawes, 1992; Petford and Gallagher, 2001)
recognize the importance of multiple magma injections for regional magma production.
I derive a 1D heat conduction model that accounts for the kinetics of crystallization
of a thin sill (<10 m) and heat transfer into the overlying wallrocks following Michaut
and Jaupart (2006). The model is solved for two emplacement scenarios where magma is
injected in sequential pulses; first through the upper contact on top of the latest intrusion
and, second, centrally between previous injections. A single injection scenario is ruled out
for two reasons: a) geological observations of different sills and magmatic bodies around
the world, and recent modeling studies previously mentioned (see the previous references),
favor a sequential injection scenario; and, b) as explained in the previous chapter, the
N-S ∼1 m dike in the Carmel outcrop is interpreted to feed the sill. However, the sill is
about four to five times thicker than the dike, making the single injection scenario highly
unlikely. A single magma injection would result into a thin sill and, hence, the thickness
of the Carmel sill indicates that multiple injection events must have taken place. Model
results are discussed paying special attention to the development of chilled margins, as these
impose a mechanical and temporal constraint to the development of the RT instability.

3.2

Thermal model
A model is derived to study the cooling and crystallization of a basaltic intrusion

emplaced sequentially by the injection of thinner sill intrusions in the shallow subsurface.
When the first injections of hot basaltic magma intrude into cold rock, due to the large
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undercooling, nucleation and growth of crystals are inhibited and a chilled margin (Huppert
and Sparks, 1989) forms at the contact. At smaller undercooling, when the temperature
gradient is reduced due to repeated injections, crystallization starts to release latent heat
of crystallization into the system.
Assuming that magma is losing heat purely by conduction, which is justified for thin
intrusions (<10 m)(Gibbs and Henderson, 1992), and noting that geological and geophysical
observations reveal that the lateral extent of the sill is considerably larger than its vertical
extent, the cooling and crystallization of the magma is described by (Kirkpatrick, 1981)

ρm Cp

∂Q
∂2T
∂T
= ρm
+k 2,
∂t
∂t
∂z

(3.1)

where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, ρm the density of magma
and Cp the heat capacity of crystals plus melt. The rate of generation of latent heat of
crystallization, ∂Q/∂t, can be expressed as
∂φ
∂Q
=L ,
∂t
∂t

(3.2)

where ∂φ/∂t is the rate of change of the volume of crystals (or the rate of bulk crystallization) per unit volume and L is the latent heat per unit volume of crystals formed. Note
that as crystallization adds heat to the system, it reduces the rate at which the temperature
decreases by diffusion.
Heat transfer through the wallrock due to heat loss from both sill contacts is modeled
by the 1D heat conduction equation (Carslaw and Jaegger, 1959)

ρr Cp

∂2T
∂T
=k 2,
∂t
∂z

(3.3)
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where ρr is wallrock density, and Cp and k are the same as in (3.1). Melting of the wallrock
has not been considered since no evidence of wallrock partial melting has been found in
the field. For simplicity, heat loss by convective pore fluid is not considered in the heat
transfer model.

3.2.1

Kinetics of magma crystallization

Michaut and Jaupart (2006) and references therein offer a good description of the
present empirical knowledge in regard to nucleation and growth of crystals in silicate melts
(see their Table 2). For melts of basaltic composition, nucleation and growth rates have
been reported from samples of lava lakes for olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase (Kirkpatrick,
1977; Cashman and Marsh, 1988; Mangan, 1990). For example, growth rates for olivine
range from 10−11 to 10−10 cm s−1 , and nucleation rates range from 10−6 to 10−5 cm−3 s−1 .
These estimates have been constrained either in situ or through crystal size distributions,
and for small undercooling of lavas that had already started to crystallize. Field and
numerical studies in mafic intrusions have reported comparatively much faster nucleation
and growth rate estimates for larger undercooling. For example, values between 1 cm−3 s−1
and 10−7 cm s−1 have been reported for pyroxene and plagioclase nucleation and growth
rates, respectively. Kinetic data for a larger number of mineral phases is still essential
to understand the details of crystallization (Michaut and Jaupart, 2006), particularly in
petrological studies. However, in the cooling and crystallization model developed here,
kinetics is highly simplified by considering the crystallization kinetics of all the minerals in
a single function.
The kinetics of crystallization is incorporated in the model by lumping together the
nucleation and growth of crystals into an effective function (Michaut and Jaupart, 2006)


f (Tu ) = CTu exp −




K2
K3
exp −
,
Tu (Tu − 1)2
Tu
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(3.4)

Kinetic crystallization function f(Tu)
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Figure 3.1. Effective crystallization function f (Tu ) versus undercooling Tu . Note the crystallization maximum at large undercoolings and the small arrow indicating the nucleation
delay. See Table 3.1 for parameters used.

where Tu =

T
TL

is the undercooling, TL is the liquidus temperature, K2 = 10−3 , K3 = 30

and C is such that max(f ) = 1 (see Michaut and Jaupart, 2006, for details). There is a
peak of crystallization at large values of undercooling and then it decreases exponentially
to zero for lower undercoolings (see Figure 3.1).
The rate of generation of latent heat, in (3.2), may be equivalently expressed in terms
of the melt fraction, U , as

∂Q
∂U
=−
.
∂t
∂t

(3.5)

The crystallization rate, ∂U/∂t, may be defined as a function of the kinetic crystallization f (Tu ) in (3.4) as

∂U
f (Tu )
= −U
,
∂t
τk

(3.6)
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where τk is a characteristic time for crystal nucleation and growth, and according to Brandeis and Jaupart (1987a) has a value of 106 s or more for basaltic magmas. Note that
dimensionless function f (Tu ) is normalized, such that the maximum crystallization rate is
1/τk (Michaut and Jaupart, 2006).
3.2.2

Governing equations and boundary conditions

After substituting (3.5) in (3.1), the equations governing the cooling and crystallization
of the intrusion are given by

ρm Cp

∂2T
∂U
∂T
= k 2 − ρm L
,
∂t
∂z
∂t

(3.7)

with

i
h
i
h
∂U
f (Tu )
3
= −U
and f (Tu ) = CTu exp − Tu (TKu2−1)2 exp − K
Tu ,
∂t
τk

(3.8)

such that max(f ) = 1.
The conduction of heat through the surrounding wallrocks is governed by

ρr Cp

∂2T
∂T
=k 2.
∂t
∂z

(3.9)

The sill/wallrock interface is defined at z = 0. Equation (3.7) is solved within the sill
domain, which is incremented with each injection until a certain sill thickness H is reached
(H = 4 m in this work based on geophysical observations, see Chapter 2). Equation (3.9)
is solved within the wallrock domain, above the upper contact z < 0, and below the lower
contact z > h(t). These equations are solved for two emplacement scenarios. In the
symmetrical “sandwich” scenario in which successive intrusions are injected through the
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center of the sill (Figure 3.2a), space is made through the upward displacement of the
upper sill and wallrock layers and downward relative movement of the corresponding lower
layers. The second scenario considers new injections of magma emplaced along the upper
contact. In this scenario the sill grows by accommodating the deformation by downward
displacement of the underlying layers (Figure 3.3a). In both scenarios, the displacement
is assumed to occur instantaneously. The mechanics of the deformation associated with
emplacement is neglected in order to isolate the thermal process. Michaut and Jaupart
(2006) demonstrate that the motion associated with intrusion has a small effect on the
temperature distribution. Boundary and initial conditions are: fixed temperature T = Tr
at the undisturbed wallrock far from the contacts, |z| = ∞, and the newly injected magma
is at liquidus temperature, T = TL , at the beginning of every new injection (Figures 3.2b
and 3.3b). Heat transfer between injections occurs purely by conduction. Continuity is
assumed at the magma/wallrock and magma/magma interfaces at z = 0 and, z = zi
(central-injection scenario) and z = zi (upper-injection scenario), respectively.
Equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) along with the specified boundary and initial conditions
are solved in finite elements using the COMSOL commercial program. At the time of
every new injection, temperature is reset to Tl within this injection while preserving the
temperature elsewhere within the sill.

3.3

Results
The cooling and crystallization model is applied to the sill of the Carmel outcrop for the

two scenarios (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). I assume a thickness for every discrete injection of 1 m,
based on the average thickness measured on the N-S feeder dike, although the emplacement
of the sill could have taken place through relatively thinner injections. A total of 4 injections
are run as the studied sill is constrained to have a thickness of ∼4 m. Models are run for
two different times between injections of 600 and 3600 s respectively. These times are
comparatively much shorter than injection times considered in other studies (Michaut and
Jaupart, 2006; Annen and Sparks, 2002) within the context of larger-volume and longer-
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Figure 3.2. (a) Sketch of the cooling and crystallization model set-up for a central-injection
scenario. Note that the largest arrow represents magma influx and the smaller ones indicate
relative upward and downward motion to accommodate the new injection. (b) Initial
temperature profile and temperature distribution after the fourth intrusion for the upper
part of the wallrock/sill system. Note that use has been made of the symmetry of the
model set-up.

lived magma reservoirs. Michaut and Jaupart (2006) define a dimensionless parameter,
σ = τi /τd , which compares the time between injections, τi , and the cooling time τd . For
σ  1, magma injection can be treated as continuous, that is, chilling of the whole newly
emplaced single injection is not allowed; for σ  1, magma has crystallized by the time a
new injection occurs, a typical situation in large volcanic systems such as calderas. Clearly,
assuming a value for basaltic sill thickness of 1 m and with the injection times of 600 and
3600 s, σ  1 for the sill in the Carmel outcrop. Thus, the sill emplacement process
may be defined as continuous. The values for the rest of model parameters are presented
in Table 3.1. The liquidus and solidus temperatures for the basaltic magma, Tl and Ts ,
are calculated with the MELTS code (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995) using as input the major
element analysis of a basalt sample taken from Plug 2 (see the previous chapter on the
geology of the Carmel outcrop).
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Figure 3.3. (a) Sketch of the cooling and crystallization model set-up for an upper-injection
scenario. Note, as in the central-injection scenario, that the largest arrow represents magma
influx and the smaller arrows indicate relative downward motion to accommodate the newly
injected magma. (b) Initial temperature profile and temperature distribution after the
fourth intrusion for the whole wallrock/sill system. The time between the first and fourth
injection is 2400 s.

Table 3.1. Values of the parameters used in the cooling and crystallization model.
Parameters
Heat capacitya (J Kg−1 K−1 )
Thermal conductivitya (W K−1 m−1 )
Latent heat of crystallizationa (J kg−1 )
Magma density (kg m−3 )
Wallrock density (kg m−1 )
Liquidus temperatureb (◦ C)
Solidus temperatureb (◦ C)
Wallrock initial temperature (◦ C)
a Values
b Values

taken from Michaut and Jaupart (2006)
calculated with the MELTS code
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Symbol
Cp
k
L
ρm
ρr
TL
Ts
Tr

Values
1.3×102
2.5
4.18×105
2300
2500
1204
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Figure 3.4. Temperature (a) and non-crystallized fraction (b) profiles for a central-injection
scenario after four injections and with a time between injections of 3600 s. Note the thickness of the chilled margin (red band) after the fourth intrusion defined by the intersection
of the solidus (black dashed line) with the red temperature profile.

3.3.1

Central-injection scenario

Temperature and non-crystallized fraction profiles through the upper contact of the sill
are shown in Figure 3.4 for a central-injection scenario with a time between injections of
3600 s. Note the downward progression of the temperature profile through time (Figure
3.4a). By the time the fourth injection has occurred, 14400 s after the first intrusion, a
solid margin of ∼15 cm has developed at the sill upper contact. This margin is glassy, with
crystal contents of no more than 0.4 wt.% (Figure 3.4b) and, thus, can be described as
a chilled margin. Note the increase in crystallinity through the solid margin towards the
center of the intrusion predicted by the model and commonly observed in dikes and sills in
the field (e.g., Brandeis and Jaupart, 1987a). Note also that temperatures in the wallrock
are increased above, for example, 400 ◦ C within an extent of wallrock of ∼7 cm above the
sill/wallrock interface (Figure 3.4a).
When the total injection time is shortened to 600 s the pattern of temperature temporal
evolution and crystallinity distribution is the same as in the previous run, however, a
relatively thin chilled margin of 6 cm is developed (Figure 3.5). As the amount of heat
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Figure 3.5. Temperature (a) and non-crystallized fraction (b) profiles for a central-injection
scenario after four injections and with a time between injections of 600 s. Note the thickness
of the chilled margin (red band) after the fourth intrusion defined by the intersection of
the solidus (black dashed line) with the red temperature profile.

transferred to the wallrock is reduced, a more limited extent of overlying rock (∼ 4 cm) is
significantly heated.
Chilled margins of significant thickness are developed in the previous models. However,
if the time between injections is shortened to 60 s (Figure 3.6), chilled margins comparatively thin, slightly less than 2 cm, are developed.

3.3.2

Upper-injection scenario

In contrast to the central-injection scenario, in an upper injection scenario, the temperature profiles predicted by the models for injection times of 3600 and 600 s, respectively,
progress upwards with time (Figures 3.7a and 3.8a). This is explained by the continuous
flow of heat into the wallrock as new magma is in contact with the overlying rock after
every new injection. Consequently, a greater volume of wallrock is heated in this scenario.
For example, temperatures within the wallrock reach 400 ◦ C at depths of 12 (Figure 3.7a)
and 6 cm (Figure 3.8a), for injection times of 3600 and 600 s, respectively. It is also very
interesting to note that, as the emplacement process progresses and new magma injections are intruded at the upper sill contact, the initially created chilled margin is partially
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the red temperature profile.
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remelted. For example, when the injection time between intrusions is 600 s, the chilled
margin recedes from an initial thickness of 3 cm to 1 cm after the fourth injection (Figure
3.8a). Note also that at the earliest stages after the first intrusion, a chilled margin is
formed at the lower sill contact, however, the continuous heat transferred from the base
of the new injection, remelts the margin completely. The chilled margins formed at the
upper sill contact are in both cases very glassy as shown in Figures 3.7b and 3.8b.
Model results for sills that grow by central injections of thinner sill-like intrusions,
indicate that the temperature at the contact rises to about, T = (Tr + Tl )/2 ∼600 ◦ C,
and remains at this temperature during the emplacement process (Figures 3.4a and 3.5a)
and long after emplacement, in agreement with other unsteady conduction modeling efforts
(Carslaw and Jaegger, 1959; Jaegger, 1968; Delaney and Pollard, 1982). However, when the
injections take place through the upper sill contact, this condition is clearly not satisfied
(Figures 3.7a and 3.8a).
It is very interesting to note that when the time between injections is 600 s, after the
fourth injection, a chilled margin of ∼1 cm is developed. It may be anticipated that for
faster sill emplacements, the chilled margin will completely remelt, or thin to a point where
it can be neglected.

3.4

Implications for the Carmel outcrop sill
Geological observations of the Carmel outcrop impose an important constraint on the

sill emplacement process and thermal history. The presence of domes and plugs at the
sill/wallrock upper interface implies that magma at the upper contact had to be capable
of flowing at the time of their development. If, on the contrary, a thick chilled margin,
considerably stiffer than the fluid magma, had developed, the gravitational instability
would have likely been inhibited. The thinnest chilled margins are obtained for a centralinjection scenario with injection times of 60 s (Figure 3.6) and an upper-injection scenario
with times between injections of 600 s (Figure 3.8). These scenarios may be considered as
approximate upper bounds for the Carmel sill because, for significantly longer emplacement
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times, of say 60 min., the development of thick chilled margins would inhibit the onset of
the gravitational instabilities.
These fast emplacement times, in the order of few minutes, shed light on the sill emplacement process; as magma influx through the dike is constrained to be fast and continuous, once the dike injects laterally through a bedding plane or an unconformity (Kavanagh
et al., 2006, see section on Mechanics of sill emplacement in Chapter 2), it is energetically
more efficient to exploit the already open conduit than spend energy in opening a new
one. Thus, I consider as more likely the central-injection scenario, in which magma keeps
being injected through the first intrusion, making the sill grow by relatively displacing the
surrounding wallrocks (see Figure 2.15 in Chapter 2).
The thickness of single injections and the time elapsed between them are perhaps the
least constrained assumptions. The thickness of the N-S feeder dike provides an upper
bound of 1 m, but the emplacement process could have very well taken place through
comparatively thinner injections. Obviously, if this was the case, intrusion should have occurred sufficiently fast to avoid the complete quenching of the single injections right after
emplacement, to allow for the development of the instabilities at the upper sill contact.
The time between injections, although fixed in this model, may have changed from shorter
to longer intervals, or vice-versa, with time as the sill emplacement progressed. However,
a limiting-case scenario in which fast injections occur at earlier emplacement stages and
then, towards the end, intrusions happened at the upper sill contact through longer intervals of time can be ruled out, as these injections would have cooled rapidly, blocking the
development of the gravitational instability. The opposite limiting-case scenario and other
intermediate scenarios are, in principle, all possible.
Despite all the subtle complexities involved during the emplacement, cooling and crystallization of the sill at the Carmel outcrop, the model results and the geological observations (see Chapter 2) suggest that the emplacement occurred quickly, in a matter of few
minutes, through continuous sill-like injections through the central part of the sill. In this
work I have assumed that the sill becomes gravitationally unstable once the 4 m intrusion
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is emplaced and completely fluid, with a very thin or absent upper chilled margin. The
subsequent injections then fed the instabilities (plugs and domes in the outcrop) in their
growth towards the surface. Nevertheless, it is also likely that the sill started to become
unstable during the emplacement process before the sill acquired the inferred final thickness of 4 m. For simplicity, I decoupled the heat transfer from the hydrodynamic model,
which will be considered in the following chapter.
In regard to the heating of the wallrocks, it is interesting to note that results for both
scenarios predict very limited extents to which the overlying wallrock is heated. The
thickest band of wallrock heated over 400 ◦ C, for example, is 12 cm and is attained for an
upper-injection scenario with a time between injections of 3600 s (Figure 3.7). This result
suggests that the decrease in viscosity of the overlying wallrock necessary to generate the
gravitational instability on the timescales of minutes to few hours is probably not thermally
controlled. An alternative mechanism to explain the necessary decrease in viscosity of the
wallrock is proposed in the next chapter on hydrodynamic instability.

3.5

Conclusions
The cooling and crystallization of a thin basaltic sill and the heating of the overlying

wallrocks are explored by the development of a thermal model in which intrusion occurs
by repetitive sill injections. The model is constrained with geological and geophysical observations of the Carmel outcrop sill and set-up for two different emplacement scenarios;
one where the emplacement takes place through the central part of the sill within every
previous intrusion and, another one in which the new magma injections are intruded at the
upper contact of the sill, between the overlying wallrocks and the underlying preexisting
intrusion. After sill emplacement in the central-injection scenario, thick chilled margins are
developed and the temperature profile evolves towards the center of the intrusion. With injection times of 60 s, chilled margins thinner than 2 cm are developed, which are considered
negligible for the development of the gravitational instability. In the upper-injection scenario, the temperature profiles advance outwards towards the overlying wallrocks, remelt-
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ing the initially created chilled margins. In both scenarios the extent of overlying wallrock
significantly heated by the intrusion is very limited, about ∼10 cm centimeters at most,
suggesting that the decrease in viscosity needed to trigger the gravitational instability is
not thermally induced.
Modeling results and geological observations of the Carmel sill are consistent with
a significantly fast, on the order of few minutes, incremental growth by sill-like injections
through the center of the sill. The development of chilled margins in the upper sill/wallrock
interface constrains the time scales for gravitational instability growth on the order of few
of minutes as well.
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CHAPTER 4
GROWTH OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITIES FROM A SILL

4.1

Introduction
Geological observations at the Carmel outcrop, San Rafael desert, Utah reveal a series

of Pliocene basaltic plugs and “domes” emerging from an underlying sill (see Figures 2.2
and 2.5 in Chapter 2). Overturned layers at the contact of some plugs and inward dipping
stratigraphy surrounding them suggest a diapiric origin. I propose a model in which the
interface between the sill and the overlying wallrock becomes subject to Rayleigh-Taylor
(RT) instability, triggering the ascent of magma towards the surface from the horizontal
sill.
A somehow curiously converse shallower scenario, in comparison with the Carmel outcrop, has been described in a remarkable Proterozoic outcrop in northern Australia (Needham, 1978). In this outcrop sand diapirs emerge from an unconsolidated saturated sand
deposit as a consequence of the loading of a basaltic lava overburden. Talbot et al. (1991)
qualitatively relates a characteristic wavelength with the observed intra-diapir spacing.
To date I have not been able to find any references on diapiric ascent triggered as RT
instabilities created on the upper contacts of sills, which indicate that the Carmel outcrop
is relatively unusual compared to other sills studied worldwide. Diapirism (in general: a
mechanism by which intrusions ascend by deforming their host by viscous or plastic flow
under the action of gravity) is an important mechanism for magma ascent (e.g., Marsh,
1982; Weinberg and Podlachikov, 1994; Miller and Paterson, 1999), especially in the mantle
and lower crust. Magmatic diapirs are largely inferred from large igneous intrusions (e.g.,
the Ten Peak Pluton, WA; Miller and Paterson, 1999). Because of the large scale of these
plutons, it is impossible to see more than a fraction of the plutonic body, and thus, the
processes that have governed the ascent are completely inferred. Also, because of the scale
of these bodies, it is impossible to link the pluton to the magma source region.
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The unique nature of the Carmel outcrop allows study of the geometry of the sill and the
igneous plugs above this sill in the same outcrop (see Figures 2.5, 2.13 and 2.14 in Chapter
2). This provides an exceptional opportunity to map the whole structure, and to study the
processes governing diapiric ascent in the brittle crust from a numerical perspective.
Regarding magmatic bodies other than sills, a domed roof with several synmagmatic
domes has been reported in the Rieserferner pluton, Eastern Alps, by Wagner et al. (2006).
They interpret this structure as a gravitational instability and use the analytical solution
derived by Selig (1965) to constrain the viscosity contrast between magma and the overlying
wallrock.
I consider RT instability in a model set-up to explore the possibility of a sill, such
as the intrusion in the Carmel outcrop, becoming gravitationally unstable. This model is
derived following a variation of the Chandrasekhar (1961) formalism introduced by Conrad
and Molnar (1997) for the infinitesimal growth of a RT instability. The procedure consists
of introducing sinusoidal disturbances of stress and strain rate on a basic plane Stokes
(inertial terms neglected) viscous flow. This system of equations governs the evolution of
small perturbations of the physical variables. The system is then reduced to a fourth order
homogeneous differential equation by seeking solutions with sinusoidal dependence on the
spatial and temporal variables, x and t, of the form exp(ikx + qt), where k is the horizontal
wavenumber and q the growth rate of the perturbations. The stability of the system is
then studied by finding the growth rate q as a function of wavenumber k. The fastest
growing mode is assumed to dominate the instability and therefore gives the characteristic
wavelength of instabilities.
The model is set-up for a geological scenario in two dimensions. Although diapirs are
strongly three-dimensional structures, Chandrasekhar (1961) demonstrated that the linear
stability analysis described in the previous paragraph, is still valid in three dimensions.
This geological scenario consists of a magmatic sill with a certain thickness overlain by
sedimentary overburden (Figure 4.1). The sill has Newtonian rheology, and the hostrock overburden can be multilayered and is treated as a non-Newtonian material. The
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Figure 4.1. Sketch of a multilayer model for the RT instability, where ρi and µi are the
densities and viscosities of the wallrock layers and, ρs and µs are the sill density and viscosity respectively. The sill/wallrock interface is located at z = 0, the ground surface at
z = ho and the bottom of the sill at z = -hs . There are p + 1 layers including the sill
and a total m number of inner interfaces. Note that the overburden layers are modeled as
a non-Newtonian material and the rheology of the sill is assumed to be Newtonian. The
constitutive model is derived such that a linear temperature profile through the overburden
induces viscosity variations in the vertical dimension (see text for details). Note the density contrast with lower sill density between the sill (lower) and the overburden (higher),
required to trigger RT instabilities.
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rheological details are discussed in the following section devoted to rheology of the overlying
wallrocks. Viscosities as a function of temperature and depth can be implemented within
the overburden, which is relevant to model long-lived magmatic reservoirs or intrusions
emplaced deeper in the middle or lower crust. Here, however, the model is implemented
to model the growth of RT instability from a small sill emplaced in the upper levels of the
crust.

4.2

Rheology of the overlying wallrocks
The dynamics of the RT instability is largely controlled by the rheological properties of

the overburden (Weijemars et al., 1993). An appropriate rheological model of the wallrock
is needed to realistically capture the complex mechanical behavior of rocks under relevant
geological conditions. For a rock of given mineralogy and microstructure, the variables
important in determining strength are pressure, temperature, strain, strain history, strain
rate, pore fluid pressure, grain size, fugacities of water and other volatiles, and chemical
activities of the mineral components (Evans and Kohlstedt, 1995). Most of our knowledge
regarding mechanisms of rock deformation comes from laboratory experiments from which
constitutive laws are derived. Due to the complexity mentioned above and the impossibility of duplicating truly geological conditions in the laboratory, many of the relevant
parameters in these constitutive equations remain poorly constrained. In addition, particularly for calcite rocks, under certain laboratory conditions, diffusion and dislocation
creep mechanisms may operate simultaneously adding complexity to the quantification of
flow laws for calcite rocks (Renner et al., 2002). Acknowledging all these complications, I
attempt to model the deformation of calcite rocks using simplified constitutive models.
For the development of basalt diapirs in the Carmel formation, where a basaltic sill
at ∼ 1100 ◦ C is heating up and deforming the overlying sedimentary rock, two different
scenarios are explored; 1) the wallrock is assumed to deform by diffusion creep as high
temperature and low stresses are prevailing conditions; and 2) the overlying sedimentary
section is relatively wet and porous, but with low permeability. Thus, I assume that the
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sudden rise of temperature causes a large increase in pore pressure, a consequent decrease
in effective stress and the microfracturing or brecciation of the wallrock. The rheological
model is that of a perfect plastic material with a considerably reduced viscosity. This
scenario is justified based on geologic observations on rock samples at plug contacts (see
Figures 2.7 and 2.12a in Chapter 2). The constitutive models for these two scenarios are
described in detail in the following section.

4.2.1

Wallrock deformation by diffusion creep

Rocks are deformed by diffusion creep mechanisms at relatively high temperature with
respect to the melting temperature of their constituent minerals, with small grain-sizes and
under low stresses (Ranalli, 1995; Passchier and Trouw, 2005). Deformation by diffusion
creep occurs by vacancy migration. Depending on where this vacancy diffusion takes
place within the rock, two different types of diffusion creep mechanisms are defined. If
grain boundaries are the source and sink of vacancies, deformation occurs by Coble creep
(Ranalli, 1995). On the other hand, if vacancy diffusion occurs through the lattice of
minerals, deformation is accommodated by Nabarro-Herring (NH) creep.
The Carmel sill at the time of emplacement created a steep temperature gradient in the
overlying wallrock. Temperatures near the contact were considerably increased with respect
to wallrock temperature prior to intrusion. In addition, this wallrock near the contact was
stressed by the onset of the RT instability. Stresses involved during the development of
the instability are in the order of (ρp − ρs ) g hs , where hs is the overburden thickness, ρp
and ρs are the densities of wallrock and magma respectively, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. For example, for density contrasts in the range of (ρp − ρs ) ∼ 100 to 500
kg/m3 and thickness of ∼ 1000 m, stresses between 1 and 5 MPa will be created. Note
that these stresses are significantly lower than stresses involved in other tectonic processes
deeper in the crust where solid state flow is usually invoked. Under such low stress and high
temperature conditions, the wallrock is likely to deform by a diffusion creep mechanism, as
deformation maps for calcite rocks reported by Rutter (1976, Figure 6, p.212) and Evans
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and Kohlstedt (1995, Figure 3, p.158) suggest. It is also interesting to note that these
deformation maps indicate that Coble creep operates at comparatively lower temperatures
than NH creep. The transition from Coble to NH creep depends on the rate of activation
energies for each creep mechanism, Ec /Enc , where Ec and Enc are the activation energies
for Coble and NH creep respectively, and on grain size. Thus, decreasing this ratio or the
grain size raises the transition temperature considerably (Rutter, 1976).
The constitutive equation for diffusion creep can be described by an equation of general
form (e.g., Evans and Kohlstedt, 1995):

 = Aσ n

D
,
dm

(4.1)

where the exponential factor n = 1 or n ∼ 1, d is the grain size, m = 3 for Coble creep
and m = 2 for NH creep. Diffusion coefficient D is given by

D = D0 exp

−E
RT


,

(4.2)

where D0 is a frequency factor, E is an activation energy and R is the gas constant. The
constant A for the Coble creep is described as

A=

24Va δ
,
RT

(4.3)

where Va is the activation volume and δ is the grain boundary width, and as

A=

24Va
RT

(4.4)

for the NH creep.
I define the following expression derived by Turcotte and Schubert (2002) to explore
the temperature dependence of the viscosity of a calcite wallrock that is being deformed
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Table 4.1. Parameters used in rheological models described in equations (4.5) and (4.6).
Parameters
Activation energy for Cobble creep (kJ mol−1 )
Activation energy for Nabarro-Herring creep (kJ mol−1 )
Gas constant (J mol−1 K−1 )
Grainsize (m)
Activation volume (cm3 )
Grain boundary width (nm)
Frequency factor (m2 s−1 )

Symbols
Ec
Enc
R
d
Va
δ
D0

Values
166
250
8.31
varied
37
1
5x10−6

by Coble creep
RT d3
µ=
exp
24Va δD0



Ec
RT


,

(4.5)

and for NH creep,

RT d2
µ=
exp
24Va D0



Enc
RT


,

(4.6)

where the effect of pressure is neglected. Results are shown in Figure 4.2 for Coble creep
(Figure 4.2a) and NH creep (Figure 4.2b), and three different grain sizes: a) fine sandstone,
d = 0.1 mm, b) siltstone, d = 0.005 mm; and, c) clay, d = 5 × 10−5 mm. Other parameters
are presented in Table 4.1 (values taken from Rutter, 1976). As previously discussed, the
transition temperature is dependent on the ratio of activation energies and grain size. As
Rutter (1976) does not provide a range of variation for this temperature, I assume that for
grain sizes in Figure 4.2 this transition temperature lies between 500 and 700 ◦ C. Note that
for temperature changes of ∼600 ◦ C viscosity can be decreased 8 to 15 orders of magnitude.
Likewise, for a given temperature, variations in grainsize from fine grain sandstone to clay
induce changes in viscosity of ∼8 orders of magnitude. Note also that, for temperatures
of 200 to 300 ◦ C, the viscosity of the wallrock is in the order of 1017 to 1015 Pa s (Figure
4.2a).
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Figure 4.2. Viscosity as a function of temperature for sedimentary rocks of three different
grain sizes for: a) Coble creep and b) Nabarro-Herring creep. See Table 4.1 for parameters
used in equations (4.5) and (4.6).

These results highlight the relevance of heat transfer through the wallrock above the
sill contact in the development of the RT instability and indicate that a significant wallrock
viscosity decrease is needed to trigger the instability. This issue will be addressed in the
following in the section Application to the Carmel outcrop.

4.2.1.1

Depth-dependent viscosity

Due to the thermal gradient created in the wallrock by the sill, a vertical viscosity
gradient will be created in the vertical dimension. A depth, z-dependent viscosity can be
formulated following the Conrad and Molnar (1997) approach. The constitutive equation
for Coble creep, (4.1) with (4.2), can be reformulated as

n

 = A σ exp



−E
RT


,

where A is defined now as A =

(4.7)

24Va δD0
.
RT d3

Relation (4.7) is derived from laboratory ex-

periments with cylindrical loading symmetries under vertical axial stresses, σ1 , and uniform radial or circumferential stresses, σ3 . In these experiments, σ n in (4.7), is given by
(σ1 − σ3 )n , however, a more general formulation of the constitutive equations is needed
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where all quantities are independent of the orientation of the coordinate axes with respect
to the material. Thus, a more convenient isotropic non-linear form of the constitutive
relations is (Pollard and Fletcher, 2005)
(n−1)/2

ij = A∗ J2

sij , J2 = 21 skl skl .

1
sij = σij − σkk δij .
3

(4.8)

Here the scalar J2 is the second isotropic invariant of the deviatoric stress, and for plane
flow szz = −sxx = (σxx − σzz )/2 and sxz = σxz . J2 is then given by
2
+
J2 = σxz

1
(σxx − σzz )2 ,
4

(4.9)

and A∗ is defined as


∗

A = A exp

−E
RT


.

(4.10)

In analogy with a Newtonian viscous fluid, I define

ij =

1
sij ,
2µ

(4.11)

and then using the first equation in (4.8) I find

µ=

1  ∗ (n−1)/2 −1
A J2
.
2

(4.12)

Combining the incompressibility condition, xx − zz = 0 with (4.11), and assuming a pure
shear field gives
σxx − σzz = 4µxx and σxz = 0.

(4.13)
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Inserting these relations into (4.12) yields
 s 1−n 1
1
xx
= A∗−1/n (xx )(1−n)/n ,
µ = A∗−1
2
2
2

(4.14)

where sxx = (σxx − σzz )/2.
Heat transfer by conduction through solids is governed by a non-linear analytical solution (e.g., Carslaw and Jaegger, 1959), however, to make the analysis mathematically
tractable a linear temperature gradient is assumed. Through the wallrock:

T (z) = Tm − βz,

(4.15)

where Tm is the magma temperature and β is the thermal gradient. Substitution of this
expression into (4.14) using (4.10) gives
1
µ = A−1/n exp
2





E
nR(Tm − βz)

(xx )(1−n)/n .

(4.16)

This equation can be approximated by an expression of the form (Fletcher and Hallet,
1983)

µ = µ0 exp(γz)

(4.17)

where
1
µ0 = A−1/n exp
2



E
nRTm



(xx )(1−n)/n and γ =

Eβ
1
= .
2
nRTm
L

(4.18)

Thus, a linear increase in temperature through a wallrock layer will produce an exponential
decay of viscosity with characteristic decay length L.
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4.2.2

Deformation of a microfractured wallrock

A different model, based on geological observations, may be more applicable to the
rheological behavior of the wallrock. In certain places, the sedimentary wallrock close
to the sill contact is densely microfractured or even microbrecciated (see Figure 2.7 in
Chapter 2). A plausible mechanism to explain these observations involves a wet, porous
and low permeability wallrock. When subject to high temperatures due to the magmatic
intrusion, the pore pressure increases, reducing the effective stress and leading to failure
of the wallrock. This mechanism was proposed by McBirney (1959) and later partially
quantified by Delaney (1982). Delaney (1982) calculated changes in pore pressure induced
by a sudden magma intrusion but did not model the brecciation or fragmentation process.
Evidence of brecciated wallrock has also been found in basaltic dikes and plugs cropping
out in the Ship Rock area, New Mexico (Delaney and Pollard, 1981) and the samples in
their Figures 14b and 14c of brecciated Mancos shale shows a remarkable resemblance
with samples found in the Carmel outcrop (see Figure 2.7c in Chapter 2). Rocks with
porosities higher than 5%, permeabilities lower than 1 mdarcy and heated 500 K above
ambient, undergo pressure increases of 10 MPa for conditions typical of 1 km water table
depth (Delaney, 1982). As a result, the wallrock is microfractured, and could also become
fluidized (Kokelaar, 1982; Thomson, 2007). These conditions described above were used by
Delaney (1982) in his calculations, however, they may very well be applied to the Carmel
outcrop wallrocks prior to the initiation of the magmatic event. At present, some rocks
are recrystallized and show secondary porosity due to hydrothermal activity. Others show
evidence of contact metamorphism and recrystallization. Thus, is extremely difficult to
estimate the porosities and permeabilities of these rocks before they were intruded.
In the case of a densely microfractured wallrock, deformation is accommodated by fractures with many different orientations, allowing the rock to flow plastically. If brecciation
occurs, the rock is assumed to flow in a quasi-static plastic regime, which, represents a
limiting case in the traditional way to treat granular flows, and is commonly used in soil
mechanics (Savage, 1998). For both situations the rheological model is that of a perfect
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plastic material, which does not exhibit work hardening, and in which dynamic friction
along microfractures or clasts boundaries does not depend on strain rate.
The constitutive equation of a perfect plastic material obeys the von Mises equations
(Prager and Hodge, 1951)

sij = κ

ij
,
I2

(4.19)

where sij is the stress tensor, ij is the strain rate tensor, κ is the yield limit and I2 =
1/2(kl kl ) is the second invariant of the strain rate. Comparing this constitutive equation
with the one for a power-law fluid (Pollard and Fletcher, 2005)

(1−n)/n

sij = BI2

ij ,

(4.20)

where now, I2 = (kl kl )1/2 , the limiting case, n → ∞, of a power-law rheology reduces to
the perfect plastic model given by (4.19), with κ = B (Conrad and Molnar, 1997; IsmailZadeh et al., 2002). Note also that with n = 1, (4.20) reduces to the constitutive equation
for Newtonian fluids.

4.3

General Equations
I define the viscous flow problem in 2D where a sill of thickness hs is overlain by

an overburden of total thickness ho that might be composed of different subhorizontal
layers (Figure 4.1). I build directly on the analysis developed by Conrad and Molnar
(1997) based on linear stability theory. This approach is acceptable as I am interested in
the characteristic wavelengths, which are locked at the earliest stages of the instabilities,
thus, only infinitesimal amplitudes are considered. The relationship between theoretical
characteristic wavelengths and intra-plug/dome spacings observed in the field is discussed
in the Application to Carmel outcrop section 4.8. The problem is formulated such that
instabilities, in their initial stages, can be treated as the growth of small perturbations to
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a basic background deformation (see Appendix A). This background deformation, in the
form of tectonic forces acting along the x-axis, induces a horizontal strain, Exx , and a basic
state of pure shear in the layered medium. Assuming plane strain and incompressibility,

Exx − Ezz = 0, Exz = 0.

(4.21)

The model is considered general in the sense that the RT problem is a special case of pure
shear deformation in which both Exx and Ezz are small. Depending on the magnitude of
Exx the perturbations can grow into folding (compression) or boudinage (extension) when
Exx is large, or an RT instability (diapirs) when Exx is small. To isolate the RT instability
and explore the details of the physics governing it, I assume that Exx was small at the
time of intrusion during the Pliocene at the Carmel outcrop. This is consistent with the
fact that the stratigraphy in the Colorado Plateau is subhorizontal and no evidence for
significant tectonic strain is observed.
First, I define a basic flow or state represented by a plane Stokes flow (Appendix A).
Second, there is a total flow (Drazin, 2002) governed by the same equations and boundary
conditions with dependent variables u, w, p, ρ, σij and ij . Then, perturbation quantities
are defined as
ũ = u − U,

w̃ = w − W,

p̃ = p − P,

ρ̃ = ρ − R,

σ̃ij = σij − Σij ,

(4.22)

˜ij = ij − Eij ,

where variables denoted by a tilde represent perturbations to the basic flow and upper-case
variables denote the variables that describe the basic flow (Appendix A).
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Expanding the stress components of the total flow, σij , and retaining the first-order
terms, and using equation (4.16) (for the details of the derivations see Conrad and Molnar,
1997, Appendix A), yields the following perturbed constitutive relationships

σ̃xx =

2µ
˜xx − p̃, σ̃zz =
n

2µ
˜zz
n 

− p̃, σ̃xz = 2µ˜
xz ,

(4.23)

which are used in the following to formulate the growth of perturbations to the basic flow.
The governing equations for a plane Stokes flow in the perturbed variables are (see e.g.,
Pollard and Fletcher, 2005):

∂ σ̃xx ∂ σ̃xz
+
=0
∂x
∂z
(4.24)
∂ σ̃xz
∂ σ̃zz
+
− ρ̃g = 0.
∂x
∂z
Note that these equations, although presented for one layer, equally apply within every
layer of the model.
Combining (4.23) with (4.24) we obtain the equations that govern the perturbations in
equation (4.22):

2µ
∂xx ũ − ∂x p̃ + µ (∂zz ũ + ∂xz w̃) + γµ (∂z ũ + ∂x w̃) = 0
n
(4.25)
µ
, (∂xz ũ + ∂xx w̃) +

2γµ
2µ
∂zz w̃ +
∂z w̃ − ∂z p̃ − ρ̃g = 0
n
n
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where subscripts indicate the independent variable of the partial derivatives and γ is the
inverse of the characteristic viscosity decay length, described in equation (4.18). Assuming
normal mode solutions of these equations with a dependence on x such that

exp (ikx) ,

(4.26)

where k is a wavenumber, equations (4.25) can be reduced to (see Chandrasekhar, 1961;
Conrad and Molnar, 1997, for details of the derivations)

4

3



2

2



D w̃ + 2γD w̃ + γ − 2k

+ k 2 k 2 + γ 2 w̃ = −k 2 g ρ̃/µ̄,




2
2
2
−1
D w̃ − 2
− 1 γk 2 Dw̃
n
n
(4.27)

where D = d/dz. The continuity equation requires

∂R
∂R
∂ ρ̃
+u
+w
= 0.
∂t
∂x
∂z

(4.28)

If perturbations are allowed to propagate in time with growth rate q, only through the
vertical dimension z, such that w̃ = exp(qt), equation (4.28) can be solved as

ρ̃ = −w̃

dR
.
dz

(4.29)

Applying (4.29) to (4.27) gives a a fourth order homogeneous ordinary differential equation
on the vertical velocity component w̃:
4

3



2

2



2
−1
n



D w̃i + 2γD w̃i + γ − 2k


Dρ̃
2
2
2
+k k +γ −g
w̃i = 0.
q µ̄

2

D w̃i − 2




2
− 1 γk 2 Dw̃i
n
(4.30)
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Note that this equation applies within p wallrock layers, thus i = 1, 2, ..., p (Figure 4.1).
This equation is valid for non-Newtonian rheologies with a viscosity dependent on depth
and temperature. Assuming Newtonian flow, n = 1, and constant viscosity within a layer,
γ = 0, equation (4.30) reduces to

D2 − k2

2

w̃s = 0,

(4.31)

which models flow within the sill, as denoted by subscript s (Figure 4.1). Equations (4.30)
and (4.31) have been found through an analysis in two dimensions. Structures generated by
a RT instability, however, are strongly three-dimensional, with no preferred orientation, and
a three-dimensional analysis would be required (Conrad and Molnar, 1997). Chandrasekhar
(1961, p.431) showed that by combining two horizontal dimensions, k 2 = k 2 x + k 2 z , equations (4.30) and (4.31) can be applied in three dimensions when n = 1 in (4.30). For the
non-Newtonian case, Conrad and Molnar (1997) showed that the wavelength of maximum
growth rate of the instabilities is not affected by the inclusion of n 6= 1, proving this analysis
is still valid in three dimensions.

4.4

Boundary Conditions
In the following, the boundary conditions of the perturbed system are considered.
A geological model for the Carmel outcrop consists of a planar sill with thickness hs

overlain by a multilayered overburden of total thickness ho (Figure 4.1). The bottom of
the sill is located at z = −hs , the interface sill-wallrock is at z = 0 and the surface of
the overburden at z = ho . There are p wallrock layers, plus the sill layer, making a total
of p + 1 layers. A total of m interfaces between wallrock layers with different rheological
properties are defined at arbitrary depths j > 0.
As in the basic flow model (Appendix A), there are two velocity continuity boundary
conditions on the rigid upper surface; one for the vertical velocity, w̃, and the other for the
horizontal velocity, ũ. At intermediate perturbed or deformable interfaces there are four
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boundary conditions: two continuity velocity conditions, and another two continuity stress
conditions, for the normal and shear stress. As at the top of the overburden, at the rigid
bottom of the sill there are two velocity boundary conditions.
For the rigid upper surface the boundary conditions for the vertical, w̃, and horizontal,
ũ, velocities are

w̃1 = 0 and ũ1 = 0 at z = ho ,

(4.32)

where subscript 1 refers to the uppermost layer. The continuity equation and the incompressibility assumption give (Chandrasekhar, 1961; Conrad and Molnar, 1997)

∇ · ũ = ikũ + Dw̃ = 0

(4.33)

from which ũ1 = Dw̃1 = 0.
At an arbitrary interface between two non-Newtonian wallrock layers, z = z(j), continuity of the vertical and horizontal velocities gives
w̃i = w̃i+1 and Dw̃i = Dw̃i+1 at z = z(j),

(4.34)

where subscripts i and i + 1 refer to the upper and lower layers, respectively. Continuity of
shear stress across a perturbed interface, to first order, requires (see Conrad and Molnar,
1997, Appendix B)
σ̃i,xz − σ̃i+1,xz = 4¯


∂η
(µ̄i − µ̄i+1 ) at z = z(j),
∂x

(4.35)

where η = cos(kx) represents a sinusoidal perturbation in the z-coordinate of the boundary
between the two layers. The notation i, xz denotes shear stress in the upper layer. σ̃xz can
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be determined from (4.23) and (4.32) by (see Chandrasekhar, 1961, p.432)

σ̃xz = −


µ̄
D2 + k 2 w̃.
k

(4.36)

Continuity of normal stress, σzz , is perturbed by the displacement of the interface between
two layers of different density (see Conrad and Molnar, 1997, Appendix B)
σ̃i,zz − σ̃i+1,zz = (ρi − ρi+1 ) gη at z = z(j).

(4.37)

If ρi > ρi+1 , this boundary condition generates a gravitational instability. σ̃zz can be
determined from (Conrad and Molnar, 1997)

σ̃zz





γ 2
4
1 3
= µ̄ − 2 D − 2 D +
− 1 D − γ w̃.
k
k
n

(4.38)

η in (4.35) can be eliminated by taking its time derivative, which is the vertical velocity
∂η/∂t = w̃i = w̃i+1 , and (4.35) becomes




4
2
2
3
2
−D − γD −
− 1 k D − k γ (µ̄i w̃i − µ̄i+1 w̃i+1 )
n
+ (ρi − ρi+1 ) gk 2 w̃i /q = 0.

(4.39)

At the interface between the Newtonian sill and the wallrock, z = 0, continuity of the
vertical and horizontal velocity gives
w̃p = w̃s and Dw̃p = Dw̃s at z = 0,

(4.40)

where subscripts p and s refer now to the upper layer and underlying sill respectively.
Continuity of shear stress across the perturbed sill-wallrock interface, to first order requires
σ̃p,xz − σ̃s,xz = 4¯


∂η
(µ̄p − µ̄s ) at z = 0,
∂x
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(4.41)

as in (4.35). Continuity of normal stress, as in (4.37), requires
σ̃p,zz − σ̃s,zz = (ρp − ρs ) gη at z = 0.

(4.42)

Here, as in (4.38), σ̃p,zz is given by




γ
4
1
− 1 D − γ w̃p .
σ̃p,zz = µ¯p − 2 D3 − 2 D2 +
k
k
n

(4.43)

On the other hand, as the sill layer is defined as Newtonian, n = 1 and viscosity is assumed
constant within it, γ = 0, equation (4.43) yields

σ̃s,zz = µ̄s


1 3
D − 3D w̃s .
k2

(4.44)

After eliminating η, as before, equation (4.42) becomes






1 3
γ 2
4
1 3
D − 3D w̃s
µ̄p − 2 D − 2 D +
− 1 D − γ w̃p + µ̄s
k
k
n
k2
+ (ρp − ρs ) gk 2 w̃p /q = 0.

(4.45)

At the bottom of the sill, z = hs , we define two velocity boundary conditions. Continuity
of the vertical, w̃, and horizontal, ũ, velocity components require
w̃s = 0 and Dw̃s = 0 at z = hs .

(4.46)

Equations (4.30) and (4.31) with the boundary conditions (4.32), (4.34), (4.35), (4.39),
(4.40), (4.41), (4.45) and (4.46) make up a boundary value problem for the eigenvalue
q and eigenfunction w̃. As equation (4.30) and equation (4.31) are 4th order differential
equations, a complete description of flow in each interface requires four boundary conditions
with four undetermined coefficients. The two boundaries, the upper rigid surface and the
bottom of the sill require another four boundary conditions. Thus, for m intermediate
interfaces we seek 4m+4 unknowns, determined by 4m+4 boundary conditions.
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4.5

Numerical Solutions
For models with two layers and one intermediate interface, the solution to the boundary

value problem can be found analytically (see e.g., Conrad and Molnar (1997); Ismail-Zadeh
et al. (2002)). However, for models with several layers and interfaces we have to rely on
numerical solutions since the task of finding analytical solutions becomes too cumbersome.
We find numerical solutions to the boundary value problem following the method by
Bassi and Bonnin (1988). We start by finding general solutions to (4.30) and (4.31) of the
form

w̃ = exp(ksz + qt),

(4.47)

where s = α + βi. The constants α and β are given in the following. For flow within a
non-Newtonian layer, Bassi and Bonnin (1988) suggest a solution to (4.30):
sin(βkz)
exp(α0 kz)
βk
sin(βkz)
+ Cn cos(βkz)exp(α00 kz) + Dn
exp(α00 kz),
βk

Wn = An cos(βkz)exp(α0 kz) + Bn

(4.48)

where W gives the z dependence of w̃ within a non-Newtonian layer, An , Bn , Cn and Dn
are undetermined integration coefficients, and
β=

c
r
, α0 = a − 2c , α00 = −a −
a
2


r=

c2 n − 1
+
4
n2

(
a=

c=

1/2
,

(4.49)




1/2 )1/2
c2
1 1 1 c4
c2 2
+ − +
+
+1 +1
,
8
n 2 2 16
2 n

γ
1
=
,
k
kL
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where γ = 1/L, and parameter L is a parameter related to rheology defined in equation
(4.18). For flow within a Newtonian layer we use a general solution to (4.31) of the form

Ws = As exp(kz) + Bs z exp(kz) +

Ds
Cs
+z
,
exp(kz)
exp(kz)

(4.50)

where Ws gives the z dependence of w̃ within the sill and As , Bs , Cs and Ds are undetermined integration coefficients as in (4.48). From solutions Wn and Ws we calculate ũ, σ̃xz
and σ̃zz for non-Newtonian wallrock layers and the Newtonian sill using equations (4.33),
(4.36), (4.38 or (4.43)) and (4.44), and apply them to the boundary conditions (4.34),
(4.39), (4.40), (4.41), (4.45) and (4.46). These boundary conditions can be arranged in a
linear equation as

MC = R,

(4.51)

where M is a (4m + 4)x(4m + 4) order matrix consisting of eigenfunctions evaluated at the
boundaries, C is the integration coefficients vector, and R is a vector consisting of the righthand sides of the boundary conditions. Note that all the right-hand sides of the boundary
conditions are zero except for (4.35), (4.39), (4.41) and (4.45). The right-hand sides of these
equations allow the inclusion of perturbations due to both gravity and horizontal strain
rate, ¯xx . To isolate the RT instability we define ¯xx to be very small so the perturbation
is uniquely created by gravity. Keeping this formulation is interesting because it allows
for modeling of folding or boudinage in future studies. I define the amplitude, ηi , of a
perturbation to each interface i, using a vector H:

H(t) =

n
X

ηi0 Vj exp(qj t),

(4.52)

i=1

where ηi0 is the initial perturbation of each interface, Vj is a normalized vector consisting of
the relative amplitudes of perturbations to each layer, and qj is the corresponding growth
rate; ηi0 , Vj and qj are functions of the wavenumber, k. The time derivative of the
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amplitude is the vertical velocity, given by

W=

dH
,
dt

(4.53)

where W is the vector of generic term wi = w̃(t, zi ). However, W can be expressed as a
linear function of C by

W = QC,

(4.54)

W = QM−1 R,

(4.55)

or

where Q is an (m + 1)x(4m + 4) matrix.
The right-hand sides of boundary conditions (4.35), (4.39), (4.41) and (4.45) are linear
in ηi , if ηi is a sinusoidal function of x. Thus, R is a linear function of H:

R = PH,

(4.56)

where P is a (4m + 4)x(m + 1) matrix. Combining (4.51), (4.53), (4.55) and (4.56) yields
dH
= (QM−1 P)H.
dt

(4.57)

The standard way of solving this system consists of computing the eigenvalues of the
matrix (QM−1 P), which correspond to growth rates q, and associated eigenvectors Vj ,
which describe the relative amplitudes of deformation at each interface. Then, the solution
to (4.57) is given by (4.52). The eigenvalues, or growth rates q, are calculated numerically
for a range of wavenumbers k, thus, a functional relationship between characteristic growth
rate and wavenumber, q(k), is found. This function usually has a maximum at a unique
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wavenumber k, this maximum corresponding to the largest growth rate q. Therefore,
perturbations associated to this wavenumber will grow the most rapidly. At the earliest
stages of the instability, when the amplitudes are infinitesimal (recall I am using linear
theory), and assuming that perturbations with all wavenumbers are present, the one with
the largest growth rate will dominate the onset of the RT instability. The wavelength
associated with this maximum wavenumber (and fastest growth rate) is the characteristic
wavelength of the instability (e.g., Jackson and Talbot, 1994), and is defined as λc =
π/kmax .
4.6

Model verification
There is no analytical solution available for the multilayer RT instability problem with

different rheologies. The derivation of the analytical solution of the boundary value problem
would involve very large boundary condition matrices, and, although possible in principle,
the extremely long analytical solution would be, practically, of no use. On the other
hand, for problems involving a layer over a half space, Conrad and Molnar (1997) derived
analytical solutions. The numerical solutions obtained in this study are compared to these
analytical solutions.
I consider models consisting of a sill of finite thickness overlain by a multilayer overburden of a certain total thickness. However, to compare this model set-up with that of Conrad
and Molnar (1997) I approximate the sill as a half space, by setting its thickness very large
and defining the overburden as one single layer. The growth rate, q, and wavenumber, k,
are adimensionalized as
q0 =

µl q
and k 0 = kh,
(ρl − ρu )gh

(4.58)

where µl and ρl are the viscosity and the density of the lower halfspace, respectively, h the
thickness of the upper layer, and ρu the density of the upper layer.
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Figure 4.3. Numerical solutions are compared to analytical solutions plotting dimensionless
wavenumber versus dimensionless growth rate for a layer over a half-space with: a) equal
viscosities, µ1 = µ2 = 1019 Pa s and; b) large viscosity contrast, µ1  µ2 , where µ1 = 1019
and µ2 = 1016 Pa s.
When the viscosities in the two layers are equal, µ1 = µ2 , the analytical solution is
given by
√
2(n − 1)sinh(b)exp(b) − n − 1sin(2c) − 2sin2 (c)
q =
,
4b(n − 1)[sinh(2b) + cosh(2b)]
0

(4.59)

where b and c are defined as
k0
b= √
n

√
k0 n − 1
√
and c =
.
n

(4.60)

The results of the numerical solutions with the analytical solution (4.59) are plotted in
Figure 4.3a where the exponent, n, is set to n ∼ 1 (1.0001) to test the non-Newtonian
behavior of the model. Note that the numerical solution predicts very accurately the
analytical solutions for layers with equal viscosities.
If the viscosity contrast between the wallrock and the sill is large, µ1 >> µ2 , and n = 1,
the analytical solution is given by
1
q = 0
2k
0



cosh(k 0 )sinh(k 0 ) − k 0
k 02 + cosh2 (k 0 )


.

(4.61)
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Results of the numerical solution with the analytical solution (4.61) are plotted in
Figure 4.3b where µ1 >> µ2 and n ∼ 1. Note that the fit between the two solutions is also
very good with large viscosity contrasts between the two layers.

4.7

Results
The results of the cooling and crystallization models in the previous chapter indicate

that temperatures rise over 300 ◦ C within a very limited distance into the overlying wallrock. As noted in subsection Wallrock deformation by diffusion creep, the viscosity of a
calcite rock deformed by diffusion creep for temperatures of 300 ◦ C or lower, is in the order
of 1015 Pa s or higher. I consider these viscosities too high to allow the development of
the RT instability on the timescales suggested by the sill cooling model. As temperatures
higher than 300 ◦ C are only attained within a few centimeters from the contact, I ruled
out diffusion creep as the mechanism controlling the deformation of the wallrock during
the development of the RT instability from a shallow sill.
Alternatively, I assume that the wallrock viscosity is decreased by microfracturing or
microbrecciation, as described in section Deformation of a microfractured wallrock, thus
its rheological behavior is that of a perfect plastic material with n = ∞.
I consider a model of a sill with thickness h3 overlain by two layers of wallrock of
thicknesses h1 and h2 , respectively (Figure 4.4). The top of the layer 1 is the ground
surface and the interface between the sill and the layer 2 is the interface that becomes
unstable. The sill is modeled as a Newtonian fluid with n = 1 and both wallrock layers
are treated as perfect plastic materials with n = ∞. As heating of the overlying wallrock
is constrained to be very limited (see Chapter 2), a constant ambient temperature for the
wallrocks, Twr = 50 K, is assumed. Consequently, viscosity within wallrock layers is defined
as constant, that is, γ = 0 in equation (4.18). Likewise, temperature and viscosity through
the sill are assumed constant for simplicity.
To explore what parameters are governing the development of the RT instability at the
sill-wallrock contact, a series of runs are performed varying some parameters and fixing
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Figure 4.4. Sketch of the set-up for a multilayer model of a RT instability constrained with
geological and geophysical observations of the Carmel outcrop. The number of layers is
3 and inner interfaces 2. The density and viscosity of the wallrock layers are ρi and µi
respectively, with i = 1, 2, and for the sill, ρs and µs , with s = 3 for the sill. The rheological
exponent n is, n = 1 for the Newtonian sill and, n = ∞ for the perfectly plastic wallrock
layers. The thickness of the sill is h3 and, h2 and h3 of the overlying wallrocks respectively.
others (see Table 4.2). Results are presented for dimensionless growth rate, q 0 , versus
dimensionless wavenumber, k 0 . Results for varying sill density, ρ3 , and thickness, h3 , are
shown in Figure 4.5. Interestingly, the growth rate and the spacing between instabilities
(the inverse of the wavenumber) are insensitive to density contrasts of up to 400 kg/m3 and
changes in sill thickness ranging from 2 to 6 m. Note also the oscillations in the solution, this
is due to the hyperbolic character of the equation governing the RT instability for perfect
plastic materials (Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2002). As previously mentioned, it is assumed that
the mode with the fastest growth rate will dominate the onset of the instability.
As changes in sill thickness and density do not significantly impact the dynamics of the
RT instability for geologic conditions relevant to the Carmel outcrop, h3 and ρ3 are held
constant in the following simulations.
By increasing the viscosity of layer 2, µ2 , two orders of magnitude the growth rate of
the instability is also increased by the same amount, whereas the wavenumber remains
essentially unchanged (Figure 4.6a). The impact of varying layer 1 thickness is explored in
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Table 4.2. Parameters used in model results shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6
Parameters
Layer 1
ρ1 (kg/m3 )
h1 (m)
µ1 (Pa s)
Layer 2
ρ2 (kg/m3 )
h2 (m)
µ2 (Pa s)
Sill
ρ3 (kg/m3 )a
h3 (m)
µ3 (Pa s)

Fig.4.5a

Fig.4.5b

Fig.4.6a

Fig.4.6b

Fig.4.6c

Fig.4.6d

2500
800
1019

2500
800
1019

2500
800
1019

2500
varied
1019

2500
800
1019

2500
800
1019

2500
4
1012

2500
varied
1012

2500
4
varied

2500
4
1012

2500
varied
1012

2500
varied
1012

varied
4
100

2200
varied
100

2200
4
100

2200
4
100

2200
4
100

2200
4
100

a The

density of the basalt was calculated in the laboratory using samples from lithofacies
CSCB (see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2) within Plug 2.
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Figure 4.5. Dimensionless growth rate q 0 versus dimensionless wavenumber k 0 : a) varying
density of the sill, ρ3 and, b) varying thickness of the sill, h3 .
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Figure 4.6. Dimensionless growth rate q 0 versus dimensionless wavenumber k 0 : a) varying
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Figure 4.6b. For thicker h1 overburdens, the instability grows more slowly and the intrainstability spacing, or wavelength, becomes smaller. Conversely, note that by increasing
overburden h2 thickness, right above the contact, the instability grows faster and the intrainstability spacing becomes larger (Figures 4.6c and 4.6d). This effect may be explained by
the closer position of the interface between layer 1 and 2 for thinner h2 ; as layer 1’s viscosity,
µ1 , is comparatively larger than µ2 , deformation in layer 1 must be accommodated earlier
than in the case with a thicker layer 2, thus the development of the RT instability takes a
longer time to develop. In Figure 4.6d, results for thinner h2 , ranging from 0.1 to 1m are
shown. Note that for thicknesses smaller than 0.5 m the intra-instability spacing becomes
extremely small (for k 0 ∼ 10000 , 0.5m) and grows comparatively more slowly.

4.8

Application to the Carmel outcrop
Geological observations of the Carmel outcrop, such as overturned beds at the contact

of plugs, and inward dipping stratigraphy surrounding the intrusions, suggest that these
plugs and domes were formed as a result of an RT instability that grew from an underlying feeding sill. I apply the 2D RT instability model (Figure 4.4) to a scenario similar
to that of the Carmel outcrop to link observations of the intra-plug/dome spacing (Figure
2.5, Chapter 2) with theoretically predicted characteristic wavelengths. This observation
suggests that the “wall effect” created by the feeder dike on the sill, excited an initially infinitesimal wave with a crest oriented N-S. Instabilities grew along this ridge with a certain
characteristic wavelength evolving with time into diapiric structures. The linear pattern
just described, consisting of an initial ridge from which instabilities grow as diapiric structures, has been reported in 3D RT laboratory experiments (Ramberg, 1981; Talbot et al.,
1991) and interpreted as created by the effect of the rigid vertical walls of the container.
Talbot et al. (1991) noted that when the experiments were performed in containers with
a width-to-thickness aspect ratio > 6, lateral boundaries induced walls or rolls of fingers
only two or three wavelengths away from such boundaries. In other experiments, with
larger aspect ratios (> 10) the boundary effects were negligible (Talbot et al., 1991). It
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is interesting to note that in the Carmel outcrop (Figure 2.5, Chapter 2), the sill has an
approximate aspect ratio of ∼5, and the plugs and domes occur at a few meters off the
dike, in the order of one or two predicted characteristic wavelengths (see discussion below),
remarkably similar to the results described in the experiments.
Geological and geophysical observations provide information about certain model parameters, such as the thickness of the overburden, h1 , the sill thickness, h3 , and intraplug/dome distances. The overburden thickness is approximately h1 =∼ 800 m based on
stratigraphy and paleogeographical calculations (see Chapter 2). The sill thickness is constrained from a N-S resistivity profile which reveals a high resistivity area of ∼ 4 m that I
interpret as a subhorizontal intrusion. This sill crops out in a river bed ∼15 m west of Dome
1 (see Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2). The intra-instability distance is measured at the ground
surface between plugs and domes; the distance between Plug 2 and Dome 1 is 21 m and between Dome 1 and Dome 2 is 11m. A N-S ground penetrating radar (GPR) profile reveals
part of the subsurface interface, and another dome emerges from the contact at a distance
of ∼4 m south of Dome 1 (see Figure 2.14a in Chapter 2). It is important to note that
as the sill/wallrock interface is only partially exposed, the smallest observed intra-dome
spacing, ∼4 m, represents an upper bound for the modeled characteristic wavelength.
I have shown in the previous section that the most important parameters governing the
growth and intra-instability spacing of the RT instability are overburden thicknesses, h1
and h2 , and viscosity µ2 . As h1 is relatively well constrained from geological observations,
and h2 and µ2 are unconstrained, I run two different models varying h2 and µ2 . The
rest of parameters are fixed. All the parameters, and the fastest resultant characteristic
growth times, τc along with their characteristic wavelengths, λc , are listed in Tables 4.3
and 4.4, respectively, for every run. After dimensionalizing q 0 by multiplying by times
(ρ1 −ρ3 )gh/µ1 , the growth time τ is calculated as τ = 1/q. Similarly, after dimensionalizing
k 0 by dividing it by hc , the wavelength λ is calculated as λc = 2π/k. Figure 4.7 shows the
results of τ versus λ for the two models.
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Table 4.3. Parameters for the models applied to the Carmel outcrop.
Parameters
Layer 1
ρ1 (kg/m3 )
h1 (m)
µ1 (Pa s)
Layer 2
ρ2 (kg/m3 )
h2 (m)
µ2 (Pa s)
Sill
ρ3 (kg/m3 )
h3 (m)
µ3 (Pa s)

Model varying h2

Model varying µ2

2500
800
1019

2500
800
1019

2500
varied
7x106

2500
0.5
varied

2200
4
102

2200
4
102

Table 4.4. Characteristic growth times and corresponding characteristic wavelengths for
the models applied to the Carmel outcrop.
Models
Model varying h2 (m)
0.5
1
30
Model varying µ2 (Pa s)
106
107
108
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τc (hrs)

λc (m)

3.1
1.5
0.04 (2.2 min)

1.4
2.9
83.8
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3.1
31
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Figure 4.7. Growth time τ versus wavelength λ for: a) varying the thickness of layer 2, h2
and b) varying the viscosity of layer 2, µ2 .

In the model where h2 is varied (Figure 4.7), the thicknesses are chosen to be small
because only a thin layer of wallrock is heated during intrusion. Therefore, the phreatic
mechanism that microfracture the wallrock, discussed previously, would operate on a limited volume of wallrock above the contact. However, I have not attempted to model the
details of this process because a model to incorporate such a complex process is beyond
the scope of this work. Alternatively, I have arbitrarily assumed a lower bound from 0.5
to 1 m and an upper bound of 30 m, the inferred thickness of the eroded overlying Carmel
formation. With a thickness of h2 of 30 m, the wavelength of the fastest growing mode is
λc = 83.8 m (Table 4.4), which is larger than the N-S extension of the sill and, therefore,
not geologically reasonable. The result is not shown in Figure 4.7a to ease the visualization
the results for smaller h2 thicknesses. By varying h2 from 0.5 to 1 m the λc associated with
the fastest τc ranges from 1.4 to 2.9 m (Table 4.4) and Figure (4.7a). In theory, in any of
these two models, characteristic wavelengths longer than 3 m are not allowed, consistent
with observed intra-dome spacing upper-bound of ∼4 m.
In Figure 4.7b viscosity, µ2 , is varied from 106 to 108 Pa s and the rest of parameters
are fixed (see Table 4.3). As noted in relation with Figure 4.6a, a one order of magnitude
increase of layer 2 viscosity produces a one order of magnitude increase of the characteristic
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growth time of the instability. Note also that changes in viscosity within layer 2 do not
significantly impact the characteristic wavelengths of the instability. Results from the
cooling model indicate that fast injection times in the order of minutes are necessary to
prevent the development of a chilled margin which would inhibit the onset of the RT
instability (see Chapter on sill cooling and crystallization) at the upper interface. Thus,
this injection time represents a time reference for the growth time of the RT instabilities.
Results in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.7 suggest that, for these parameter values, characteristic
growth times in the range of minutes (as suggested by thermal models in Chapter 3) are
possible with viscosities of the sedimentary overburden h2 on the order of 106 Pa s or
lower. As a reference, this viscosity value is intermediate between a basalt, 10-102 Pa s
and a rhyolite, ∼ 1010 Pa s. Note that lithified sediments have viscosities in the order
of 1019 Pa s, however, as previously discussed, viscosity can be significantly reduced by
brecciation.
Based on these results, I suggest a model for the Carmel outcrop in which the sillwallrock interface becomes gravitationally unstable, forming an initial infinitesimal N-S
trending ridge, a few meters away from the dike, from which instabilities with a characteristic wavelengths ranging from 1.5 to 3 m start to grow. Then, to sustain the growth of
the instabilities a continuous influx of magma into the sill is needed. This magma influx
is likely not going to be homogeneous along the sill entrance, thus, some areas will be
favored for diapiric growth compared to others. In addition, spatial changes in porosity
and permeability in the wallrock would impact the the growth time along the interface.
Eventually, as the magma influx wanes, the diapiric intrusions start to freeze to eventually
stop their ascent towards the surface.

4.9

Conclusions
Geological studies and geophysical surveys of the Carmel outcrop reveal structures, such

as plugs and domes, emerging from a subhorizontal magmatic intrusion or sill. I interpret
these structures as the result of a Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability at the upper interface
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between the sill and the overlying wallrock. A 2D mathematical model for the infinitesimal
growth of an RT instability is derived to gain insight into the physics of the instability under
geological conditions relevant to the Carmel outcrop. In this model, the sill is treated as
a Newtonian layer and the overburden is defined as a multilayer perfect plastic material.
The overburden can also be specified as a material following a non-Newtonian diffusion
creep rheology, which will be used in future works with deeper, larger and longer-lived
subhorizontal magmatic reservoirs.
To adapt the model to conditions relevant to the Carmel outcrop, I define the overburden by two layers of different thicknesses and viscosities. The wallrock layer right above
the sill-wallrock interface is comparatively thin and has a much lower viscosity than the
overlying layer. This last assumption is built on the idea that a phreatic mechanism, as
the one proposed by McBirney (1959) and Delaney (1982), operated in the wallrock above
the sill right after the intrusion of magma into a cold, wet and porous rock. The sudden increase in temperature induces an expansion of the pore fluids reducing the effective
stress and leading to failure of the wallrock. As a consequence the viscosity is dramatically
reduced. This hypothesis is supported by microfractured wallrock observed in the outcrop.
A sensitivity test performed with the model indicates that the most important parameters governing the growth of the RT instability and the intra-instability wavelength are
the thickness and viscosity of the overburden layers. Characteristic intra-instability wavelengths predicted by the model are consistent with intra-dome spacings measured in the
field. The model also suggests viscosities for the overlying microfractured wallrock lower
than 106 Pa s.
In summary, the development of RT instabilities at the sill-wallrock interface and the
subsequent evolution of these into magmatic diapirs requires a series of conditions: a) a
shallow intrusion built up by fast sequential injections of magma; b) high porosity, low
permeability sedimentary wallrocks and; c) a continuous influx of magma into the sill to
sustain the steady growth and ascent of the instability. This latter condition explains why
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these diapiric structures are located in close proximity to the feeder dike in the Carmel
outcrop.
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CHAPTER 5
CERRO NEGRO 1999 ERUPTION TRIGGERING BY STATIC STRESS
CHANGES2

5.1

Introduction
Recent observations at numerous volcanoes have suggested coupling between volcanic

activity and increased tectonic earthquakes (e.g., Nostro et al., 1998; Toda et al., 2002).
This coupling may exist across large spatial and temporal scales (Hill et al., 2002). Triggering of eruptive activity by earthquakes, or vice versa, relies on the idea that small changes
in static and dynamic stresses (∼1 bar or 0.1 MPa) in the crust can prompt such activity
because these systems exist at a point near failure. The triggering mechanisms are not
completely understood, but possible mechanisms for eruption triggering include; a) relaxation of the minimum principal stress (σ3 ) such that magma conduits open to magma flow
(Nostro et al., 1998); b) increase in σ3 compressing magma chambers or similar reservoirs
(Bautista et al., 1996; Nostro et al., 1998), and c) rectified diffusion of volatiles in the
magma and other magma chamber processes caused by passage of seismic waves, resulting
in higher magmatic pressures (Linde et al., 1994; Sturtevant et al., 1996). In addition,
clear evidence exists for initiation of earthquake swarms in response to magma intrusion
(Hill, 1977; Toda et al., 2002).
The 1999 eruption of Cerro Negro volcano, Nicaragua and regional seismicity, provide
a remarkable example of how three small (∼Mw 5) earthquakes in close proximity to a
volcano can trigger a small volume eruption (∼0.001 km3 , DRE) and regional aftershock
sequences (La Femina et al., 2004) (Figure 5.1). La Femina et al. (2004) demonstrate that
conduit flow models of the 1999 eruption are consistent with low magmatic overpressures,
indicating that the eruption could have been triggered by dilation along the Cerro Negro
- La Mula volcanic alignment. Here, we present results of static stress change calculations
that indicate the three earthquakes decreased the minimum horizontal principal stress
2

The content of this chapter have been published in Dı́ez et al. (2005)
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Figure 5.1. Location map for Cerro Negro volcano and nearby Quaternary volcanoes Las
Pilas, Rota, Cerro La Mula and Momotombo (Black triangles). Epicenter locations (black
stars) and focal mechanisms are shown for M w > 5 earthquakes on 5-7 August, 1999 (see
Table 5.1). Solid black lines are known Quaternary faults. Note faults striking NE (leftlateral), NW (right-lateral) and NS (dip-slip). 100 m topographic contours are shown as
light gray lines. Study area shown inset (black box), within Central America volcanic Arc
(historically active volcanoes shown in black triangles).
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and increased the Coulomb failure stress in the region promoting eruption and triggered
seismicity, respectively. As static stress changes calculated are on the order of those found
to trigger earthquakes elsewhere (Ziv and Rubin, 2000), our observed correlations suggest
that even small magnitude events, in close proximity to one another, may be linked by
static stress changes.

5.2

1999 Aftershock sequences and Eruption of Cerro Negro
Cerro Negro volcano is an active cinder cone, most recently erupting in 1992, 1995,

and 1999 (Roggensack et al., 1997; McKnight and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998). The
volcano is located on the Quaternary volcanic arc of western Nicaragua (Figure 5.1). It is
the most recent volcano formed in a field of basaltic cinder cones and maars on the north
and west flanks of the El Hoyo volcano complex. Cerro Negro forms the southern portion
of the north trending, 3.5-km-long Cerro La Mula - Cerro Negro vent alignment. Vents
formed on the edifice of Cerro Negro and just off its south flank in 1968, 1995, and 1999
extend this overall trend. Continuing development of this alignment is consistent with the
inferred orientation of the stress field in this area. In this part of Nicaragua, trench parallel
dextral shear of approximately 8 - 14 mm/yr (DeMets, 2001; Turner et al., 2003) results in
a maximum horizontal principal stress oriented between N350◦ E and N10◦ E. This stress is
accommodated largely by slip along northeast-trending left-lateral faults and by east-west
extension along volcanic alignments, rather than directly by dextral slip on trench parallel
faults (La Femina et al., 2002). This tectonic setting sets the stage for interaction between
closely spaced active volcanoes and faults.
On August 5, 1999 three earthquakes, two Mw 5.2 and one Mw 5.1, occurred during a
period of three hours, ∼1-2 km east-northeast of Cerro Negro (INETER, 1999; Dziewonski
et al., 2000). Following these events, seismicity was increased in the region for five days
(597 earthquakes) and included an Mw 5.2 earthquake on August 6 and Ml 4.6 on August
7. Aftershocks were triggered northwest and southeast of the initial epicenters and clustered on alignments that are consistent with mapped northeast-trending left-lateral faults.
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The aftershock sequences exhibit a power law decrease with time that matches models of
seismic swarm behavior (Toda et al., 2002). Cerro Negro erupted 11 hours after the initial
earthquake, along a ∼200 m long north trending fracture south of the volcano’s edifice.
Fire fountaining associated with this activity occurred to heights of 300 m from two scoria
cones that coalesced along the initial fracture. Real-time seismic amplitude measurements
(RSAM) were at background levels prior to the three earthquakes. There were no other
geophysical signs of precursory volcanic activity (La Femina et al., 2004). Cerro Negro does
not typically have long periods of geophysical unrest prior to eruptive activity, however, for
larger volume and longer duration eruptions, such as 1995, eruptive activity may progress
from phreatic to magmatic activity over days to months. Cumulatively this is the smallest
and shortest duration eruption (3 days versus a mean of 18 days for eruptions with known
durations) to have occurred at Cerro Negro since its formation in 1850 (Hill et al., 1998).

5.3

Fault Geometry and Slip
We use Harvard CMT focal mechanism solutions and earthquake relocations from the

INETER seismic network (INETER, 1999; Dziewonski et al., 2000) to calculate static
stress changes induced by the three earthquakes. The former data are used to derive fault
geometry and slip parameters (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). All fault and stress field
parameters required to estimate the stress change associated with these earthquakes are
provided in Table 5.1.
Stress changes are calculated using methods proposed by Chinnery (1961, 1963) and
implemented in the computer code POLY3D (Thomas, 1993). In these models the upper
crust is represented as an elastic half-space and faults are rectangular dislocation surfaces
in this half-space. We consider changes in σ3 (Figures 5.2a and 5.2b) and Coulomb failure
stress changes associated with slip on only the northeast-trending fault planes. We consider
dilation (σ3 ) perpendicular to the N-S trending volcano alignment. Coulomb failure stress
changes (CFSC) are calculated for planes with an optimal orientation for failure fixed by
the regional stress field (King et al., 1994), and map the tendency for N30◦ E faults to slip
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Table 5.1. Fault geometry and slip for the three earthquakes on 5 August, 1999 (Figure
5.1)

Date
Time (GMT)
Latitude
Longitude
Depth(km)(to center of fault plane)
Mw
Strike
Dip(west)
Rake
SRLa (km)
RAb (km2 )
ADc (cm)
Dxd (cm)
Dye (cm)

a Surface

rupture length
area
c Average displacement
d Horizontal component of displacement
d Vertical component of displacement
b Rupture
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080599C
8/5/1999
4:35:55
12.522N
86.695W
10
5.2
17o
87o
-51o
4.5
18
2.2
1.4
1.7

080599E
8/5/1999
5:31:52
12.512N
86.693W
10
5.2
44o
78o
-33o
4.5
18
2.2
1.8
1.2

080599F
8/5/1999
7:11:20
12.506N
86.697W
10
5.1
20o
75o
-43o
4
14.8
1.8
1.3
1.2
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Figure 5.2. (a) Map of calculated change in σ3 resulting from slip on three fault planes
(Table 5.1) with epicenters shown as white stars. Daily seismicity is indicated for 5-8
August. Note stress reduction at Cerro Negro, consistent with dike injection following 5
August seismicity. Other symbols as in Figure 5.1. Cross section (Figure 5.2b) indicated
by A-A’. (b) Stress change in σ3 calculated for a N-S plane through Cerro Negro volcano
(Figure 5.2a), using fault geometry shown in Table 5.1. Note stress reduction and stress
gradient in this plane, consistent with dike injection.
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(Figure 5.3). The CFSC was calculated for each of the three earthquakes, indicating that
the first event could have triggered the second event and that the first and second in turn
could have triggered the third. The auxiliary nodal fault planes (i.e., northwest-trending
dextral faults) were modeled, however, the results were not consistent with observations.

5.4

Results
Model results indicate that the static stress change resulting from the three ∼Mw 5

earthquakes reduced σ3 , and increased Coulomb failure stress on northeast oriented fault
planes in the region. Near Cerro Negro volcano, σ3 was reduced by up to 0.08 MPa at a
depth of 7 km (Figure 5.2a). These values are within the range of stress changes observed
to precede eruptions in other volcanic systems (Nostro et al., 1998). The greatest reduction
in σ3 is estimated north of Cerro Negro; however, volcanoes in this region (e.g., Cerro La
Mula) are inactive and not likely underlain by a magma reservoir. The model predicts
that high stress gradients will occur within a north-south oriented plane, located beneath
the Cerro La Mula - Cerro Negro alignment (Figure 5.2b). Parts of this plane experience
stress reduction in response to the seismicity, aiding the tendency for fractures to dilate.
The distribution of epicenters associated with the aftershock sequences in relation to
CFSC is considered in (Figure 5.3). We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Davis, 2002)
to calculate the probability of the epicenters occurring randomly versus being located
in zones of positive CFSC (Figure 5.4). Hypocenter clusters tend to occur in regions
of positive CFSC on the order of 0.01-0.04 MPa. Specifically, aftershocks including an
Mw 5.2 earthquake occurred August 6 near Rota volcano, approximately 5 km NNW of
Cerro Negro volcano. This aftershock sequence is located within a zone of positive CFSC.
Epicenters north of Cerro Negro are in a zone of negative CFSC. Models of CFSC for dike
opening indicate that these earthquakes occur in regions of negative CFSC. Two days later,
an aftershock sequence occurred at La Paz Centro following a Ml 4.6 earthquake, where
modeled CFSC < 0.001 MPa (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.3. Coulomb failure stress change (CFSC) calculated using fault geometry and slip
data of the three earthquakes (Table 5.1). Note the asymmetry of the CFSC pattern,
possibly due to dip-slip components along the fault planes. An exception is seismicity near
Cerro Negro volcano, attributed to dike injection and eruption. Other symbols as in Figure
5.1.
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CFSC distribution
overall

CFSC distribution for aftershock
epicenters only

Figure 5.4. Comparison of the Coulomb failure stress change (CFSC) distribution over the
entire area of study and the CSFC distribution where epicenters in the aftershock sequences
occurred (August 5, 6, 7 and 8). The distribution of epicenters is not random with respect
to the CFSC model greater than 99% confidence (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for cumulative
distributions). That is, epicenters of the aftershock sequences have a statistically significant
tendency to occur in areas of high CFSC.

5.5

Discussion and Conclusions
This study relies on the close temporal and spatial association of earthquakes and the

volcanic eruption to infer stress triggering of these events. Eruptive activity at Cerro Negro
before 1999 occurred in 1995. The 1995 eruption, like others from Cerro Negro, was larger
volume than the 1999 eruption and not preceded by tectonic earthquakes. No record exists
of a regional triggered magma-tectonic activity like the one that occurred August 5-8, 1999,
ever occurring in this area before. In light of this comparative paucity of prior coupled
activity, we do not regard the coincidence of the three earthquakes, the regional aftershock
sequences and eruption, as possibly occurring by random chance.
Our model of static stress change indicates that reduction in σ3 on the order of 0.010.1 MPa is sufficient to trigger the eruption, and suggests that these stress changes can
accompany even small magnitude earthquakes, if they are located sufficiently close to the
magma reservoir. Stress reduction, up to 0.08 MPa (Figure 5.2a and 5.2b), is particularly
effective at depths of 5 - 10 km. Other parts of this plane (depth > 10 km) experience
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compression. Compression at depth and dilation closer to the surface may drive upward
magma flow (Nostro et al., 1998).
In conclusion, the remarkable geophysical events in the area about Cerro Negro volcano
on August 5-8, 1999, clearly indicate that a finely balanced state of stress exists along the
volcanic arc. In this one example, small changes in this state resulted in dramatic effects.
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CHAPTER 6
SOLUTION AND PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY STUDY OF A COUPLED
CONDUIT AND ERUPTION COLUMN MODEL3

6.1

Introduction
The flow of magma in a volcanic conduit and the flow of the mixture of gas, solid,

and liquid through a plinian eruption column are highly complex physical processes governed by a large number of mechanisms operating at different spatial and temporal scales.
Nevertheless, under certain conditions, steady-state homogeneous fluid mechanical models provide volcanologists with leading order approximations of such complex phenomena.
These types of models, for conduit flow (Wilson et al., 1980; Buresti and Casarosa, 1989;
Woods, 1995; Mastin, 1995) and for plinian eruption columns (Wilson et al., 1978; Sparks,
1986; Wilson and Walker, 1987; Woods, 1988, 1995) are well developed in the volcanological
literature and help volcanologists to gain insight into the important parameters governing
real volcanic eruptions. A good knowledge of these parameters is essential not only in
characterizing ancient eruptions but also in improving forecasts of future eruptions. This
parameter exploration is usually accomplished through a parametric sensitivity analysis,
in which the sensitivity of the models to various changes in parameter values is studied. A
parametric sensitivity analysis can also be used to determine how well output parameters,
such as eruption column height, can be determined from input parameter ranges that are
poorly constrained, and to investigate the origin of shapes of parameter distributions observed in nature (e.g. log-normal distributions of eruption column heights). This can be
accomplished by introducing input parameters in conduit and eruption column models as
probability density functions.
In this chapter the modelling process, from the numerical solution of the differential
equations describing the models to the parametric analysis, is described in detail. A way to
code the one-dimensional conduit and eruption column mathematical models is provided.
3

The contents of this chapter have been published in Dı́ez (2006)
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A method linking conduit flow and eruption column models is presented. This is useful
because it becomes possible to link common observations of magma properties, such as
initial volatile content, to commonly reported eruption parameters, such as eruption column height. To demonstrate the validity of these numerical models as quantitative tools
for volcanologists, simulations have been made of the most energetic sustained phase of
the April 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro. A parametric analysis is performed to explore
the relationship between input parameters and the height of the erupting column during
sustained explosive eruptions.
The appendix at the end of the chapter describes the equations governing the conduit
flow and eruption column models and defines the variables used by the models and in the
code.

6.2

Mathematical Models

6.2.1

The Conduit Flow Model

A mathematical model for conduit flow during sustained explosive eruptions is derived
following Woods (1995) and Mastin (1995). It is assumed that the mixture ascends adiabatically since the time scale for heat conduction away from the wall rocks is much longer than
the time scale of the flow (Woods, 1995). During explosive eruptions, as magma ascends
along a volcanic conduit, at some height, volatiles start to nucleate and form bubbles due
to decompression. Above this level bubble growth causes the flow to expand resulting in an
upwardly accelerating mixture. At a certain level the liquid is fragmented into discrete particles reaching the vent as a gas-particle flow (Figure 6.1 (a). Steady-state flow conditions,
constant stress and steady shear, are assumed for simplicity. Homogeneous flow is also
assumed throughout the conduit, that is, multiphase magma is treated as a single-phase
liquid with the average properties of the mixture. Bubbles and particles do not appear
explicitly in the model. Along the bubbly-flow region, relative movement between bubbles
and melt is limited because the magma ascent rate during sustained explosive eruptions is
high enough to prevent bubble coalescence and two-phase flow development. Flow along
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of (a) a volcanic conduit and (b) an eruption column.
Figures are not drawn to scale.

the gas-particle region can be approximated by homogeneous flow because the particles are
assumed to be sufficiently small that gas and solids move with the same speed. See Mader,
this volume, for a detailed description of the physical processes occurring during magma
ascent through the conduit. Viscosity is allowed to vary with bubble content, also known
as the void fraction, and the condition, void fraction ≥ 75%, is adopted as a fragmentation
criterion (Dobran, 1992; Mastin, 1995; Woods, 1995). The numerical approach used solves
for specific pressure and flow conditions including mean flow velocity, volatile mass fraction,
Mach number, and density of the mixture, at each step along the volcanic conduit, using
mass and momentum conservation equations combined with constitutive relationships for
density, viscosity, sound velocity in the mixture, and a friction factor (Equations B.1 B.3 and B.4 - B.11). The boundary conditions at the vent are subsonic or choked. If
the magma-bubble mixture is at subsonic conditions, that is, the mixture velocity is lower
than the sonic speed in the mixture, then conduit pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure.
Otherwise, the velocity of the mixture is equal to the sonic speed in the mixture (choked
condition) and the conduit pressure will be higher than atmospheric pressure.
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6.2.2

Eruption Column Model

The eruption column model is based on a model for Plinian eruption columns derived
from first principles by Woods (1988). Plinian eruptions consist of a sustained, quasi-steady
discharge of fragmented magma and gas. They develop eruption columns that inject ash
and particles high into the atmosphere. The eruption column is divided in two regions: the
gas-thrust and the convective region (Figure 6.1 (b). The gas-thrust region is a momentumdominated region in the lower part of the column. Velocities are high and an inner denser
core surrounded by a less dense outer region develops. Between these regions shear stresses
develop and air entrainment occurs. As a result the bulk density of the eruption column
decreases. When the column density is less than the density of the surrounding air, the
column becomes buoyant and a convective region develops. The column continues to rise
until a level of neutral buoyancy is reached, then it expands radially very rapidly into
the umbrella region. Due to the sustained character of these eruptions the Plinian column
behaviour is modelled as a steady-state process. The flow, although a multiphase mixture of
gas and particles, can be treated as homogeneous flow because, as the average particle grain
size is small, thermal equilibrium between gas and particles can be assumed (Sparks and
Wilson, 1976; Woods, 1988). Using mass, momentum and energy conservation equations,
B.19 - B.21, a constitutive relationship for bulk density (Equation B.26), and expressions
for gas mass fraction, bulk gas constant at any height and bulk heat capacity of the column
material (Equations B.27, B.28 and B.29), the velocity, temperature, radius and density
can be calculated along both gas-thrust and convective regions.

6.2.3

The Decompression Jet Model: Coupling the Conduit and Eruption
Column Models

During choked conditions, the gas-magma mixture is erupted into the atmosphere at
pressures higher than atmospheric pressure. As a result, rapid decompression of this mixture takes place. The radius of the ascending mixture, now called an eruption column,
rapidly increases to a radius larger than the vent (Woods and Bower, 1995). Experimental
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Figure 6.2. Sketch showing the coupling between the conduit and eruption column models
through the decompression region, and the vertical variation of pressure, velocity, density
and radius along the volcanic system for input conditions shown in Table 6.1 and an
initial volatile fraction of 4 wt. %. Note that the conduit model is coupled directly to the
decompressed jet, and its velocity and radius are calculated using equations derived by
Woods & Bower (1995), (Eqs. B.12 - B.18). The variation of velocity and radius is not
computed through the decompression region, and its hypothetical variation is represented
by a dashed line. See the decompression region zoomed for the vertical profiles of pressure,
density and radius. Note, despite jumps in these variables between the vent and the
decompressed jet, mass is conserved (Eq. B.16).
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Figure 6.3. Computational sketch for (a) the conduit flow model, and (b) the eruption
column model. In each case, input parameters are specified at the base of the model and
gradients of dependent variables are used to estimate values of dependent variables higher
dp
dq dm de
in the conduit ( dz
) and column ( dz
, dze , dze ). Thresholds occur in the conduit (φ < 0.75)
c
e
and column (ρa = ρe ) that change the computation (Eqs. B.10, B.19, B.20). Figures are
not drawn to scale.
investigations of high-speed gas jets and numerical models suggest that the jet will decompress within a short distance from the vent (Valentine and Wohletz, 1989; Dobran et al.,
1993; Woods and Bower, 1995). For simplicity, the decompression distance is neglected.
The conduit model is coupled to the top of the decompressing jet, where the mixture has
decompressed to atmospheric pressure (Figure 6.2). Mass is conserved despite the jumps
in pressure, velocity, density and radius, between the conduit vent and the base of the
eruption column (Equation B.16). The velocity and radius of the decompressed jet are
calculated following Woods and Bower (1995) (Equations B.12 - B.18) and used as the initial velocity and radius of the eruption column model. For simplicity, the presence of the
crater is disregarded. On the other hand, during atmospheric conditions, the exit velocity
calculated by the conduit model, and the conduit radius are used as the initial velocity and
radius for the eruption column model. The input and output parameters for the conduit
and column models are specified in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5.
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6.3

The Computational Approach
The core of the computational approach for both the conduit and eruption column

models is performed by the ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver. For a detailed
description of each of the algorithms involved in the ODE solver see Press et al. (1995). The
function of the ODE solver is to carry out the integration of the differential equations that
describe the models. The ODE solver estimates the gradient of the dependent variable at
the beginning of the integration path and extrapolates a new value at a slightly higher level
with an optimal step size. The code iterates using this new value to calculate properties
at successively higher positions until boundary conditions are satisfied (Figure 6.3). The
ODE solver can be summarized by the following four functions: a) it calculates values for
different flow properties and gradients of the dependent variables; b) using these values
it calculates the dependent variables via a 5th order Runge-Kutta algorithm; c) iterating
these two functions, the dependent variables at the new position, given by an optimal
step size, are calculated; d) a possible step size for the next iteration is estimated. These
four functions work together to update physical conditions along the volcanic conduit and
eruption column, given specified boundary conditions.

6.3.1

The Flow of the Conduit Code

The conduit code executes as follows (see Figure 6.4). During initialization: a) initial
conditions and parameters are specified at the base of the conduit model; b) density is
calculated and mass flow is estimated (Equation B.1); c) flow properties such as, viscosity,
vesicularity, Reynolds number, friction factor, sound velocity, Mach number and the initial pressure gradient, are calculated using constitutive relationships and the momentum
equations (B.2 - B.11). At successively higher conduit positions, conduit pressure, flow
properties, a new pressure gradient, etc. are recalculated. The following three steps iterate
until an optimal step size is found: a) estimate the physical properties of the flow and
the pressure gradient; b) using these values and the initial step size, calculate pressure;
c) iterate these two steps until the step size is optimal (within a specified tolerance). In
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Figure 6.4. Flowchart for the conduit flow model. The equations and nomenclature used
by the conduit flow model code are presented in Appendix. Note, the ODE solver iterates
up the conduit until any of the boundary conditions are satisfied.
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other words, in regions where pressure gradients are high, small step sizes prevent loss of
information, while in regions where pressure gradients are low, longer step sizes speed the
computation. The step size to be attempted in the next iteration is also calculated.
At the top of the conduit, i.e., at the vent, boundary conditions are checked. Execution
stops when boundary conditions at the vent, either choked or subsonic, are satisfied and
results for mass flow rate and exit velocity are output. In choked conditions, the velocity and radius of the decompressed jet above the vent are calculated (Equations B.12 B.18) and passed to the column model as initial column velocity and radius. In subsonic
conditions, exit velocity and radius are directly used by the eruption column model.
Cases arise when neither boundary condition can be satisfied. These cases include:
a) the mixture achieves supersonic conditions (M > 1), or b) pressure somewhere in the
conduit drops below atmospheric pressure (pc < Pa ), or c) once at the vent, conditions are
subsonic (M < 1) and conduit pressure is either lower or higher than atmospheric pressure.
For any of these cases, the program readjusts by calculating a new initial velocity and
restarting at the base of the conduit.

6.3.2

Eruption Column Code

Conditions in the eruption column are estimated as follows. Initialization occurs at
the base of the eruption column depending on boundary conditions at the vent. As stated
previously, if conditions at the vent are subsonic (i.e. M < 1 and conduit pressure = atmospheric pressure), column radius and velocity are initialized with values obtained from the
conduit flow model. If conditions at the vent are choked (i.e. M = 1 and conduit pressure >
atmospheric pressure), initial column radius and velocity values are obtained from the decompression jet model. Initial values for mass, momentum and energy fluxes are calculated
from these initial parameters. Various flow properties like temperature, density, velocity
and radius are calculated using the constitutive relationships (Equations B.26 - B.27).
Physical properties of the surrounding atmosphere are calculated (Equations B.22 - B.25)
to apply a density criterion between the erupting mixture and the atmosphere. Using the
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Figure 6.5. Flowchart for the eruption column model. The equations and nomenclature
used by the eruption column model are presented in Appendix. Note, the ODE solver
iterates upward through the column until the boundary condition is satisfied.
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Figure 6.6. Flowchart highlighting the coupling between the conduit and eruption column
models through a decompression jet model. The equations and nomenclature used by the
decompressed jet model are presented in Appendix. Note, depending on the boundary conditions at the vent, the initial conditions at the base of the eruption column are passed from
the decompression jet model or directly from the conduit model, conditions are subsonic.
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of model results of Woods (1995, 1988) with results obtained with
the codes for conduit flow and eruption column, respectively. (a) Comparison of conduit
flow results for nc0 = 0.04, rc = 20 m and Tm = 1000 K. (b) Comparison of eruption
column results for ne0 = 0.03, re0 = 100 m and Te0 = 1000 K.
mass, momentum and energy conservation equations (B.19 - B.21), and the density criterion (atmospheric density ≥ bulk density in the column) to differentiate between gas-thrust
and convective regions, initial mass, momentum and energy flux gradients are calculated.
At successively higher column positions, the same operations as described for flow in the
conduit model are performed. The only difference is that for the eruption column model,
the ODE solver deals with mass, momentum and energy fluxes instead of pressure. These
three fluxes, the gradients of these fluxes, the next step size to be attempted, and flow and
atmospheric properties are calculated at each step up the column. The code iterates until
the boundary condition, ue (column bulk vertical velocity) ≤ 0.5 m s−1 , is satisfied. This
value for the bulk vertical velocity in the column is chosen arbitrarily. Other values can be
chosen as a boundary condition as long as they remain close to zero. Results for column
height, and radius as a function of column height, are output.
To verify that the conduit flow and the eruption column codes are working properly,
code results were compared with results obtained by Woods (1995) for the conduit and
Woods (1988) for the eruption column, respectively (Figure 6.7). Although the agreement
between the models is reasonably good in both cases (Figure 6.7 (a) and 6.7 (b), it is
interesting to note the difference in the fragmentation depth between the conduit models
(Figure 6.7 (a). This difference is due to the fact that Woods (1995) uses different relationships to calculate mixture viscosity along the bubbly flow region (see Woods (1995)
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and Woods and Bower (1995)) from those used in the conduit model described above
(Equations B.9 and B.10).

6.4

Model Validation Using the 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro Volcano
Numerical models must be validated using real-world observations. In this case it is

not possible to directly observe eruption conditions within an active conduit. Nevertheless,
geologic observations can help reconstruct likely eruption conditions and this information
can be used to constrain model parameters.
A well-documented event is the 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro volcano in Nicaragua.
Cerro Negro volcano is a small volume cinder cone located in the Quaternary volcanic arc of
western Nicaragua (see Connor and Connor, this volume, for a location map of Cerro Negro
volcano). Cerro Negro has had frequent eruptions since its formation in 1850 (McKnight
and Williams, 1997; Hill et al., 1998). In 1992, after 21 years of eruptive quiescence the
volcano erupted for 3.6 days. This eruption was particularly energetic for a Cerro Negro
eruption, generating sustained ash columns up to 7 km high during the first phase of
activity (April 9-12). Following a short period of quiescence, the volcano entered a second,
energetically-lower phase (April 13-14), with strombolian eruptions and ash columns about
3.5 km high. The intensity decreased throughout April 14 until activity ceased by the end
of the day (GVN, 1992).
Coupling the conduit flow and eruption column models can simulate the sustained
activity of the April 1992 Cerro Negro eruption (Figure 6.2). Parameters such as the initial
volatile content, density, temperature and conduit length are relatively well constrained
(Roggensack et al., 1997), based on the composition of basalt, analysis of volatile contents
preserved in mineral structures, and limited seismic data. Input and output parameters
used for the models for 3 runs are listed in Table 6.1.
Results of flow conditions during mixture ascent are shown in Figure 6.8. Note that the
ascent velocities for the mixture from depth are relatively high (2 − 6 m s−1 ) in agreement
with petrologic constraints from Roggensack et al. (1997). Exit velocities range from
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Table 6.1. Input and output parameters used and obtained in the calculations for 1992
eruption of Cerro Negro volcano. Note, for this particular eruption the conduit is choked.
Thus, the conduit and eruption column models are coupled through a decompression jet
model.
Conduit Model Parameters
(inputs)
Conduit Length
Conduit Radius
Initial Pressure
Temperature of Magma
Density of Magma
Initial Volatile Fraction
(outputs)
Exit Velocity
Mass Flow Rate
Exit Pressure
Volatile Fraction at Exit

Value

Units
(m)
(m)
(MPa)
(K)
(kg m−3 )
(wt. %)

Run 1
6000
3
173
1200
2800
3

Run 2
6000
3
173
1200
2800
4

Run 3
6000
3
173
1200
2800
5

(m s−1 )
(kg s−1 )
(MPa)
(wt. %)

130
1.4 × 105
0.6
2.9

150
2.2 × 105
1.2
3.9

165
3.3 × 105
2.0
4.9

(MPa)
(wt. %)
(kg s−1 )
(m s−1 )

0.6
2.9
1.4 × 105
130

1.2
3.9
2.0 × 105
150

2.0
4.9
3.3 × 105
165

(m s−1 )
(m)

239
5

288
7

330
9

(m)
(wt. %)
(K)
(m s−1 )
(wt. %)

5
3
1150
239
2.9

7
4
1150
288
3.9

9
5
1150
330
4.9

(km)
(m)
(K)

6.3
1810
249

7.1
2250
243

7.9
2820
237

Decompression Jet Model Parameters
(inputs)
Pressure at Vent
Volatile Fraction at Vent
Mass Flow Rate
Velocity at Vent
(outputs)
Velocity
Radius
Column Model Parameters
(inputs)
Initial Radius
Volatile Fraction
Initial Temperature
Initial Velocity
Volatile Fraction
(outputs)
Column Height
Radius
Bulk Temperature
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kg s-1
m s-1
kg s-1
m s-1
kg s-1
m s-1

Figure 6.8. Variation of the velocity along the conduit for the model calculations in which
the magma’s initial volatile mass fraction is 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. The conduit radius is 3 m
and the magma temperature is 1200 K. Exit velocities and mass flow rates are consistent
with observations and estimations of the 1992 Cerro Negro eruption.

Figure 6.9. Model calculations of eruption column radius vs. height where magma’s initial
gas mass fraction is 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05, initial temperature is 1150 K in the three simulations, initial column velocity is 239, 288 and 328 m s−1 , and initial column radius is 5, 7 and
9 m (velocity and radius of the decompressed jet). These initial conditions produce a range
of heights in agreement with observations made during the 1992 Cerro Negro eruption.
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130 − 165 m s−1 in agreement with those estimated by Connor et al. (1993) from ballistics
(∼ 100 m s−1 ). The mass flow rates calculated by the model range from 1 − 3.3 × 105 kg s−1 ,
one order of magnitude higher than the mass flow estimated for entire eruptive period from
field measurements (7.3 × 104 kg s−1 ). Unfortunately no direct measurements of mass flow
during the first phase were made. This is reasonable taking into account that the activity
during the 3.6 day eruptive period was neither as energetic nor as sustained as the peak
phase modelled here. The eruption column model results are shown in Figure 6.9. Note
that the calculated column heights (6.3 - 7.9 km) are in agreement with the observed values
(7 - 7.5 km) during the most energetic phase of the eruption (GVN, 1992). Despite the
complexity of the explosive volcanic eruption process, the models are able to describe the
most energetic sustained phase of the 1992 Cerro Negro Eruption reasonably well.

6.5

Parametric analysis
Model validation results suggest that the models work well under certain conditions. To

explore the relationship between input parameters and the height of the eruption column
during sustained explosive eruptions, a series of numerical experiments were conducted
using the eruption column code. This topic has received considerable attention (Wilson,
1976; Settle, 1978; Wilson et al., 1978; Sparks, 1986; Wilson and Walker, 1987; Woods,
1988, 1995).
When the initial gas mass fraction (ne0 ) is fixed and initial column velocity (ue0 ),
column radius (re0 ) and column temperature (Te0 ) vary, a wide range of eruption column
heights was calculated (Figure 6.10 (a). Analogous results are observed when varying
initial column radius and fixing the other parameters (Figure 6.10 (c)). A narrow range
in calculated column heights is observed (13km - 19km) when varying initial gas mass
fraction and holding all other parameters constant (Figure 6.10 (b). This is explained by
the fact that the gas mass fraction in the eruption column model does not have a strong
influence on bulk column density (Equations B.26 - B.27). Similar results are obtained
by systematically varying initial column velocity and column temperature. These results
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Figure 6.10. Numerical experiments carried out with the eruption column model fixing some
parameters and varying others as log-normal probability density functions to investigate
variations in column height. (a) Fixed parameter ne0 = 4.5 wt. %; variable parameters ue0
range: 100 − 350 m s−1 , re0 range: 20 − 200 m and Te0 range: 1000 − 1250 K. (b) Fixed
parameters ue0 = 220 m s−1 , re0 = 60 m and Te0 = 1000 K; variable parameter ne0 range:
3 − 7 wt. %, (c) ne0 , ue0 and Te0 are held constant and re0 range: 20 − 200 m, (d) all the
parameters are fixed except for Q which is allowed to vary.
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Figure 6.11. Numerical experiments performed using the conduit model to explore the
sensitivity of mass flow (Q) with changing parameters during sustained explosive eruptions.
As in Figure 6.10, certain parameters are held constant and others are varied as log-normal
probability density functions. The base of the conduit is at 3 km depth. (a) Variable
parameter ne0 range: 3 − 7 wt. %; fixed parameters pc0 = 77 MPa, ρc0 = 2250 kg m−3 ,
Tm = 1000 K and rc = 50 m, (b) all parameters are held constant, nc0 = 4.5 wt. % and rc
range: 20 − 100 m.

indicate that the height of the eruption column is comparatively insensitive to changes
in initial gas mass fraction, column velocity, and column temperature at the base of the
erupting column. The most important parameter governing eruption column height is
initial column radius.
Further investigations compare the influence of mass flow (q) on column height. By
varying mass flow and fixing all other parameters (Figure 6.10 (d), the range in column
heights varies between 7 km and 21 km, indicating a strong dependence of column height
on mass flow. The high sensitivity of eruption column height to changes in mass flow
suggest that variations in column height could be used to monitor changes in discharge
rate during the course of an eruption (Sparks et al., 1997). Similarly, the eruption column
heights of past eruptions could be estimated from mass flow rates calculated from well
preserved deposits. It is interesting to note that log-normal distributions in column height
are obtained, as in nature, from log-normal distributions of input parameters (Simkin and
Siebert, 1994).
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The conduit flow code was run under varying conditions to explore the parameters
governing mass flow rate (Q). The most interesting results are observed varying initial
volatile mass fraction (nc0 ) and conduit radius (rc ) (Figure 6.11) Mass flow rate variation
of greater than one order of magnitude are obtained. It is important to note that, as
mentioned above, volatile mass fraction in the column above the vent does not have a
strong influence on column height, but does have a controlling influence on mass flow at
the vent. These results suggest that changes in mass flow and, ultimately, changes in the
dynamics of sustained eruptions are mainly governed by changes in initial volatile content
and conduit radius during sustained explosive eruptions (Wilson et al., 1980; Macedonio
et al., 1994).

6.6

Conclusions
Numerical simulations of volcanic phenomena cannot be complete without each of the

following steps: a) development of the physical-mathematical model (e.g. Woods, 1988,
1995; Dobran, 1992; Mastin, 1995), b) abstraction of the physics to facilitate (numerical)
solutions, c) validation of the model as thoroughly as possible using geologic observations,
and d) parametric studies of the magma properties and related physical conditions that
give rise to the phenomena we observe.
In this chapter, codes implementing mathematical models of conduit and eruption
column flow have been described in detail. A method has been presented coupling the two
models. With choked conditions at the vent, the models are linked through a decompression
jet model, passing the velocity and radius of this jet to the eruption column model as initial
conditions. With subsonic conditions at the vent, the models are linked passing conduit
radius and the exit velocity as initial conditions to the eruption column model.
The conduit-column coupled model has been validated using parameter estimates from
the first eruptive phase of the April 1992 eruption of Cerro Negro volcano. Results of the
modelling in terms of ascent velocities, exit velocities, mass flow rates and column heights
show good agreement with petrologic constraints and direct observations of the eruption.
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This is of great interest for volcanic hazard studies since it becomes possible to link common
observations of magma properties, such as initial volatile content, to commonly reported
eruption parameters, such as eruption column height.
A parametric analysis was performed through numerical experiments carried out with
the conduit and eruption column models. Results from the numerical experiments performed with the eruption column model show that column height changed by approximately a factor of two with change in the initial gas fraction at the vent (ne0 ), initial
velocity (ue0 ), and temperature (Te0 )of the column, and by a factor of three or more with
change in mass flow (q0 ) at the vent. Results from numerical experiments performed using
the conduit model show that variations in the mass flow rate (Q) at the vent are governed
by changes in magma’s initial volatile fraction (nc0 ) and conduit radius (rc ). Essentially,
the parametric analysis has shown that eruption column height during sustained explosive
eruptions is mainly determined by the magma’s initial volatile fraction and conduit dimensions, which provide the ultimate controls on mass flow. It is also shown that varying
certain input parameters as log-normal probability density functions produces log-normal
output distributions for column heights, as observed in nature.
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Appendix A Basic Flow in the Rayleigh-Taylor model

Appendix
Basic flow
The basic state for the stability problem treated in Chapter 4 is given by the motion
equations of a viscous fluid (inertial terms neglected) in two dimensions as

0=

=

∂Σxx ∂Σzx
+
,
∂x
∂z
∂P
− µ∇2 U,
∂x

0=

∂Σzz
∂Σxz
+
− Rg,
∂z
∂x

=

∂P
− µ∇2 W − Rg,
∂z

(A.1)

where p is the pressure, U and W the horizontal and vertical velocity components, respectively, R the fluid density and g the gravity acceleration. The stress components are given
by the following constitutive relationship,

Σij = 2µEij − P δij ,

(A.2)

where µ is the fluid viscosity and Eij the strain rate. For plane flow with, z and x as
the vertical and horizontal dimensions, respectively, equation (A.2) can be expanded into
stress components as

Σxx = 2µExx − P,

(A.3)
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Σzz = 2µEzz − P,

(A.4)

Σxz = 2µExz ,

(A.5)

where Σxx and Σzz are the viscous normal stresses, and Σxz is the viscous shear stress.
The strain rates are defined as Exx =

∂U
∂x ,

Ezz =

∂W
∂z

and Exz = 21 ( ∂U
∂z +

∂W
∂x ).

The system

is closed with the continuity equation as
∂U
∂W
+
= 0.
∂x
∂z

(A.6)

Note that the basic flow equations are presented as applied to one layer for clarity
purposes, however, they govern flow within both wallrock and sill layers.

Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the basic state at the upper rigid surface, z = −ho , (see
Figure 4.1) are:
no-slip conditions, U = 0 and W = 0.

(A.7)

At the interfaces between two arbitrary wallrock layers, at z = j, and the sill and overlying
wallrock layer, the following velocity and stress conditions are required
continuity of horizontal and vertical velocities, Ui = Ui+1 and Wi = Wi+1 ,

continuity of shear stress,

Σi,xz = Σi+1,xz ,

continuity of normal stress, Σi,zz = Σi+1,zz ,
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and, the bottom of the sill, z = hs , is also defined as a rigid surface with boundary
conditions:
no-slip conditions, U = 0 and W = 0.
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Appendix B Nomenclature and conduit flow and eruption column model equations
Nomenclature
Subscripts
c

evaluated along the conduit

d

evaluated at a height above the vent where the pressure has adjusted to atmospheric pressure in choked conditions

e

evaluated along the eruption column

a

evaluated in air

m

evaluated in magma

g

evaluated in gas

p

evaluated at constant pressure

0

initial condition, evaluated at base of conduit or base of eruption column

Conduit Model
(defined constants)
g
Rc
s

gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m s−2
gas constant, 462 J kg −1 K −1
saturation constant, 6.8 × 10−10 Pa0.7 for basaltic magma, 4.3 × 10−6 Pa0.5 for
rhyolitic magma

β

coefficient in Henry’s law dependent on composition, 0.7 for basaltic magmas, 0.5
for rhyolitic magmas

ηg

gas viscosity, 5.3 × 10−5 Pa s

Pa0

atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa (at the vent)

(variables)
A

conduit cross-sectional area
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D

conduit diameter

f

friction coefficient, 0.0025 (dimensionless)

M

Mach number

nc

volatile mass fraction exsolved from magma, i.e. in bubbles, e.g. 0.04 (dimensionless)

nm

volatile mass fraction dissolved in magma

pc

conduit pressure

Q

mass flow rate

Re

Reynolds number

rc

conduit radius

Tm

magmatic temperature, e.g. 1200 K

uc

mean flow velocity in the conduit

us

speed of sound in the mixture

zc

depth along axis coordinate (incremental height up conduit)

Lc

conduit length, e.g. 6000 m

ηm

magma viscosity

η

mixture viscosity

ρc

density of the conduit mixture

ρm

density of magma, e.g. 2700 kg m−3

φ

void fraction

Decompression Jet Model
ρd

density of the decompressed jet

rd

decompressed jet radius

ud

decompressed jet velocity

Ad

cross-sectional area of the decompressed jet
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Eruption Column Model
(defined constants)
Cap

specific heat at constant air pressure, 998 J K−1 kg−1

Ht

height of the tropopause, 11 km

Hs

height of the stratosphere, 20 km

k

entrainment constant, 0.09 (dimensionless)

Ra

gas constant for the air, 285 J kg−1 K−1

Re

bulk gas constant, Re0 = 462 J K−1 kg−1

µ

temperature gradient in the troposphere, 6.5 K km−1

ω

temperature gradient in the stratosphere, 2.0 K km−1

ρσ

density of the solid pyroclasts, 1000 kg m−3

(variables)
Cep

bulk specific heat of column material at constant pressure, Ce0 = 1617 J K−1 kg−1

re

column radius

ne

gas mass fraction in the column

Pa

atmospheric pressure above the vent, Pa0 = 0.1 MPa (at the vent)

Ta

ambient atmospheric temperature, Ta0 = 293 K (at the vent)

ue

bulk vertical column velocity

ze

the height along axis coordinate (incremental height up the column)

ρa

the ambient atmospheric density

ρe

bulk column density

Te

bulk column temperature

hmax

maximum column height

q

mass flow

m

momentum flux
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e

energy flux

Governing Equations for Conduit Flow Model
Mass and Momentum Conservation
Fluid motion in volcanic conduits is governed by equations for the conservation of mass
flux

ρc u c A = Q

(B.1)

and momentum

ρc u c

duc
dpc
ρc u2c f
=−
− ρc g −
.
dzc
dzc
rc

(B.2)

The pressure gradient along the conduit can then be computed by combining both mass
and momentum conservation equations
u2
ρc u2c f
dpc
(1 − c2 ) = −ρc g −
.
dzc
us
rc

(B.3)

Constitutive Relationships
The density of the mixture is described by
1
nc Rc T m 1 − nc
=
+
ρc
pc
ρm

(B.4)

where the mass of volatiles exsolved from the magma, nc , is given by

nc =

nc0 − nm
1 − nm

(B.5)
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where nc0 is the initial volatile content and nm is the volatile mass fraction dissolved in
magma, given by Henry’s Law

nm = spβc

(B.6)

where s and β are parameters related to magma composition.
The friction factor, f , is calculated using

f=

16
16η
+ f0 =
+ f0
Re
ρc u c D

(B.7)

where f0 is an empirically-derived factor related to the roughness of the conduit walls.
Vesicle content is expressed as void fraction

φ=

1
.
1 + (1 − nc )pc /nc Rc Tm ρm

(B.8)

Magma viscosity, ηm , is dependent on temperature following the empirical relationship

log(ηm ) = −10.737 + 1.8183

10000
Tm


.

(B.9)

Viscosity of the mixture, η, varies as a function of vesicle content1

η=


ηm


,


 1−φ

f or φ ≤ 0.75
(B.10)



h

i


 η 1 − 1−φ −1.56 , f or φ > 0.75
g
0.62
where ηg is the gas viscosity.
1

Recent works on bubbly liquid rheology suggest that the elongation of bubbles would cause a reduction
in viscosity with increasing gas content (Rust and Manga 2002; Llewellin et al. 2002), therefore a more
complex expression could be included to account for this process (see Llewellin and Manga 2005).
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The speed of sound in the mixture is given by

us =

Rc Tm
nc

1 
2

pc
nc + (1 − nc )
ρm R c T m


(B.11)

and is used to compute the Mach number of the mixture.

The Decompressed Jet Model
Following Woods and Bower (1995), the conditions in the jet at that point above the vent
where material has decompressed to atmospheric pressure can be calculated. The density
of the decompressed material is approximated by

ρd ∼

Pa
nc0 Rc Tm

(B.12)

and evaluated at a height above the vent where the material has decompressed to atmospheric pressure.
The velocity beyond the decompression region is calculated using the following equation


nc
ud = (nc0 Rc Tm ) γδ 1 +
nc0 γδ 2
1
2



Pa
1−
pc


(B.13)

where

γ = 1+

(1 − nc ) pc
n c R c T m ρm

(B.14)



δ =


nc0 − spβc

 21 .
1 
spβ
pc
2
c
nc0 nc0 − 2 1 + Rc Tm ρm
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From mass conservation between the vent and the decompressed region,

ρ c u c A = Q = ρ d u d Ad

(B.16)

the area of the decompressed jet is given by

Ad = A

u c ρc
Q
=
u d ρd
u d ρd

(B.17)

and the radius is given by

rd =

Q
πud ρd

1
2

.

(B.18)

See Woods and Bower (1995) for details.

Governing Equations for Eruption Column Model
Mass and Momentum Conservation
Mass is conserved by







ue r e √
ρa ρ e ,
8


d
ρe ue re2 =

dze



 2kue re ρa ,

when ρe > ρa
(B.19)
when ρe < ρa

where (ρe > ρa ) in the gas-thrust region and (ρe < ρa ) in the convective domain.
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Momentum is conserved by







−ρe u2e re
8

q

ρa
ρe

+ g (ρa − ρe ) re2 , when ρe > ρa


d
ρe u2e re2 =

dze



 g (ρ − ρ ) r2 ,
a
e e

(B.20)
when ρe < ρa

where (ρe > ρa ) in the gas-thrust region and (ρe < ρa ) in the convective domain. The
transition from gas-thrust to convective flow regime is determined by the criterion, ρa ≥ ρe .
This transition determines when the column becomes buoyant.

Steady Flow Energy Equation
The steady-flow-energy equation

 u2 d

d
d
Cep Te ρe ue re2 = (Cap Ta )
ρe ue re2 + e
ρe ue re2 − αue re2 g
dze
dze
2 dze

(B.21)

is used instead of the conservation of energy equation because, in the former, no assumptions about the exact nature of gas expansion are required (see Woods (1988) for details),
where Cp Te ρe ue re2 is the enthalpy flux through a horizontal cross section of the column.
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The Atmosphere
The eruption column model assumes a thermally layered atmosphere. The temperature
profile is given by three equations

Ta =



Ta0 − µze ,











for ze ≤ Ht

Ta0 − µHt,
for Ht ≤ ze ≤ Ht











Ta0 − µHt + ω(ze − Hs), for ze ≥ Hs

(B.22)

where ze ≤ Ht refers to the temperature profile in the troposphere, Ht ≤ ze ≤ Ht,
the temperature profile in the tropopause, and ze ≥ Hs, the temperature profile in the
stratosphere. Ht, Hs, µ, and ω are the heights and temperature gradients of the tropopause
and stratosphere, respectively.
Following Green (1999), the change of atmospheric pressure with height is described by
g
1 dPa
=−
Pa dze
Ra T a

(B.23)

assuming that air behaves like a perfect gas where Pa = Ra ρa Ta . Equation B.23 can be
integrated to obtain the pressure profile in the atmosphere


gze
Pa = Pa0 exp −
Ra T a


.

(B.24)

The atmospheric density profile can be calculated by

ρa =

Pa
Ra T a

(B.25)
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using Pa from (B.24) and Ta from (B.22).
Constitutive Relationships
Listed below are equations for the inverse of density (B.26), the gas mass fraction
(B.27), the gas constant (B.28) and the bulk specific heat at constant pressure (B.29)
1
ρe

= (1 − ne )

1
ne Re T e
+
ρσ
Pa

ne = 1 + (ne0 − 1)

(B.26)

2 u ρ
re0
e0 e0
re2 ue ρe


Re = Ra + (Re0 − Ra )

1 − ne
ne


Cep = Cap + (Cep0 − Cap )

(B.27)



1 − ne
1 − ne0

ne0
1 − ne0


(B.28)


.

(B.29)

The subscript 0 denotes a value evaluated at the vent and ρσ is the density of solid pyroclasts.
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% instability.m, adapted from Clinton Conrad by Mikel Diez, 25/11/07
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% This program, instability.m, is a matlab routine to calculate the
% characteristic spacing between Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities created at
% the interface between a sill and the overburden. The wallrock overburden
% can be defined with several layers of different non-newtonian rheologies,
% such as dislocation or duffusion creep. The model is based on a
% paper by Bassi & Bonnin (1988), in Geophysical Journal, 93, 485-504. The
% program uses propagator matrices to calculate the fastest growing
% wavelength of RT instabilities.
% This program assumes a rigid upper boundary and a rigid bottom of the
% sill, thus w=v=0 at both surfaces
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Variables:
% m

%

% exx

number of intermediate interfaces

%

strain rate - positive for extension, negative for compression.

% For RT instabilitiy I assume it very small ~10^-30

%

% k

wavenumber = 2*pi/l

%

% l

wavelength (m)

% M

(4m+4x4m+4) matrix containing boundary conditions (MC = R)

% C

(4m+4x1) vector of integration coefficients

% R

(4m+4x1) vector of right hand side of boundary conditions

% Q

(m+1x4m+4) matrix containing the transformation (W = QC)

% W

(mx1) vector with vertical velocities, w, of each interface.

%
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% Including the upper one but not the bottom of the sill

%

% H

(mx1) vector with amplitudes of sinusoidal undulations, h

% P

(4m+4xm+1) matrix containing the transformation (R = PH)

%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Subroutines (associated matlab programs):

%

% param.m

sets the various parameters for the layered model

% findM.m

calculates the matrix M

%

% findQ.m

calculates the matrix Q

%

% findP.m

calculates the matrix P

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% set parameters
clear;
carmel_exph2; % get parameter values

kmax = 500; % kmax is the maximum value of k’ calculated.
jnum = 75; % jnum is the number of points to calculate between k’=0 and kmax.
for jj = 1:jnum

% set sizes of important matrices
M = zeros((4*m+4),(4*m+4));
%C = zeros((4*m-2),1);
%R = zeros((4*m-2),1);
Q = zeros(m+1,(4*m+4));
%W = zeros(m,1);
%H = zeros(m,1);
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P = zeros((4*m+4),m+1);

% set wavenumber, k = 2*pi/l, l = wavelength

LK(jj) = (jj/jnum)*kmax;
k = LK(jj)/hc;

% calculate important matrices:
findM_mikel;
findQ_mikel;
findP_mikel;

%% Compute quadruple precision floating points, otherwise big error in the
%% solution of the linear system. It gives warning about possible singular
%% matrix and inaccurate results. This is fixed using the symbolic algebra
%% toolbox function vpa, that allows computation with any precision. You
%% actually specify it: e.g: vpa(’pi’,25), gives you pi with 25 digits.
%% Bear in mind that the longer the floating point the slower the
%% computations

F = (vpa(Q,17)/(vpa(M,17)))*(vpa(P,17));

[V,E] = eig(F);

%% Transform back to double precision once the inversion has been computed
%% to speed up computations
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E1=double(E);

q(:,jj) = E1*ones(m+1,1);

% q1(jj) = q(1,jj);
% q2(jj) = q(2,jj);

end

qmax = max(q);

qpmax = qmax*at(1)/(9.8*(r(1)-r(3))*hc); % qpmax is the dimensionless growth rate

csvwrite(’car_h2_30.txt.’,qpmax)
csvwrite(’xcar_axis.txt’,LK)

plot(LK,qpmax);
set(gca,’XTick’,0:50:500)
ylabel(’Dimensionless Growth Rate, q’’’);
xlabel(’Dimensionless Wavenumber, k’’’);

%% Dimensionalize and transform to characteristic wavelength
xp=LK/800;
lmbdac=2*pi./xp;

%% dimensionalize growth rate and transform to characteristic time
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at10p=qpmax*(9.8*300*800)/1e19;
tau10c=1./(at10p*3600);

%% Find the fastest growth time and its associated characteristic
%% wavelength
’growth time’
growth_time_blue=min(tau10c)
[c,i]=min(tau10c);
’characteristic wavelength’
characteristic_wavelength_blue=lmbdac(i)

% findM.m, by Mikel Diez, adapted from K.Conrad version, 11/12/07
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculates the matrix M, which is the transformation MC = R and contains %
% the boundary conditions for each interface, and the top and bottom.

%

% Start at the top, with 2 conditions, then four for each layer interface, %
% and then two at the bottom of the sill.

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variables:

%

% m

number of intermediate interfaces

%

% k

wavenumber = 2*pi/l

% l

wavelength (m)

% M

(4m+4x4m+4) matrix containing boundary conditions (MC = R)

%

%
%

% mc(i), ac(i), rc(i), bc(i), a1(i), a2(i), M1(i), M2(i), M3(i), M4(i)
%

are all variables defined below to make calculations easier

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Parameters which make the calculations simplier:

for i = 1:m % Only need properties for (m+1)-1 = m layers non-newtonian
mc(i) = g(i)/k;
ac(i) = sqrt(mc(i)^2/8 + 1/n(i) - 0.5 + sqrt(mc(i)^4/64 +
+ mc(i)^2*((2/n(i)+1)/8) + 0.25));
rc(i) = sqrt(mc(i)^2/4 + (n(i)-1)/n(i)^2);
bc(i) = rc(i)/ac(i);
a1(i) = ac(i) - mc(i)/2;
a2(i) = - ac(i) - mc(i)/2;
M1(i) = (4/n(i)-1)*a1(i) - mc(i)*(1 + a1(i)^2 - bc(i)^2) - a1(i)*(a1(i)^2 - 3*bc(i)^2);
M2(i) = bc(i)*((4/n(i)-1) - 2*a1(i)*mc(i) +
+ (bc(i)^2 - 3*a1(i)^2));
M3(i) = (4/n(i)-1)*a2(i) - mc(i)*(1 + a2(i)^2 - bc(i)^2) -

a2(i)*(a2(i)^2 - 3*bc(i)^2);

M4(i) = bc(i)*((4/n(i)-1) - 2*a2(i)*mc(i) +
+ (bc(i)^2 - 3*a2(i)^2));
end

% Rigid surface: two conditions, the vertical and horizontal velocities
% are zero.

% non-newtonian viscosity
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M(1,1) = exp(a1(1)*k*z(1))*cos(bc(1)*k*z(1));
M(1,2) = exp(a1(1)*k*z(1))*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1))/(bc(1)*k);
M(1,3) = exp(a2(1)*k*z(1))*cos(bc(1)*k*z(1));
M(1,4) = exp(a2(1)*k*z(1))*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1))/(bc(1)*k);

M(2,1) = exp(a1(1)*k*z(1))*(-a1(1)*cos(bc(1)*k*z(1)) +
+ bc(1)*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1)));
M(2,2) = exp(a1(1)*k*z(1))*(-cos(bc(1)*k*z(1))/k - a1(1)*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1))/(bc(1)*k));
M(2,3) = exp(a2(1)*k*z(1))*(-a2(1)*cos(bc(1)*k*z(1)) +
+ bc(1)*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1)));
M(2,4) = exp(a2(1)*k*z(1))*
* (-cos(bc(1)*k*z(1))/k - a2(1)*sin(bc(1)*k*z(1))/(bc(1)*k));

% normalize by multiplying times wavenumber. Recall that w
% has dimensions of
length (m), by multiplplying times k
% we make it non-dimensional (see e.g. eq.
% C1 pag. 110 Conrad & Molnar (1997)). That is,
% we remove k from the
% denominator.

for j = 1:2
M(j,2) = M(j,2)*k;
M(j,4) = M(j,4)*k;
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end

% Intermediate interfaces. There are m
% deformable (intermediate) interfaces. There are
% four boundary conditions for each.
% Note that at (m+2) is the bottom of the sill
% and (m+1) is the
wallrock-sill interface

for i = 1:(m)

% upper layer:

% non-newtonian viscosity

M(4*i-1,4*(i-1)+1) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*(i-1)+2) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i)*k);
M(4*i-1,4*(i-1)+3) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*(i-1)+4) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i)*k);

M(4*i,4*(i-1)+1) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-a1(i)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) + bc(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i,4*(i-1)+2) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/k - a1(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i)*k));
M(4*i,4*(i-1)+3) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-a2(i)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) + bc(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
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M(4*i,4*(i-1)+4) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/k - a2(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i)*k));

M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+1) = at(i)*k*exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*((1+a1(i)^2-bc(i)^2)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) - 2*a1(i)*bc(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+2) = at(i)*k*exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(2*a1(i)/k*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) +
+(1+a1(i)^2-bc(i)^2)/(bc(i)*k)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+3) = at(i)*k*exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*((1+a2(i)^2-bc(i)^2)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) - 2*a2(i)*bc(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+4) = at(i)*k*exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(2*a2(i)/k*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ (1+a2(i)^2-bc(i)^2)/(bc(i)*k)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));

M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+1) = at(i)*k*exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M1(i)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) - M2(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+2) = at(i)*k*exp(a1(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M2(i)/(bc(i)*k)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ M1(i)/(bc(i)*k)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+3) = at(i)*k*exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M3(i)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) - M4(i)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+4) = at(i)*k*exp(a2(i)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M4(i)/(bc(i)*k)*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ M3(i)/(bc(i)*k)*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i+1)));
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% normalize by dividing by viscosity*wavenumber:

for j = 1:4
M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+j) = M(4*i+1,4*(i-1)+j)/(at(1)*k);
M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+j) = M(4*i+2,4*(i-1)+j)/(at(1)*k);
end

% Multiply times k to render the equations adimensional. Note that
% M(4*i+1,2,4*(i-1)+2,4) is operated twice, first divide 1/(eta*k) and then
% multiply times k.

for j = -1:2
M(4*i+j,4*(i-1)+2) = M(4*i+j,4*(i-1)+2)*k;
M(4*i+j,4*(i-1)+4) = M(4*i+j,4*(i-1)+4)*k;
end

% lower layer:

if i ~= (m)
% lower layer is not the sill but another wallrock layer.

% non-newtonian viscosity
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M(4*i-1,4*i+1) = -exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*i+2) = -exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i+1)*k);
M(4*i-1,4*i+3) = -exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*i+4) = -exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i+1)*k);

M(4*i,4*i+1) = -exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-a1(i+1)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) + bc(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i,4*i+2) = -exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/k - a1(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i+1)*k));
M(4*i,4*i+3) = -exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(-a2(i+1)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) + bc(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i,4*i+4) = -exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*(-cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/k - a2(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1))/(bc(i+1)*k));

M(4*i+1,4*i+1) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*((1+a1(i+1)^2-bc(i+1)^2)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) - 2*a1(i+1)*bc(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*i+2) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(2*a1(i+1)/k*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ (1+a1(i+1)^2-bc(i+1)^2)/(bc(i+1)*k)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*i+3) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*((1+a2(i+1)^2-bc(i+1)^2)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) - 2*a2(i+1)*bc(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+1,4*i+4) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(2*a2(i+1)/k*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) +
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+ (1+a2(i+1)^2-bc(i+1)^2)/(bc(i+1)*k)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));

M(4*i+2,4*i+1) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M1(i+1)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) - M2(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*i+2) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a1(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M2(i+1)/(bc(i+1)*k)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ M1(i+1)/(bc(i+1)*k)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*i+3) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M3(i+1)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) - M4(i+1)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));
M(4*i+2,4*i+4) = -at(i+1)*k*exp(a2(i+1)*k*z(i+1))*
*(M4(i+1)/(bc(i+1)*k)*cos(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)) +
+ M3(i+1)/(bc(i+1)*k)*sin(bc(i+1)*k*z(i+1)));

% normalize by dividing by viscosity*wavenumber:

for j = 1:4
M(4*i+1,4*i+j) = M(4*i+1,4*i+j)/(at(1)*k);
M(4*i+2,4*i+j) = M(4*i+2,4*i+j)/(at(1)*k);
end

% Multiply times k to render the equations adimensional. Note that
% M(4*i+1,2,4*i+2,4) is operated twice, first divide 1/(eta*k) and then
% multiply times k.

for j = -1:2
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M(4*i+j,4*i+2) = M(4*i+j,4*i+2)*k;
M(4*i+j,4*i+4) = M(4*i+j,4*i+4)*k;
end

else

% the sill is reached and the newtonian equations must apply.

% newtonian viscosity, sill
% Note I am using z(i) instead of z(i+1) is because it has to match the
% interface with the layer right above. For m=2, we are at interface z(3)
% and using properties of layer 3 (sill), e.g.: at(3)(viscosity),r(3)....

M(4*i-1,4*i+1) = -exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*i+2) = -z(i+1)*exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*i+3) = -exp(-k*z(i+1));
M(4*i-1,4*i+4) = -z(i+1)*exp(-k*z(i+1));

M(4*i,4*i+1) = exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i,4*i+2) = (1/k + z(i+1))*exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i,4*i+3) = -exp(-k*z(i+1));
M(4*i,4*i+4) = -(-1/k + z(i+1))*exp(-k*z(i+1));

M(4*i+1,4*i+1) = -at(i+1)*k*2*exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i+1,4*i+2) = -at(i+1)*k*(2/k + 2*z(i+1))*exp(k*z(i+1));
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M(4*i+1,4*i+3) = -at(i+1)*k*2*exp(-k*z(i+1));
M(4*i+1,4*i+4) = -at(i+1)*k*(-2/k + 2*z(i+1))*exp(-k*z(i+1));

M(4*i+2,4*i+1) = -at(i+1)*k*2*exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i+2,4*i+2) = -at(i+1)*k*2*z(i+1)*exp(k*z(i+1));
M(4*i+2,4*i+3) = -at(i+1)*k*(-2)*exp(-k*z(i+1));
M(4*i+2,4*i+4) = -at(i+1)*k*(-2)*z(i+1)*exp(-k*z(i+1));

% Make the espressions non-dimensional:

% normalize by dividing by viscosity*wavenumber:

for j = 1:4
M(4*i+1,4*i+j) = M(4*i+1,4*i+j)/(at(1)*k);
M(4*i+2,4*i+j) = M(4*i+2,4*i+j)/(at(1)*k);
end

for j = -1:2
M(4*i+j,4*i+2) = M(4*i+j,4*i+2)*k;
M(4*i+j,4*i+4) = M(4*i+j,4*i+4)*k;
end

end

end

% End of the loop
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%% Bottom of the sill: two conditions, the vertical
% and horizontal velocities
%% are zero. This closes the 4m+4 x 4m+4 M matrix.

% i is 2
% Note that I use z(i+2)=z(m+2)=z(4) for our m=2
% particular case, as we are
% at the bottom of the sill

M(4*i+3,4*i+1) = exp(k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+3,4*i+2) = z(i+2)*exp(k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+3,4*i+3) = exp(-k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+3,4*i+4) = z(i+2)*exp(-k*z(i+2));

M(4*i+4,4*i+1) = -exp(k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+4,4*i+2) = -(1/k + z(i+2))*exp(k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+4,4*i+3) = exp(-k*z(i+2));
M(4*i+4,4*i+4) = (-1/k + z(i+2))*exp(-k*z(i+2));

for j = 3:4
M(4*i+j,4*i+2) = M(4*i+j,4*i+2)*k;
M(4*i+j,4*i+4) = M(4*i+j,4*i+4)*k;
end
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% findP_mikel.m, modified by Mikel Diez from Clinton Conrad, 25/11/07
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculates the matrix P, which is the transformation R = PH.

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variables:

%

% m

number of intermediate interfaces

%

% k

wavenumber = 2*pi/l

% P

(4m+4 x m+1) matrix containing the transformation (R = PH)

% H

(m x 1) vector with amplitudes of sinusoidal undulations, h

% R

(4m+4 x m+1) vector of right hand side of boundary conditions

%
%
%
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% top layer - this is a rigid surface - this is rows 1 and 2
% the surface of the bottom layer (sill) has zero velocity - last two rows
% Note that the only non-zero bc’s are those at the interface that account
% for the continuity of the shear and normal stresses respectively

P(1,1) = 0;
P(2,1) = 0;

for i = 1:(m)

% m is intermediate interfaces. As many non-zero interfaces as
% intermediate interfaces m.
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P(4*i+1,1+i) = 4*exx*k*(at(i)-at(i+1))/(at(1)*k);
P(4*i+2,1+i) = (r(i+1)-r(i))*9.8/(at(1)*k);

end

% The last two conditions are added when memory allocated for P, P =
% zeros(4m+4,m+1).

% findQ_mikel.m, adapted by Mikel Diez, 25/11/07
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculates the matrix Q, which is the transformation W = QC

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variables:

%

% m

number of intermediate interfaces

%

% k

wavenumber = 2*pi/l

% Q

(mx4m+4) matrix containing the transformation (W = QC)

% C

(4m+4x1) vector of integration coefficients

% W

(mx1) vector with vertical velocities, w, of each interface

%

% mc(i), ac(i), rc(i), bc(i), a1(i), a2(i)
%

%

%
%

%

are all variables defined below to make calculations easier

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Parameters which make the calculations simplier:

for i = 1:m
mc(i) = g(i)/k;
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ac(i) = sqrt(mc(i)^2/8 + 1/n(i) - 0.5 + sqrt(mc(i)^4/64 +
+ mc(i)^2*((2/n(i)+1)/8) + 0.25));
rc(i) = sqrt(mc(i)^2/4 + (n(i)-1)/n(i)^2);
bc(i) = rc(i)/ac(i);
a1(i) = ac(i) - mc(i)/2;
a2(i) = - ac(i) - mc(i)/2;
end

% there are m interfaces, each with a velocity, w.
%

Note that now every interface counts,

% its velocity is specified in the bc’s. We express
% this velocity
in W in terms of the coefficients
%

in C, using the the matrix Q. Note we

% find this at x = 0.

for i = 1:m
% upper layers

% if (g(i) ~= 0 | n(i) ~=1)
% non-newtonian viscosity
% Note that this is the upper surface z(1). In the bc’s it’s stated that
% w(1)=0, as it’s a rigid surface
% We use the expression W(z) for non-newtonian layer

Q(i,4*(i-1)+1) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i))*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i));
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Q(i,4*(i-1)+2) = exp(a1(i)*k*z(i))*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i))/(bc(i)*k);
Q(i,4*(i-1)+3) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i))*cos(bc(i)*k*z(i));
Q(i,4*(i-1)+4) = exp(a2(i)*k*z(i))*sin(bc(i)*k*z(i))/(bc(i)*k);

end

Q(i,4*(i-1)+2) = Q(i,4*(i-1)+2)*k;
Q(i,4*(i-1)+4) = Q(i,4*(i-1)+4)*k;

i=m+1;

% Newtonian Fluid
% Bottom layer
% We use the expression W(z)= Ai exp(kz) + Bi z exp(kz) + Ci exp(-kz) + Di
% z exp(-kz)

Q(i,4*(i-1)+1) = exp(k*z(i));
Q(i,4*(i-1)+2) = z(i)*exp(k*z(i));
Q(i,4*(i-1)+3) = exp(-k*z(i));
Q(i,4*(i-1)+4) = z(i)*exp(-k*z(i));

Q(i,4*(i-1)+2) = Q(i,4*(i-1)+2)*k;
Q(i,4*(i-1)+4) = Q(i,4*(i-1)+4)*k;
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% Parameters_mikel.m created by Mikel Diez, 25/11/07
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Input file with parameters

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% number of intermediate interfaces
m = 1;

% density of the overlying material
r0 = 0;

% Depths, z
z(1) = 10000;
z(2) =

0.0;

z(3) = -40000;
%z(4) = -20;
hc = z(1) - z(2);
%hc = 1*1000;

% Stress exponent, n, for the wallrock non-newtonian layers
n(1) =

1.0001;

%n(2) =

1.5;
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% Inverse viscosity decay length, gamma
g(1) =
%g(2) =

0.0;
0.0;

% Density of the layer, rho
r(1) = 3300;
r(2) = 3250;
%r(3) = 2200;
% Layer viscosity, at the top of the layer, aeta
at(1) = 10^19;
at(2) = 10^16;
%at(3) = 10^10;
% Layer viscosity, at the bottom of the layer, aeta
%ab(1) = at(1);

% Strain rate, epsilonxx
exx = 10^(-30);
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conduit_column_coupled.c created by Mikel Diez 2004-2005
/********************************************************
*********************************************************

MAIN PROGRAM
This routine solves for flow along the volcanic system
through the conduit and eruption column calling:
conduit_routines.c and column_routines.c
*********************************************************
**********************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#define NRANSI
#include "cdflib.h"
#include "conduit_routines.h"
#include "column_routines.h"
#define pat 100000.0 // Atmospheric pressure (Pa)
#define t 293.0

//Atmospheric temperature

#define pi 3.14159
#define g 9.8
#define R 462.0 /* en J kg-1 K-1, asi que la P en Pascals */
#define s 6.8e-10 /* s cte from Henry’s law for basalt */

int im=0,ip=0,i0=0; //Indexes to store initial velocity in
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each iteration of the first loop of CONDUIT MODULE

int main()

//As we are using a C++ compiler "int" instead

of "void" is needed
{

/*************** Conduit variables ************************
****************************************/

double z, p,dpdz,htry,h,eps,yscal,hdid,hnext,mfg0,T,rhom,
diam,f0,radio,mdot,area,xsarea,rhomix,vfgas,v,vel,mach,
rhomixture,yerr,exit_vel,mfgc;
double pout[500],zout[500],vout[500],mout[500],hout[500],
nout[500],rhout[500];
double
int

itermax;

entadj,flgend,j,i;

/*********** Free jet variables ***************************
*****************************************/

double trmalfa,trmbita,trm1,trm2,trm3,trm4,trm5,trm6,
radius_decomp,velocity_decomp,densa,peta;

/************ Column variables ****************************
*************************************/
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double n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,invdensity0,
density0,u,l,theta,density_e,alpha,alpha0;
double y[3],dydx[3],yscale[3],yout0[500],yout1[500],
yout2[500],zoutc[500],uout[500],thetaout[500],lout[500],
densout[500],alphaout[500];
double ze,epse,htrye,hdide,hnexte,li;
int nd,k,cr,w;

/********************************************************
*********************************************
*********************************************************

CONDUIT MODULE

**********************************************************
*******************************************
************************************************************/

FILE *fp;

/* Initial conditions */

p = 173.0; /* ojo!!, p en megapascals */
v = 1.0;
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mfg0 = 0.03 ;

//Passing a parameter from

a PDF(for initial volatile content)
T = 1300.0;
rhom = 2800.0;
z = -6000.0;
if (z > 0.0) z=-z;
diam = 5;

//Passing a parameter from a
PDF(for initial vent diameter)

f0 = 0.0025;

/* typical value for wall roughed
conduits Wilson (1980) */

p = p*1e+6;

/* presion a pascales */

eps = 1.0e-8;

/* tolerancia */

radio = diam/2.0;
area = pi*pow(radio,2.0);
xsarea = area;
//printf("hey!! radio %f %f \n ", diam,mfg0);
/* Check for the pressure at the base of the conduit */

/*lithp = rhom*g*(-z);
if (p < lithp) {
printf("\n No eruption, pressure at the base
of the conduit too low!! \n");
exit(0);
}*/

pout[0]=p;
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vout[0]=v;
zout[0]=z;

/* Calculate parameters at the base of the conduit */

//T = T + 273.15;

/* Temperatura entra en centigrados
pero transformamos a Kelvin */

itermax = 0.0;

do
{ // printf("v0 entrando 1er loop es %f \n",vout[0]);
i = 0.0;
flgend = 0;
v = vout[0];
z = zout[i];
p = pout[i];

htry = -z/100.0;

/* stepsize to be attempted */

/* Calculate mass flux */

density(p,mfg0,T,rhom,&rhomix,&vfgas,&mfgc);

mdot = rhomix*xsarea*v;

/* mass flux */
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//printf("mdot %f %f %f %.8f\n", mdot,rhomix,xsarea,v);

yscal = p;

vout[0] = v;
zout[i] = z;
pout[i] = p;

/*Calculates the pressure gradient at the bottom
of the conduit */

derivsc(z,p,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&vel,
&mach,&rhomixture,&dpdz,&mfgc);
//printf("grad en derivs %f\n",dpdz);
mout[i] = mach;
rhout[i] = rhomixture;
/* begins the loop to solve for the pressure */
//printf("%f %f %f %f %d \n",zout[i],pout[i],
vout[i],mout[i],i);
do
{
z = zout[i];
p = pout[i];

/* Calculate the pressure at a higher position */
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rkqsc(&p,dpdz,&z,htry,eps,yscal,&hdid,&hnext,mfg0,
T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,derivsc);

hout[i+1] = hdid;
zout[i+1] = z;
pout[i+1] = p;
htry = hnext;

/* Calculate parameters and the pressure gradient
at this new pressure

*/

derivsc(z,p,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&v,
&mach,&rhomixture,&dpdz,&mfgc);

vout[i+1] = v;
mout[i+1] = mach;
nout[i+1] = mfgc;
rhout[i+1]= rhomixture;

//printf("v0 tras entrar 1er loop es %f %d \n", vout[0], i);
/* If Z>0 , adjust h and call RK4 to calculate p at z=0 */

if (zout[i+1] > 0.0)
{

h = -zout[i];
rkckc(pout[i],dpdz,zout[i],h,&p,&yerr,mfg0,T,rhom,
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mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,derivsc);
pout[i+1] = p;
zout[i+1] = 0.0;
}

/* if p < 1 atm or m > 1, adjust the input velocity */
/*printf("la p aqui es %f \n",pout[i+1]);*/
if ((pout[i+1] < 1.013e+05 || mout[i+1] > 1.0)
&& zout[i+1] < -0.05)
{
velbc(vout,pout,zout,mout,eps,i,&entadj,&flgend);
if (flgend == 1) break;
}

/*If m > 0.99999 and z >-0.05, call it good */

if (zout[i+1] > -0.05 && mout[i+1] > 0.99999)
{
flgend = 1;
printf("\n good solution!! \n\n");
break;
}

/* if z=0 and p > 1 atm, adjust the input velocity and
start again with a new initial velocity */
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if( pout[i+1] > 1.014e+05 && zout[i+1] == 0.0)
{
velbc(vout,pout,zout,mout,eps,i,&entadj,&flgend);
if (flgend == 1) break;
}

/* If pressure is between 0.1012

and 0.1014 call it good */

if (pout[i+1] <= 1.014e+05 && pout[i+1] >= 1.012e+05)
{
flgend =1;
break;
}

i = i + 1;

}
while (entadj != 1);
entadj = 0;
if (flgend == 1) break; /* sale completamente del programa */

itermax = itermax + 1;
//printf("\nIteration number %f \n", itermax);
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//printf("\nTrying new initial velocity %lf \n",vout[0]);
//printf("\n v0 en main is %f \n", vout[0]);
if (itermax >= 500.0)
{ //printf("\nmax. number of iterations reached\n");
break;
}

}
while (itermax < 1000.0); /* itermax es el numero maximo
de iteraciones */

fp = fopen("conduit.txt", "w"); //Create output file

//printf("Depth\t\t Pressure\t Velocity\t Mach number \n\n");
for(j=0;j<=i+1;j++)
{
if (mout[j] >= 1.0)

break;

pout[j] = pout[j]/1e+06;
printf("%f\t %f\t %f\t %f\n" ,zout[j],pout[j],vout[j],mout[j]);

fprintf(fp, "%f %f %f %f %f \n",zout[j],
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pout[j], vout[j],mout[j],rhout[j]);
}
fclose(fp);
//printf(" Mass flow: %f \n", mdot);

exit_vel=vout[j-1];
printf("exit velocity %f \n", exit_vel);
//printf("mach %f \n", mout[j-1]);
// return(0);
printf("mass flow cond is %f \n", mdot);

ip=0;
i0=0;
im=0;

peta = pout[j-1]*1000000; //transform to pascals

/********************************************************

function to obtain the maximum of two numbers

********************************************************/

double max(double a, double b)
{
if (a > b) return a;
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if (a < b) return b;
return a;

}

/***************************************************

Min: function to obtain the minimum of two numbers

****************************************************/

double min(double a, double b)
{
if (a < b) return a;
if (a > b) return b;
return a;

}

/***********************************************************
**********************************************************

VELBC: routine to adjust initial velocity in order to satisfy
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the impossed boundary conditions (from Mastin, 1995)

************************************************************
**********************************************************/

void velbc(double vout[],double pout[],double zout[],double mout[],
double eps,int i,int *entadj,int *flgend)

{
double inter,slope,v1m[1000],v10[1000],v1p[1000],rmaxo,rminv,
z1m[1000],z1p[1000];
int jv;

//printf("i0 is %d \n",i0);
*entadj = 1; /* entadj = 1 let me know if I have entered
adjust Routine. If this is the case the inner do-while loop
stops and the outer do-while loop begins with another
initial velocity */
//printf("v0 entrando en adjust es %f \n", vout[0]);

/* SOLUTIONS FOR Z = 0 */

if (zout[i+1] == 0.0)
{
//printf("\nExit pressure > 1 atm and M < 1\n");
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if (pout[i+1] > 1.014e+05)
{

v10[i0] = vout[0];

/* Find minimum of v1p and v1m */
rminv = 5.0e+05;
/*printf("im is %ld \n",im);*/
for (jv=0;jv<im;jv++)
{

rminv = min(rminv,v1m[jv]);
}

for (jv=0;jv<ip;jv++)
{
rminv = min(rminv,v1p[jv]);
}

/* Find maximum of v10 */

rmaxo = 0.0;
for (jv=0;jv<i0;jv++)
{
rmaxo = max(rmaxo,v10[jv]);
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}
/* If the minimum of v1p or v1m and the maximum of v10 don’t
differ by more than about 10.0*eps, then call the solution good */
//printf("rmaxo is %lf, rminv is %lf \n", rmaxo,rminv);
if (rmaxo > 0.0 && ((rminv-rmaxo)/rmaxo) < eps)
{
//printf("\nLimit of resolution reached\n");
*flgend=1;
return ;

}
/* Calculate new value of vout[0] (initial velocity) */
if (rminv < 5e+05)

vout[0] = rmaxo + 0.25*(rminv - rmaxo);

else

vout[0] = 1.5*vout[0];

}

if (pout[i+1] < 1.012e+05)
{
for (jv=0;jv<i0;jv++)
{
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rmaxo = max(rmaxo,v10[jv]);
}
vout[0] = rmaxo + 0.5*(vout[0]- rmaxo);
if (vout[0] < 0.001)
{
//printf("\nPressure insufficient to produce eruption\n");
exit(0);
return;
}
}
i0=i0+1;
}

/* SOLUTIONS FOR Z < 0 */

/*printf("mach number is %lf\n",mach[i]);*/
if (mout[i+1] > 1.0)
{
//printf("\nmach number > 1, adjusting initial velocity\n");
z1m[im] = zout[i+1];
v1m[im] = vout[0];
//printf("v1m %f %f %d \n",v1m[im],v1m[im-1],im);

if (im >= 2)
{
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slope = (z1m[im] - z1m[im-1])/(v1m[im] - v1m[im-1]);
//printf("den. slope

en adjust %f \n",slope);

inter = z1m[im] - slope*v1m[im];
vout[0] = -inter/slope + 0.1*(min(v1m[im],v1m[im-1])+inter/slope);
//printf("v0 is %f \n", vout[0]);
}
else

vout[0] = -vout[0]*(zout[i+1] - zout[0])/zout[0];
im = im + 1;

}

if

(pout[i+1] < 1.013e+05)

{
//printf("\npressure less than 1 atm, adjusting initial velocity\n");
z1p[ip] = zout[i+1];
v1p[ip] = vout[0];

if (ip >= 2)
{
slope = (z1p[ip] - z1p[ip-1])/(v1p[ip] - v1p[ip-1]);
inter = z1p[ip] - slope*v1p[ip];
if ((-inter/slope) <= 0.0 || (-inter/slope) > vout[0])
{
vout[0] = vout[0]/2.0;
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}
else

vout[0] = -inter/slope;

}
else

vout[0] = (-vout[0]*(zout[i+1] - zout[0]))/zout[0];
ip = ip + 1;
}
if (vout[0] <= 0.001)

vout[0] = 0.001;

//printf("v0 es joder %f \n",vout[0]);

/* limpieza de arrays ya que comienza un nuevo
calculo con una nueva velocidad inicial */

for (jv=1;jv<i+1;jv++)
{
vout[jv] = 0.0;
pout[jv] = 0.0;
zout[jv] = 0.0;

}
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for (jv=0;jv<i+1;jv++)
{
mout[jv] = 0.0;
}
//printf("init ve en VELBC %f \n", vout[0]);
}

/**************************************************************
**************************************
**************************************************************

ERUPTION COLUMN MODULE

**************************************************************
**************************************
***************************************************************/

//FILE *fp;

nd = 3;

//Number of ODE’s to integrate

alpha0 = pat/(285*t);

/******* Coupling the conduit and the column models **********/
/*************************************************************/
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In choked conditions, M=1 and P>Patm, the erupting jet
decompresses into the atmosphere as a free jet until atmospheric
pressure is achieved. Woods and Bower, (1994) derived equations
to calculate the velocity and radius of the decompressed jet at
the level where the pressure equals the atmospheric.
The conduit model and the column model can be coupled using these
two parameters as initial conditions in the eruption column model.
Then mass is conserved in the interphase conduit-column.

****************************************************************/

if (mout[j-1] < 0.99)

l0=radio;

//susbsonic conditions

else
{

//choked conditions, p > atmospheric pressure at the vent

trmalfa = 1 + ((1-mfg0)*peta)/(mfg0*R*T*rhom);
//printf("\n trmalfa %f \n", trmalfa);
trm1 =(((s*pow(peta,0.7)))/2.0)/(1+(pout[j-1]/(R*T*rhom)));
//printf("\n trm1 %lf \n", trm1);
trm2 = mfg0 - trm1;
//printf("\n trm2 %f \n", trm2);
trm3 = pow(trm2,0.5)*pow(mfg0,0.5);
//printf("\n trm3 %f \n", trm3);
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trmbita = (mfg0 - (s*pow(peta,0.7)))/trm3;
//printf("\n trmbita %f \n", trmbita);
trm4 = (nout[j-1]/(mfg0*trmalfa*pow(trmbita,2)))*
*(1 - (100000.0/peta));
//printf("\n trm4 %f \n", trm4);
trm5 = (mfg0*R*T);
//printf("\n trm5 %f \n", trm5);
velocity_decomp = pow(trm5,0.5)*trmalfa*trmbita*(1 + trm4);

printf("\n velocity of the decompressed jet %lf
\n", velocity_decomp);
printf("\n gas content at the vent %lf \n", nout[j-1]);

densa = 100000.0/(mfg0*R*T);

trm6 = mdot/(pi*velocity_decomp*densa);

radius_decomp = pow(trm6,0.5);

printf("\n diameter of the decompressed jet %lf \n",
radius_decomp*2);

//velocity and radius of the decompressed jet enter
as initial conditions
//in the column model
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l0 = radius_decomp;
u0 = velocity_decomp;

}

n0 = mfg0;

//Gas content at the base of the conduit

theta0 = 1250;

//Initial temperature=mixture temperature

throught the conduit (isothermal ascent)

/***********************************************************/

cp0 = 1617;

//Initial bulk specific heat of the column

rg0 = 462;

//Bulk gas constant for the column

sigma = 1000;

//Density of the solid pyroclasts

kappa = 0.09;

//Entrainment coeff.

epse = 1e-8;
htrye = 5.0;

//Initial stepsize in meters

//printf("%f %f %f %f %f \n", n0,sigma,rg0,theta0,p);
invdensity0 = (1-n0)/sigma + n0*rg0*theta0/pat;
//printf("invdensity0 is %f \n", invdensity0);
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density0 = 1.0/invdensity0;
//printf("density0 is %f \n", density0);

ze = 0.0;

y[0] = density0*u0*pow(l0,2);
y[1] = density0*pow(u0,2)*pow(l0,2);
y[2] = cp0*theta0*density0*u0*pow(l0,2);

zoutc[0] = ze;
yout0[0] = y[0];
yout1[0] = y[1];
yout2[0] = y[2];

alphaout[0]=alpha0;
uout[0] = u0;
thetaout[0] = theta0;
lout[0] = l0;
densout[0] = density0;

cr = 0;

//Change regime cr=0 for thrust region

for (k=0;k<nd;k++)
yscale[k] = y[k];

derivse(ze,y,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,cr,
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&theta,&density_e,&u,&l,&alpha,dydx);

//Begin loop

k = 0;
for (;;)
{
if (alpha >= density_e) cr = 1;

//Change regime cr=1

for convective region.
//Criterion: when the column first become buoyant

ze = zoutc[k];
y[0] = yout0[k];

//y[0] is Mass

y[1] = yout1[k];

//y[1] is Momentum

y[2] = yout2[k];

//y[2] is Energy

rkqse(y,dydx,nd,&ze,htrye,epse,yscale,&hdide,&hnexte,n0,
l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,cr,derivse);

// printf("step %f \n",x);
zoutc[k+1] = ze;
htrye = hnexte;

yout0[k+1] = y[0];
yout1[k+1] = y[1];
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yout2[k+1] = y[2];

derivse(ze,y,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,cr,&theta,
&density_e,&u,&l,&alpha,dydx);
//printf("air density %f %f \n",alpha,u0);

if (u<= 5.0) break;

//Momentum of the plume is almost 0

thetaout[k+1] = theta;
densout[k+1] = density_e;
uout[k+1] = u;
lout[k+1] = l;
alphaout[k+1]= alpha;

k += 1;
}

fp = fopen("ecolumn.txt", "w"); //Create output file

//printf("\n velocity\t radius\t\t temperature\t
density\t height\t \n\n");
for (w=0;w<=k;w++) {
//printf("%f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f \n",uout[w],lout[w]
,alphaout[w],densout[w],zoutc[w]);
//fprintf(fp,"%f %f %f %f %f\n", uout[j],lout[j],
thetaout[j],densout[j],zoutc[j]); //Write file
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printf("%f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f %f \n",uout[w],lout[w],
alphaout[w],densout[w],zoutc[w],thetaout[w]);
fprintf(fp,"%f %f %f %f \n",lout[w],uout[w],densout[w],
zoutc[w]); //Write file
}

fclose(fp);

return 0;

//As the main function is expecting to return an integer,

0 is returned to avoid a warning while compiling

}

Conduit_routines.c created by Mikel Diez 2004-2005
/********************************************************

These routines are called by conduit_column_coupled.c
to solve the flow through the conduit

********************************************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "nrutil.h"
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#define SAFETY 0.9
#define PGROW -0.2
#define PSHRNK -0.25
#define ERRCON 1.89e-4
/* The value ERRCON equals (5/SAFETY) raised to the power
(1/PGROW), see use below. */
#define R 462.0 /* en J kg-1 K-1, asi que la P en Pascals */
#define s 6.8e-10 /* s cte from Henry’s law for basalt */
#define beta 0.7 /* beta cte from Henry’s law for basalt */
#define g 9.8
#define pi 3.14159

/*********************************************************

SOUNDV :routine to calculate sonic velocity

**********************************************************/

void soundv(double p,double T, double mfg0 , double rhom,double *c)
{
double mfg,c1,c2,c3,c4,c5;

mfg = (mfg0 - s*pow(p,beta))/(1- s*pow(p,beta));
c1 = (R*T/(mfg));
c2 = pow(c1,0.5);
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c3 =( p/1000000.0)/( rhom*R*T);

c4 = (1 - mfg)*c3;
c5 = (mfg + c4);
*c = c2*c5;

}

/***********************************************************

VISCOSITY: routine to calculate the viscosity

***********************************************************/

void viscosity(double T, double vfgas,double *eta)
{
double exp,vb;

exp = -10.737 + 1.8183*(10000.0/T);
*eta = pow(10.0,exp);

/* Ryan and Blevins (1987)
magma viscosity as a function of T */

if (vfgas <= 0.75)
{
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*eta = *eta / (1 - vfgas); /* equations from Dobran (1992) */

}
else
{
vb = 1.0 - ((1.0 - vfgas)/0.62);
*eta = 5.3e-5*(pow(vb,-1.56));

}

}

/**********************************************************

Density: routine to calculate density

**********************************************************/

void density(double p,double mfg0,double T, double rhom,
double *rhomix,double *vfgas,double *mfg)

{ // printf("p in density is %f \n", p);
//double mfg;
/* gas mass fraction-Henry’s law */
*mfg = (mfg0 - s*pow(p,beta))/(1-s*pow(p,beta));
// printf("mfg is %f", mfg);
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if ((*mfg) > 0.0)
{
*rhomix = 1.0/(((*mfg)*R*T/p) + (1.0-(*mfg))/rhom);

*vfgas = ((*mfg)*R*T/p)*(*rhomix);

}

/* else
{
*rhomix=rhom;
*vfgas=0.0;
printf("ole!!! \n");
} */
}

/*****************************************************************

DERIVSC: routine to calculate pressure gradient

*****************************************************************/

void derivsc(double x,double y,double mfg0,double T,double rhom,
double mdot,double xsarea,double diam,double f0,double *vel,
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double *mach,double *rhomixture,double *dydx,double *mfgc)
{
double rhomix,vfgas,eta,v,reynolds,f,m,c,mfg;

/* Calculate mixture density */

density(y,mfg0,T,rhom,&rhomix,&vfgas,&mfg);
*rhomixture = rhomix;
*mfgc = mfg;
/* Calculate viscosity */

viscosity(T,vfgas,&eta);

/* Calculate velocity, reynolds number, friction factor

v = mdot / (rhomix*xsarea);

reynolds = rhomix*v*diam / eta;
f = 16.0 / reynolds + f0;
*vel = v;

/* Calculate sonic velocity and mach number */

soundv(y,T,mfg0,rhom,&c);

m = v / c;
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*mach = m;

/* Calculate gradient in pressure */

*dydx=(rhomix*(-g)-rhomix*f*(pow(v,2.0)/(diam/2.0)))/(1.0 - pow(m,2));

}

/*******************************************************
*******************************************************

RKCK: Given value for y and its derivative dydx known at x,
use the fifth-order Cash-Karp Runge-Kutta method to advance
the solution over an interval h and return the incremented
variable as yout. Also return an estimate of the local
truncation error in yout using embedded fourth order method.
The user supplies the routine derivs(x,y,dydx),
which returns derivatives dydx at x.

************************************************************

/*******************************************
********************************************
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Modified by M. Diez 2004-2005 from Press et al., 1997,
" Numerical Recipes in C ", p. 719-720

********************************************
*****************************************/

void rkckc(double y, double dydx,double x, double h,
double *yout,double *yerr,double mfg0,double T,double rhom,
double mdot,double xsarea,double diam,double f0,
void (*derivsc)(double x,double y,double mfg0,double T,
double rhom,double mdot,double xsarea,double diam,
double f0,double *vel,double *mach,double *rhomixture,
double *dydx,double *mfgc))

{

static double a2=0.2,a3=0.3,a4=0.6,a5=1.0,a6=0.875,b21=0.2,
b31=3.0/40.0,b32=9.0/40.0,b41=0.3,b42=-0.9,b43=1.2,b51=-11.0/54.0,
b52=2.5,b53=-70.0/27.0,b54=35.0/27.0,b61=1631.0/55296.0,
b62=175.0/512.0,b63=575.0/13824.0,b64=44275.0/110592.0,
b65=253.0/4096.0,c1=37.0/378.0,c3=250.0/621.0,c4=125.0/594.0,
c6=512.0/1771.0,dc5=-277.00/14336.0;

double dc1=c1-2825.0/27648.0,dc3=c3-18575.0/48384.0,
dc4=c4-13525.0/55296.0,dc6=c6-0.25;
double ak2,ak3,ak4,ak5,ak6,ytemp,vel,mach,rhomixture,mfgc;
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//printf("%f %f %f \n",y,dydx,h);

/* First step */
ytemp=y+b21*h*dydx;
(*derivsc)(x+a2*h,ytemp,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,
&vel,&mach,&rhomixture,&ak2,&mfgc);

/* Second step */

ytemp=y+h*(b31*dydx+b32*ak2);
(*derivsc)(x+a3*h,ytemp,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&vel,
&mach,&rhomixture,&ak3,&mfgc);
/*Third step */

ytemp=y+h*(b41*dydx+b42*ak2+b43*ak3);
(*derivsc)(x+a4*h,ytemp,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&vel,
&mach,&rhomixture,&ak4,&mfgc);
/* Fourth step */

ytemp=y+h*(b51*dydx+b52*ak2+b53*ak3+b54*ak4);
(*derivsc)(x+a5*h,ytemp,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&vel,
&mach,&rhomixture,&ak5,&mfgc);
/* Fifth step */

ytemp=y+h*(b61*dydx+b62*ak2+b63*ak3+b64*ak4+b65*ak5);
(*derivsc)(x+a6*h,ytemp,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,xsarea,diam,f0,&vel,
&mach,&rhomixture,&ak6,&mfgc);
/* Sixth step */
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/* Accumulate increments with proper weights */
*yout=y+h*(c1*dydx+c3*ak3+c4*ak4+c6*ak6);

*yerr=h*(dc1*dydx+dc3*ak3+dc4*ak4+dc5*ak5+dc6*ak6);
/* Estimate error as difference between fourth
and fifth order methods */

}

/***********************************************************
*****************************************

RKQS: Fifth-order Runge-Kutta step with monitoring of local
truncation error to ensure accuracy and adjust stepsize. Input
is the dependent variable y and its derivative dydx at starting
value of the independent variable x. Also input are the
stepsize to be attempted htry, the required accuracy eps, and the value
yscal against which the error scaled. On output, y and x are
replaced by their new values, hdid is the
stepsize that was actually accomplished, and hnext is the
estimated next stepsize. derivs is the user-supplied routine
that computes the right-hand side derivatives.

***************************************************************
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*************************************/

/*************************************************************
**************************************

Modified by M. Diez, 2004-2005 from Press et al., 1997,
" Numerical Recipes in C ", p. 719

**************************************************************
**************************************/

void rkqsc(double *y,double dydx,double *x,double htry,double eps,
double yscal,double *hdid,double *hnext,double mfg0,double T,
double rhom,double mdot,double xsarea,double diam,double f0,
void (*derivsc)(double x,double y,double mfg0,double T,double rhom,
double mdot,double xsarea,double diam,double f0,double *vel,
double *mach,double *rhomixture,double *dydx,double *mfgc))

{

double errmax,h,htemp,xnew,yerr,ytemp,ysav,xsav;
//printf("y and x %f %f %f %f \n", *y,*x,htry,dydx);
xsav = *x;
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ysav = *y;
h=htry;

/* Set stepsize to the initial trial value */

for (;;) {
/*printf("stepsize and gradient in rkqs %f %f \n",h,dydx);*/
rkckc(ysav,dydx,xsav,h,&ytemp,&yerr,mfg0,T,rhom,mdot,
xsarea,diam,f0,derivsc);

/* Take a step */

errmax=0.0;
/* Evaluate accuracy */
errmax=FMAX(errmax,fabs(yerr/yscal));
/* Scale relative to required tolerance */
errmax /= eps;
if (errmax <= 1.0) break;
/* Step succeded. Compute size of next step */
htemp=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PSHRNK);
/* Truncation error too large, reduce stepsize */
/* No more than a factor of 10 */
h=(h >= 0.0 ? FMAX(htemp,0.1*h) : FMIN(htemp,0.1*h));
xnew=(*x)+h;
if (xnew == *x) nrerror("stepsize underflow in rkqs");
}

if (errmax > ERRCON) *hnext=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PGROW);
else *hnext=5.0*h;

/* No more than a factor of 5 increse */

*x += (*hdid=h);
*y=ytemp;
//printf("hnext %f \n", *hnext);
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}

column_routines.c created by M. Diez 2004-2005
/********************************************************

These routines are called by conduit_column_coupled.c
to solve the flow through the eruption column

********************************************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define NRANSI
#include "nrutil.h"
#define SAFETY 0.9
#define PGROW -0.2
#define PSHRNK -0.25
#define ERRCON 1.89e-4
#define ca 998 //Specific heat at constant pressure for the air
#define ra 287 //The gas constant for the air
#define g 9.8

//gravity acceleration

#define t 293

//Atmospheric temprerature (K)

#define pat 100000.0 //Atmospheric pressure(Pa)
#define mu 6.5

//temperature gradient in the troposphere (K/km)

#define omega 2.0 //temperature gradient in the stratosphere (K/km)
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/**********************************************************
***********************

ATMOSPT: Calculates the density profile for the atmosphere

***********************************************************
**********************/

void atmospt(double z,double *ta,double *pa)

{
double H1,H2,g1;

H1=11.0;

//the height of the tropopause

H2=20.0;

//the height of the stratosphere

z=z/1000;

//z to km

g1=9.8*0.001;

//gravitational acceleration to km/s2

//Calculate atmospheric temperature

if (z <= H1) *ta = t - mu*z;
if (H1 <= z && z <= H2) *ta = t - mu*H1;
if (z >= H2) *ta = t - mu*H1 + omega*(z-H2);
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//Calculate atmospheric pressure

//tr1=g1/(ra*mu); Woods, 1988 eqs. for pressure
don’t work properly for a standard atmosphere
//tr2=t-mu*z;
//tr3=t-mu*H1;
//tr4=(-g1*(z-H1))/(ra*(t-mu*H1));
//tr5=(-g1*(H2-H1))/(ra*(t-mu*H1));
//tr6=t-mu*H1+omega*(z-H2);

*pa = pat*exp(-g*z*1000/(ra*(*ta)));

//if (z <= H1) *pa = p*pow(tr2,tr1);
//if (H1 <= z && z <= H2) *pa = p*pow(tr3,tr1)*exp(tr4);
//printf("air teperature %f \n",*pa);
//if (z >= H2) *pa = p*pow(tr3,tr1)*exp(tr5)*pow(tr6,(-tr1));

}

/****************************************************

DERIVS

****************************************************/
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void derivse(double z,double y[],double n0,double l0,double u0,
double theta0,double cp0,double rg0,double sigma,double kappa,
int cr,double *theta,double *density,double *u,double *l,
double *alpha,double dydx[])

{
double invdensity0,density0,n,cp,rg,ta,pa;

invdensity0 = (1-n0)/sigma + n0*rg0*theta0/pat;
density0 = 1.0/invdensity0;

atmospt(z,&ta,&pa);

// Call atmospt to calculate

atmospheric P,T at different heights

*alpha = pa/(ra*ta);

//Calculates atmospheric density
at different levels

// printf("%f \n", *alpha);
//Gas mass fraction
n = 1 + (n0-1)*(pow(l0,2)*u0*density0)/y[0];
cp = ca + (cp0-ca)*(1-n)/(1-n0);
rg = ra + (rg0-ra)*((1-n)/n)*(n0/(1-n0));
*theta = (y[2]/y[0])/cp;

//Temperature

//Density
*density = 1.0/(((1-n)/sigma) + n*rg*(*theta)/pa);
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*u = y[1]/y[0];

//Velocity

*l = sqrt(y[0]/((*density)*(*u))); //Radius

if (cr == 0)
{
//Mass flux gradient for thrust region
dydx[0] = ((*u)*(*l)*sqrt((*alpha)*(*density)))/8;
dydx[1] = -(((*density)*pow((*u),2)*(*l))/8.0)*
*sqrt((*alpha)/(*density));

//Momentum flux gradient

}
else
{
//Mass flux gradient for convective region
dydx[0] = 2*kappa*(*u)*(*l)*(*alpha);
//Momentum flux gradient for convective region
dydx[1] = g*((*alpha) - (*density))*pow((*l),2);
}

dydx[2] = (ca*ta + pow((*u),2)/2)*dydx[0] -(*alpha)*(*u)*pow((*l),2)*g; //Energy flux gradient

}

/********************************************************
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***********************

RKCK

*********************************************************
**********************/

void rkcke(double y[], double dydx[], int nd, double x,
double h, double yout[],double yerr[],double n0,double l0,
double u0,double theta0,double cp0,double rg0,double sigma,
double kappa,int cr,void (*derivse)(double z,double y[],
double n0,double l0,double u0,double theta0,double cp0,
double rg0,double sigma,double kappa,int cr,double *theta,
double *density,double *u,double *l,double *alpha,
double dydx[]))
{
int i;
static double a2=0.2,a3=0.3,a4=0.6,a5=1.0,a6=0.875,b21=0.2,
b31=3.0/40.0,b32=9.0/40.0,b41=0.3,b42 = -0.9,b43=1.2,
b51 = -11.0/54.0, b52=2.5,b53 = -70.0/27.0,b54=35.0/27.0,
b61=1631.0/55296.0,b62=175.0/512.0,b63=575.0/13824.0,
b64=44275.0/110592.0,b65=253.0/4096.0,c1=37.0/378.0,
c3=250.0/621.0,c4=125.0/594.0,c6=512.0/1771.0,
dc5 = -277.00/14336.0;
double dc1=c1-2825.0/27648.0,dc3=c3-18575.0/48384.0,
dc4=c4-13525.0/55296.0,dc6=c6-0.25;
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double *ak2,*ak3,*ak4,*ak5,*ak6,*ytemp,u,theta,density,l,alpha;

ak2=vector(0,nd);
ak3=vector(0,nd);
ak4=vector(0,nd);
ak5=vector(0,nd);
ak6=vector(0,nd);
ytemp=vector(0,nd);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+b21*h*dydx[i];
(*derivse)(x+a2*h,ytemp,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,
kappa,cr,&theta,&density,&u,&l,&alpha,ak2);

for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b31*dydx[i]+b32*ak2[i]);
(*derivse)(x+a3*h,ytemp,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,
kappa,cr,&theta,&density,&u,&l,&alpha,ak3);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b41*dydx[i]+b42*ak2[i]+b43*ak3[i]);
(*derivse)(x+a4*h,ytemp,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,
cr,&theta,&density,&u,&l,&alpha,ak4);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b51*dydx[i]+b52*ak2[i]+b53*ak3[i]+
+b54*ak4[i]);
(*derivse)(x+a5*h,ytemp,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,
cr,&theta,&density,&u,&l,&alpha,ak5);
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for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
ytemp[i]=y[i]+h*(b61*dydx[i]+b62*ak2[i]+b63*ak3[i]+
+b64*ak4[i]+b65*ak5[i]);
(*derivse)(x+a6*h,ytemp,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,rg0,sigma,kappa,
cr,&theta,&density,&u,&l,&alpha,ak6);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
yout[i]=y[i]+h*(c1*dydx[i]+c3*ak3[i]+
+ c4*ak4[i]+c6*ak6[i]);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++)
yerr[i]=h*(dc1*dydx[i]+dc3*ak3[i]+dc4*ak4[i]+
+ dc5*ak5[i]+dc6*ak6[i]);

free_vector(ytemp,0,nd);
free_vector(ak6,0,nd);
free_vector(ak5,0,nd);
free_vector(ak4,0,nd);
free_vector(ak3,0,nd);
free_vector(ak2,0,nd);

}

/*****************************************************************
**********************

RKQS
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*****************************************************************
*********************/

void rkqse(double y[], double dydx[], int nd, double *x,
double htry, double eps,double yscal[], double *hdid,
double *hnext,double n0,double l0,double u0,double theta0,
double cp0,double rg0,double sigma,double kappa,int cr,
void (*derivse)(double z,double y[],double n0,double l0,double u0,
double theta0,double cp0,double rg0,double sigma,double kappa,
int cr,double *theta,double *density,double *u,double *l,
double *alpha,double dydx[]))
{
/*void rkck(double y[], double dydx[], int nd, double x, double h,
double yout[], double yerr[],
void (*derivs)(double, double [], double []));*/
int i;
double errmax,h,htemp,xnew,*yerr,*ytemp;

yerr=vector(0,nd);
ytemp=vector(0,nd);
h=htry;
for (;;) {
rkcke(y,dydx,nd,*x,h,ytemp,yerr,n0,l0,u0,theta0,cp0,
rg0,sigma,kappa,cr,derivse);
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errmax=0.0;
for (i=0;i<nd;i++) errmax=FMAX(errmax,fabs(yerr[i]/yscal[i]));
errmax /= eps;
if (errmax <= 1.0) break;
htemp=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PSHRNK);
h=(h >= 0.0 ? FMAX(htemp,0.1*h) : FMIN(htemp,0.1*h));
xnew=(*x)+h;
if (xnew == *x) nrerror("stepsize underflow in rkqs");
}
if (errmax > ERRCON) *hnext=SAFETY*h*pow(errmax,PGROW);
else *hnext=5.0*h;
*x += (*hdid=h);
for (i=0;i<nd;i++) y[i]=ytemp[i];
free_vector(ytemp,0,nd);
free_vector(yerr,0,nd);

}

makefile created by M. Diez 2004-2005
\*****************************************************
*****************************************************

MAKEFILE
It compiles together all the routines
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*****************************************************

CC=/usr/bin/gcc

conduit_column_coupled: conduit_column_coupled.o
conduit_routines.o column_routines.o nrutil.o ipmpar.o dcdflib.o
$(CC) -g -Wall -o

conduit_column_coupled -lm\

conduit_column_coupled.o\
nrutil.o\
conduit_routines.o\
column_routines.o\
ipmpar.o\
dcdflib.o

conduit_column_coupled.o: conduit_column_coupled.c
$(CC) -Wall -c conduit_column_coupled.c

conduit_routines.o: conduit_routines.c
$(CC) -Wall -c conduit_routines.c

column_routines.o: column_routines.c
$(CC) -Wall -c column_routines.c
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nrutil.o: nrutil.c
$(CC) -Wall -c nrutil.c

ipmpar.o: ipmpar.c
$(CC) -Wall -c ipmpar.c

dcdflib.o: dcdflib.c
$(CC) -Wall -c dcdflib.c

clean:
rm *.o *~ conduit_column_coupled
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